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ABSMACT  

Soundings were made to measure the winds between the surface 

and 30 kilometre altitude using a lock-follow radar to track a reflector 

carried aloft by a free balloon. 	Where possible the descending 

reflector, or a cloud of radar window was tracked after burst of the 

balloon. 

To reduce error in the wind velocity measurements the radar 

dials were read at freeuent intervals and several readings used to give 

each velocity. 	The accuracy of the radar was determined and the 

expected error in velocity shown to be significantly less than the 

amplitudes of wind fluctuations at ranges of less than 40 kilometres 

with a 54" corner reflector. At greater raves the error increased 

rapidly due to poor signal-to-noise ratio. 

Some statistical analysis of the wind fluctuations as 

components of a turbulent field was undertaken but is of uncertain 

significance as no suitable objective criteria could be devised for 

determining an appropriate mean wind field from the winds measured on a  

single sounding. 

Certain more pronounced irregularities on some of the 

soundings were observed to persist with little change for periods of 

several hours. In particular, layers of pronounced shear persisted in 

the troposphere and could be related in many cases to temperature 

inversions or frontal surfaces shown by temperature soundings at 

Crawley (50 kilometre distant). 

Two sequences of sounding made throwh jet streams gave 

information on the structure beneath the jet, but wind measurements 

within the core were subject to large errors. 
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Wind fluctuations with amplitudes 1.11) to 7m/sec, horizontal 

wavelength of order of 300 kilometres, and vertical wavelengths between 

1 and 2.5 kilometres were observed in the stratosphere. A model of 

the wind structure of these fluctuations is proposed which fits the 

observed features as found in our soundings and in those of the 

MeteoroloLical Office. Their properties are shown to be consistent 

in some respects with the properties of inertial waves investigated 

theoretically by Sawyer (1961). 

Clouds of window were tracked by the radar and it is shown 

that differences in fall speed of pieces within the cloud accounted 

for far more expansion than small scale turbulence. Clouds of a new 

type of window made from copper wire wore found to provide a useful 

anemometer in the stratosphere with characteristics similar to those 

of a balloon. Estimates of the lateral spread of these clouds gave 

a value of diffusivity, K, of 0.1 m
2
/soc. 
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CHAPTER 1  

IhIRODUCTI ON 

The study of atmospheric motion with which this thesis 

deals has three main aimst firstly to evaluate a loci: foil radar 

as an instrument for measuring turbulent or other small scale 

fluctuations between the surface and 30 km; secondly to obtain 

reliable estimates of the magnitudes of the fluctuations, and of 

correlations between components referred to rectangular axes 

(moweatum t:c.ansports)i and thirdly to investigate the structure and 

time periods of fluctuations and to look for correlation between types 

of fluctuation and other meteorological parameters. 

It is not always easy to distinguish between turbulence and 

more highly organised flow. For instance atmospheric gravity waves 

of the type investigated by Scorer (1949) may well appear similar on a 

plot of wind against height (rind profile) to turbulent fluctuations. 

Clear air turbulence has been mentioned many times in papers and is 

thought to be associated with jet streams, but some workers think that 

it may be short wavelength waves which appear as turbulence to a fast 

moving aircraft, and as such it may not be shown on the wind profile 

measured by a sounding balloon. In the stratosphere Sawyer (1961) 

has shown the theoretical possibility of quasi—persistent meso scale 

waves, and fluctuations of this type are shown on many profiles. 

As results became available (with a delay of 6 months) from 

the earlier experimental soundings it became increasingly clear that 

many of the fluctuations observed on the profiles were very persistent 

in time (of the order of hours) and with horizontal dimensions of tens 

of kilometres or more. 

In general turbulent fluctuations are considered as being 

those which are sufficiently disorganised to require a statistical 



treatment, but it proved possible to treat many of the fluctuations 

observed on the wind soundings made for this thesis without recourse 

to statistical techniques. 
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1.1 Survey of Methods of Measuring Turbulence in the Atmosphere 

Atmospheric turbulence near the ground may be studied with the 

aid of anemometers mounted at various heights on a vertical mast. The 

record from each anemometer yields the variation of wind velocity with 

time at a known height, and instantaneous profiles showing the 

variation of wind with height to the top of the mast are obtainable 

with resolution only limited by the spacing of the anemometers. Many 

workers have studied turbulence near the ground using instruments 

mounted on masts, and fluctuation analysis has been highly developed 

to give transports of momentum, heat, and water vapour from the raw data. 

Sutton (1949) surveys the techniques used in analysing the results. 

Techniques employing fixed masts are normally limited to the 

bottom hundred metres or so of the atmosphere, but they have been 

extended by the use of the cable of a tethered barrage balloon to 

carry the instruments, and continuous records have been obtained at 

heights up to 2,000 m (see Jones (1956)). 	Some error is introduced 

into the measurements through movement of the balloon cable and an 

anemometer record no longer refers to a fixed point. It is not possible 

to obtain records in strong winds, when cumulo-nimbus clouds are 

present, or in heavy rain9 the maximum hoight is limited, and the 

technique is expensive. Measurements of turbulence can also be made 

by releasing clouds of a tracer element either from the ground or from 

aircraft, and sampling the dispersion at a later time. 	This technique 

yields information on the statistics of the turbulence, but very little 

about the structure of the fluctuations. 

A study of winds throughout the troposphere and lower 

stratosphere (here defined as up to 30 km) requires very different 

techniques from those using anemometers mounted at fixed points. 

Various methods are available, which mostly involve determining the 

motion of some tracer moving with the wind, making duo allowance for 
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any motion inherent in the tracer. The wind velocity may be 

determined from the drift of an aircraft by visual follow of smoke 

puffs or free balloon by one or more theodolites radar follow of a 

reflector which may either be freely falling or attached to a balloon, 

or of a radar tracer such as 'window'. The balloon methods may be 

used to sound through a height range or may be adjusted to drift at 

approximately constant height. Aircraft methods are expensive, and 

limited to below 20 km. They are not suitable for obtaining vertical 

profiles, but have given valuable data on fine structure. Visual 

methods are limited by clouds and consequently give a fine-weather 

bias to any results; furthermore two theodolites are necessary to 

determine the position of the tracer with certainty. 

Balloon tracking by radar may be used in almost all 

meteorological conditions, and vertical wind profiles may be obtained 

over the first 30 km of the atmosphere. The mean wind velocity over 

a limited height range can be measured accurately provided the slant 

range is not too large, and the radar is maintained in good condition. 

Errors in velocity measurement increase rapidly with range when the 

received signal from the reflector carried by the balloon becomes weak, 

but this effect may be reduced by using a transponder instead of a 

,reflector. Accurate results are normally obtained in the stratosphere 

only when winds in the troposphere are light. The results presented 

in this thesis were obtained with a primary radar system (one using a 

reflector to return echoes) tracking either a 'corner' reflector or 

radar window. • 

The radar set and the experimental techniques used in the 

study are described in Chapter 2, and the methods employed in evaluating 

the wind velocities in Chapter 3. Formulae for the error in velocity 

as a function of error in the radar readings are stated, and Chapter 4 
describes work undertaken to evaluate the performance of the radar. 
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It is concluded that with a standard corner reflector (54") the error 

in velocity is small -relative to the observed fluctuations for slant 

ranges up to 40 km, but is too large when the range is greater than 

50 kmandruakesconclusions on atmospheric fluctuations unreliable. 

Radio-sonde equipment was net available for making temperature 

soundings coincident with the wind soundings. The nearest station 

making temperature soundings was Crawley, 50 km distant from Silwood 

(40 km west of London) where the experimental soundings were made, and 

soundings are available at the standard Meteorological Office (M.0.) 

reporting hours of 1100 and 2300 G.M.T. In discussing the results 

temperature data from Crawley have been used when required, and 

evidence is given that in the majority of cases the features shown on 

the temperature profile at Crawley would have been shown by a 

simultaneous sounding at Silwood. 

The method of obtaining profiles from a balloon rising through 

the atmosphere suffers from two drawbacks. Firstly there is a time 

difference of the order of an hour between the velocity readings 

obtained at the top and the bottom of a sounding extending over 20 km 

depth, and secondly the balloon does not rise vertically above the 

release point. When no shear is present the profile refers to the air 

directly above Silwood at release (that is the balloon position in the 

horizontal does not change relative to the air mass) and the second 

drawback does not give errors. Also the first drawback does not matter 

for fluctuations with longer or charter periods than the time of ascent, 

but may give errors for fluctuations with periods approximately equal 

to the time of ascent. 

When shear is present the sounding is not fully representative 

of the air above Silwood at release, but it is shown in Chapters 6 and 7 

that this has not led to any great difficulties in interpreting the 

results. 
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1.2 Fluctuation Analysis of Profiles given by Balloon Soundings  

Studies of the general circulation of the atmosphere require 

values for the transport of heat, water vapour and momentum by 

fluctuations of different sizes and structure for testing and 

formulating 'models' of the circulation. The techniques used for 

evaluating transports in the layer close to the ground (0 - 100 m) 

are not easily extended for use with data obtained by tracking 

sounding balloons. 	Scrase (1954) made an attempt, using values of 

fluctuations in wind component and temperature relative to mean curves 

drawn by eye through the plot of individual readings for a single 

sounding. His results showed the standard deviation of the horizontal 

fluctuations to be significantly greater than the expected error in 

the method for determining the velocity, with a residual of 2 rdsec; 

but the standard deviation of the vertical fluctuations was not 

significantly greater than the expected error, and the residual does 

not appear to be a reliable estimate. Comments made by Scrase on the 

aerodynamics of a balloon have been followed up in sections 4.10 and 

6.5, and some examples of instability in the vertical velocity of a 

balloon due to changes in drag coefficient are given. 

The existence of a lockr-follow radar with a greater potential 

accuracy than the radar used to obtain Scrasets results suggested an 

extention to his work and formed the Starting point of the work for this 

thesis. A lock-follow radar was loaned by the Ministry of Supply and 

it was carefully maintained to keep errors to a minimum: In the majority 

of soundings the range, elevation and bearing of the balloon were 

recorded photographically at 5 second intervals. 

The main difficulty in making fluctuation analyses from 

single soundings lies in obtaining mean curves relative to which 

instantaneous departures may be measured. 	Scrase used the criterion 

"smooth (mean) curves were drawn so as to make algebraic means of the 
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deviations, over long periods, negligible". 	Here "long periods" 

refers to depths of several kilometres in the sounding but the 

procedure is arbitrary. Since a sounding is to a first approximation 

a set of readings for the iocai vertical it would be physically sensible 

to use a time mean at each level. In the type of analysis envisaged 

changes on the synoptic scale were' not required and a mean over a 

period of about an hour would have been suitable. Considerable 

thought was given to obtaining this or other physically meaningful moan 

profiles by objective methods within the limitations of the sounding 

programme and several not very satisfactory criteria wore suggested. 

On a large number of soundings mean curves were drawn independently by 

two people by eye to see if a comparison of the curves would yield 

ideas on an objective mean, but differences in scale of averaging 

emerged and no objective criteria were found. Also it became apparent 

that certain features on the soundings, with small vortical scale, were 

persistent and therefore not suitable for treatment as turbulent 

fluctuations relative to a mean of an hour or so. Two analyses of the 

type described by Scraso were however made and the results are presented 

in section 6.1. 

It was found that sequences of soundings separated by intervals 

of 15 minutes and upwards yielded useful information on the magnitudes 

of the fluctuations, and their time periods, and a special technique has 

been developed for dealing• with sequences without employing a mean 

(section 6.2). . 
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1.3 Outline of Experimental Programme  

The radar set became available early in 1957 and a year was 
spent in modifying it to treble the maximum range, fitting a system for 

automatic dial recording, and gaining operating exporionCe. 

The initial programme consisted of fifty soundings during 

the first three months of 1958 (one or two each day), and subsequent 
programmes consisted of mall groups of soundings designed to investigate 

specific features of the atmosphere. Beyond the initial programme no 

attempt was made to obtain a representative sample over an extended 

period of time and in fact rather the opposite was the case with 

soundings being made when the weather conditions appeared suitable for 

a particular investigation. Table 1 shows the distribution of 

soundings as a function of time of year and height reached. Very few 

soundings were made in the summer months June to August, and for this 

reason the conclusions on vertical velocity presented in sections 6.5 

and 6.6 have to be treated with caution, 

The remainder of the programme may be divided into soundings 

made with the following aims: 

(i) to evaluate the radar performance (Chapter 4);  

(ii) to study fluctuations in the stratosphere (these 

soundings had to be made with light winds in the 

troposphere to avoid excessive radar error); 

(iii) to investigate fluctuations in the lower 5 km of the 
atmosphere using sequences at intervals of 15 to 45 
minutes (section 6.2); 

(iv) to investigate jet stream structure using sequences 

at intervals of two hours (section 6.3); 

(v) to investigate the air flow near active cumulus clouds 

by flying balloons into or near them (section 6.6). 
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Lionth 
Maximum Height on SeUnding Record (km) 

Total 
0— 5 5 - 10 10 7 15 15 7  20 > 20 

January 1 3 3 8 3 18 

February 2 3 • 7 10 1 23 

Harch 3 1 1 6 1 12 

April 21 2 5 2 30 

May 2 I 1 5 3 .12 

June 

July 1 1 1 1 4 

August 2 2 4 

September 10 1 11 

October 4 1 3 2 10 

November 2 2 3 7 
December 3 1 1 5 

Tot al 46 12 24 36 18 136 

TABLE 1. 	The distribution of soundings by height reached and time 

of year. 



The emphasis of the latter part of the programme was 

detorminod by the,  results obtained in the initial programme, but this 

process suffered a time lag of approximately six months due to 

computing delays. 

A progralwae of experiments using radar window was made in 

parallel with the main sounding programme with the aim of determining 

the characteristics of window clouds in the free atmosphere, which it 

was hoped would lead to estimates of the amount of small scale 

turbulence. 

The results obtained in the window experiments are presented 

in Chapter 5, and the results from the sounding programme in Chapters 

6 and 7, the former referring mainly to the troposphere and the latter 

to the stratosphere. The results are summarised in Chapter 8 and 

conclusions drawn from them, together with suggestions for future work. 

An appendix lists the date and release time of each sounding 

to which reference is made in this thesis, together with the balloon 

weight and the reflector type used for the ascent and for the descent. 
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1.4 Glossary 

A list is Eriven below of the abbreviations and symbols used 

in the succeeding chapters. As far as possible symbols have their 

usual meaning, but small changes have been necessary where normal usage 

gives. confusion. 	Some mathematical symbols, such as u, have been 

underlined in the text where necessary to make them easier to read, and 

to avoid ambiguity. 

Abbreviations  

M.O. 	Meteorological Office 

R.A.E. 	Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough 
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c/s 

i.f. 

1.o.s. 

p.e. 

p.p.i. 

s.d. 

s.e. 

cycles per second 

intermediate frequency 

line of sight 

permanent echo 

plan position indicator 

standard deviation 

standard error 

mm 	millimetre 

cm 	centimetre 

m 	metre 

km 	kilometre 

g 6-1,amme 

kg 	kilogramme 

sec 	second 

min 	minute 

yd 	yard 

orb 	millibar 

kt 	knot 

kV 	kilovolt 
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Symbols  

A 	area, aperture of an aerial 

b 	as suffix, balloon 

CD 	drag coefficient (- 2 D  

p.A w2 ) 
drag 

diameter 

E electric vector in the radiation 

f Coriolis parameter 

G reading of the manual gain control on the radar 

g the acceleration due to gravity 

Ii 	as suffix, hydrogen 

Iq 	the intensity of fluctuation of the element 

unit vector in the vertical 

L the lift of a balloon 

1 	length 

Li 	mass 

n 	integral number 

Pr 	power received by the radar 

Pt 	power transmitted by the radar 

q integral number 

range 

Re 	Reynolds number 	
d  Pair/4 ) 

✓ horizontal range 

slope of frontal surface 

absolute temperature 

Ti 	time interval to which a velocity refers 

t 	time interval between readings of the radar 

u,v,w 	velocity components referred to axes x,y,z 

- eastward, v - northward, w - vertical) 

V 	horizontal velocity vector 

u',v',w' departures of u,v,w from mean values 

x9Y90 	distances on cartesian axes fixed in the earth with origin 

at the radar (x - eastward, y - northward, z - vertical) 
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a 	angle between isotherms and east—west direction 

the ratio of the Lagrangian time scale and the Eulerian time 

scale 

a small difference 

0 	beaing clockwise from north 

wavelength 

yt 	 coefficient of viscosity 

p 	density 

07a 	echoing area 

0= 
	standard deviation (error) of the quantity q 

0 	elevation above the horizontal 

d/dx 	total differential with respect to x 

676x 	partial differential with respect to 

LSx 	change in x 

horizontal vector gradient 

Certain abbreviations are used on the figures showing wind 

profiles, and their meaning is given in detail in the introduction to 

Chapter 6. 

C.R.I. 

C.R.II 

M.F. 

S 

T 

first range change 

second range change 

manual follow 

stepping 

tropopause 
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MUTER 2  

EQUIPNEET AITD TECHNIQUES 

The equipment and experimental techniques used to obtain the 

results on which this thesis is based are described in this chapter. 

The first section gives a description of the radar system, and is 

followed by sections describing the balloon sounding techniques, and the 

photographic techniques. The fourth section gives the calibrations 

of the radar and the final section describes special techniques employing 

radar window. 

A general description of radar equipment and techniques is 

given by Smith (1947) of which pages 311 and 315 are particularly 

relevant to the type of radar used in the experiments. The 'Handbook 

of Meteorological Instruments, Pt 	(n.o. 577) describes standard 
techniques for making soundings and is referred to as 'M.O. 577' with 

page number wherever relevant. 
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2.1 The Radar System 

A G.L.III, Ek. VII radar was used for the experiments 

(Figure 1; M.O. 577, plate XI). 	It was sited at the Imperial College 

Field Station at Silwood Park, Ascot (Grid Reference 493.7,169.3 

height 210'). The surrounding country is undulating, with heights 

varying between 100 ft and 350 ft, and well wooded. The site has a 

good horizon to the east, but trees rise to between 5°  and 80  from 

approximately 260°  throurth north to 070°. The attenuation due to the 

trees varies considerably between winter and summer, and this affected 

measurement of the signal strength on a permanent echo (p.e). Soundings 

wore not affected as it was rare to use the radar to follow a target 

below the tree horizon. The trees to the west of the site afforded 

useful protection from the prevailing winds and made the task of 

launching balloons easier. The value of this protection was apparent 

on occasions when the wind came from the east. The site is well 

drained with a gravel subsoil, and very little settling of the radar was 

apparent during the experimental period. 

2.1.1 Description of the Radar 

The Ilk.  VII is an army radar developed from the G.L. III, 

Mk. III set used by the Meteorological Office (H.0) at the upper air 

stations in the British Isles (see M.O. 577, pr46-59). 	It is designed 

to follow targets automatically and can be operated by one person, and 

was therefore especially suitable for our work. Trials carried out by 

the M.0. on a Mk. VII (section 4.1) indicated that its performance was 

comparable with the Mk. III which uses two or three operators to follow 

the target manually. The ILO. experienced considerable electrical and 

mechanical trouble with their Mk. VII (a Series li model) but the only 

similar trouble with our Mk. VII (Series C) was in the air conditioning 
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unit. This vas repaired by the maintenance team from R.A.E. in 

October 1957 and worked satisfactorily throughout the entire programme 

of experiments. 

The Mk. VII employs conventional pulse techniques to measure 

range, and a beam switching technique with offset beam to measure 

bearing and elevation. The wavelength is 10 cm., the pulse width 

0.55 p.sec and the repetition rate 1,500 pulse/sec. 	Power is supplied 

by a Lister 17 kVA diesel generator, and once experience had been 

gained in starting the diesel engine the generating set gave almost 

trouble—free service. 

Switching on the radar, including starting the generator, 

usually took about 15 minutes, and normally 30 minutes were allowed 

for the radar to warm up and reach a steady temperature between 

60 and 6.5°F under the control of the air conditioning unit. 

The Mk. VII radar is normally calibrated in yards using a 

'yards' crystal oscillator providing calibration pips at 1,000 yd 

intervals. We recalibrated our radar in metres by changing the 

crystal in the oscillator to bring the calibration pips up to 1,000 

metre intervals. Range marks correspond to positions on a large 

potentiometer (the range potentiometer) and for accurate range 

measurement between marks the potentiometer should be as near to linear 

as possible. Unfortunately adjustment of linearity is difficult and 

it was necessary to accept a certain amount of error from this source.• 

Calibration curves were taken during the experiments to check that the 

error remained constant, and the end points of the scale were adjusted 

when necessary. The errors introduced in the results by the 

non—linearity are discussed in section 4.4. 

To use the Mk. VII for wind finding work it is necessary to 

increase the maximum range of the set to approximately three times the 

34 
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design figure of 36,000 yd. k treblor (Figure 2) was built in the 

departmental workshops to a circuit supplied by the H.O. of the one 

developed for use with their experimental Mk. VII (Else 1955 M.0. 5779  

p 58), and installed in the radar in 	September 1957. 	Considerable 

difficulty was experienced in commissioning the trobler, and it was 

necessary to modify the circuit and the layout of the components before 

getting it to work satisfactorily. Two months wore spent on this work, 

but once all the modifications had been completed the trebler worked 

correctly, and gave almost trouble-free service throughout the 

experimental work. 	Subsequently it 	was discovered that there had 

been several errors in the transcription of the circuit diagram from 

the M.O. master copy. 

With the trebler in use the range intervals wore 

Range I 	0.7 km 	- 	36.7 km 

Range II 	30.7 km 	- 	66.7 km 

Range III 	57.7 km 	- 	93.7 km 

(It was not possible to measure ranges of less than 0.7 km from the 

zero setting). The first ran,e change may be made at any range 

between 30.7 and 36.7 km, and the second change between 57.7 and 66.7 km, 

but in most of the soundings the changes were made at 32 km and 58 km. 

When changing range a key was operated to display the next 

section of the time base on the range tube, thus putting the signal from 

the target near the beginning of the trace, and the pointer on the 

range dial was wound back until the step on the trace was lined up with 

the signal. The radar would then continue on lock follow provided the 

signal was sufficiently strong. 	The 	change normally took a little 

over 10 seconds, so only two frames of the dial film were lost 

(section 2.3). 	During the changeover the bearing and elevation 

circuits received no signals and were free to drift off the target, 
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but in general this gave little trouble. 	On Range II it was necessary 

to add 30 km and Range III 57 km to the measured range, these additions 
being carried out when the results wore road from the dial film. It 

was necessary to set the range increments on the trebler before each 

sounding, and as a chock they wore measured at the completion of the 

sounding. It was found that the range increment introduced by the 

trebler varied by about 0.05% per degree Fahrenheit temperature change. 

The radar is not thermostatically controlled but it proved possible to 

maintain a sufficiently uniform temperature to prevent the trebler 

introducing serious errors. 	The effect of drift on the results is 

discussed in section 4.4. 

2.1.2 The Radar Displays  

The ilk. VII radar displays the coordinates of a target on 

dials driven by magslip repeaters, and sows the echo received from the 

target on two cathode ray tube displays. 	One of these, the P.P.I. is 

a small display with poor definition, and bad clutter at its centre. 

It may be used for noting the positions of rain areas during showery 

conditions, and for locating aircraft when signals are required for 

chocking the radar, but the clutter makes it unsuitable for locating 

targets attached to balloons. Figure 3(a) shows the second display, 

the A—scope, with a target in the follow position, and Figure 3(b) 

shows calibration pips displayed at 1 km intervals. 	The trace 

corresponds to approximately 40 km of range with zero at 0 km, 30 km, 
and 57 km depending on the trebler setting. The stop and the range 

dial are both slaved to the range potentiometer, so that the range 

diale show the range of a signal at the base of the stop. The trace 

is expanded on either side of the step and it is possible to make 

fairly accurate measurements of signal amplitude and shape from 

photographs taken of echoes on the expanded portion. Echoes can be 

seen on the A—scope when the range exceeds 0.6 km, and this display 
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was used to locate targets attached to balloons. 

Six dials shown in Figure 4, are used to display the bearing, 

elevation and range of a target. Bearing and elevation divisions are 

at 0.1°  intervals on the 'fine' dials, and range divisions at 20 m 

intervals on the 'fine' dial, which shows 2 km of range. 

Magslips attached to the aerial mount drive receivers 

carrying the bearing and elevation pointers, and magslips linked to 

the range potentiometer drive receivers carrying the range pointers. 

2.1.3 The Radar Follow System 

The radar aerial is driven by two closed loop servo systems 

which bring the axis of the aerial into coincidence with the line of 

sight (1.o.$) of the target.' The system for determining bearing is 

electrically independent from the system for determining elevation, 

although both systems use a common switching arrangement. The 

radiation beam from the aerial is offset by about 2°  from the axis of 

the aerial system, and is rotated at 33 c/s. A switch driven 

synchronously with the rotating beam is used to distribute the received 

signal after amplification and rectification to the follow circuits. 

Contacts which close when the offset beam is to the left and the right 

of the axis feed the signal to the bearing follow circuits, and 

further contacts food the signal to the elevation follow circuits when 

the beam is above and below the axis. 	The signals from the 'left' and 

'right' positions are only equal when the target lies in the vertical 

plane through the 1.o.s. and the servo system operates to move the 

aerial to reduce any difference between the two signals, thus setting 

the aerial to the bearing of the target. 	The, operation for elevation 

follow is the same and the two servo systems hi nt continuously to bring 

the axis of the aerial coincident with the l.o.s. 	It is only possible 
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to vary the feedback on the bearing follow servo and this was adjusted 

to give a response slightly faster than that built in for the elevation 

follow. 	It is not advisable to slow the response of the follow 

circuits excessively since very high rates of follow are required when 

a balloon passes near to the zenith. With the Nk. VII radar manual 

follow on bearing and elevation is not possible. 

The aerial system consists of a dipole radiator and dipole 

reflector placed at tho focus of a parabolic dish reflector. 	The dish 

is 5 ft in diameter and the assembly includes the motors for driving 

the aerial in bearing and elevation, the channel switches for 

distributing the signal to the follow circuits, and a telescope lined 

up on the axis of the aerial. By watching a target being followed by 

the radar through the telescope it was possible to determine the 

response of the aerial system, and to estimate the errors in the system. 

Balloons could be followed visually to ranges in excess of 40 km in 

clear conditions and the exact time of their entry into clouds obtained. 

The power polar figure of the aerial is shown in Figure 5. 
The offset is shown as 1°40', but on most sets it is greater than this. 

At elevations of less than 5°  the follow system is affected by the 

ground and results obtained at elevations of less than 8°  were 

considered to be unreliable. 

The radiation is polarised in the direction of the radiating 

dipole and therefore is constantly changing in direction. The signals 

forhcaring follow are taken when the dipole is horizontal, and for 

elevation follow when the dipole lies in the vertical plane. The channel 

switches are closed for approxiL]ately 300  on either side of the mean 

position, but to a first approximation it is assumed that the signal 

for bearing follow is horizontally polarised, and for elevation follow 

at angle 0 above the horizontal (elevation) is polarised with components 

E cos 0 in the vertical and E sin 0 in the horizontal. The radar 
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transmits and receives rack echoes from 8 pulses during the period when 

any channel switch is closed. 

The range follow circuits use a servo system to maintain the 

	

echo from the target at the base of the step. 	When a discrepancy occurs 

an error signal is generated and the range potentiometer moved so as 

to bring the step into coincidence with the echo. All the follow 

circuits in the radar are gated so that only echoes whose range is 

within 200 m of the range set by the range potentiometer are effective. 

	

Manual follow is possible on range. 	In the 'Manual' mode the 

operator controls the range potentiometer by moans of a low geared 

control wheel on the console, thus moving the step on the 117-scope. 

Provided the stop is moved so that the echo is as shown in Figure 3(a) 

the range of the echo will be shown on the dials. 

2.1.4 Smoothing Introduced by the Radar 

When the signal strength is sufficient the follow circuits of 

the radar react to any permanent change in a coordinate of the target 

within 5 seconds. 	Observations on balloons being tracked by the radar 

using the serial telescope show that the aerial system hunts about the 

1.o.s. of the balloon unevenly with a time period between 1 and 4 
seconds. The magslip system linking the aerial and the dials smooths 

the rapid fluctuations considerably, but tends to amplify the slower 

fluctuations. 	The response of a magslip receiver depends on the 

stiffness of the bearings and there was a marked slowing in the response 

of the fine bearing dial after changing the receiver in July 1958. 

When the signal boats there are periods when it is not adequate 

to operate the follow circuits. 	Provided these circuits are correctly 

balanced the coordinates continue to change at the rate set when the 
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signal fades. 	Smooth follow was obtained with a beating signal on 

several occasions but under these conditions the radar is applying 

smoothing over periods of the order of 20 seconds. Normally it is 

necessary to use manual follow for range when the signal is beating 

since it is difficult to balance the range channels correctly, and the 

operator attempts to vary the range at a steady rate so that the 

signal reappears correctly aligned with the step on beats. Beating 

signals are considered in more detail in section 4.3. 

2.1.5 Maintenance  

The greater part of the electronic maintenance was undertaken 

by the author, with assistance when required from the Radio Maintenance 

Department at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (R.A.E.). 

Weekly maintenance of the air conditioning was provided by R.A.E. after 

October 1957 and this ensured trouble free operation. R.A.E. also 

provided background maintenance for the generating set, but the 

majority of the work was undertaken by TAT. D. A. Rogers and the author. 

Maintenance work occupied a fair proportion of the author's 

time, especially in the early stages of the work, but this was 

considered worthwhile as it meant that the radar could be put back into 

service without delay when other maintenance facilities were not 

available. 	Less than 5% of useful time was lost due to radar faults, 

and in some cases valuable results were obtained after repairing a 

fault during an ascent. It is essential before undertaking work of 

the typo described in this thesis to ensure that a person competent 

to undertake major repairs to the equipment will be available on site 

during all the experiments. As only one parson is required to operate 

the equipment it is obvious that that person should be competent to 

carry out the repairs. 
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Many of the faults experienced were due to dirty contacts 

and faulty plugs and sockets, some of those being especially annoying 

as they were intermittent. We experienced trouble similar to the 

M.O. ham. VII with the -5 kV power supply circuit which blew its fuse 
several times for no apparent reason. Replacing the fuse necessitated 

switching off the radar and took about 10 minutes, and this fault 

accounted for a considerable proportion of the time lost through 

faults. 	It is not considered wise to make this fuse accessible for 

quick replacement. 
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2.2 Balloon Soundings  

All the soundings used rubber balloons of a type similar to 

those used by the M.O. (M.0. 577, p 138). 

The soundings fall into three main categoriesg 

(i) balloons carrying a corner reflector; 

(ii) balloons carrying window either inside or attached 

to the outside (section 2.5); 

(iii) balloons carrying a standard target for calibration 

purposes (section 4.2. 

2.2.1 Soundings with Corner Reflectors  

Figure 6 shows a reflector of the type used in the majority 
of the soundings. The framework is made up from aluminium rods 

tensioned with piano wire, and a motallised nylon mesh is stretched 

over the faces to form the reflecting surfaces. 	Three sizes of 

reflector were used, the 54" (edge dimension of top) which weighs 750 g 

and has a maximum range in excess of that of the radar (93.7 len), and 

the 24" and 27" which weigh approximately 300 g and have a maximum 

range of 50 len. 	54" reflectors were used for the majority of the 

soundings and the smaller sizes for special experiments and light 

wind soundings. 

100 g, 200 g, 350 g, 500 g, 700 g or1,250 g balloons wore 

used to carry the reflectors at various times. Balloons were filled 

with hydrogen approximately as specified by the makers, wi-Ca the 

exception of the 100 g which were rather over filled to obtain 

sufficient lift. Four to five metres of string was allowed between 

the balloon and reflector and this rig appeared to give a satisfactory 

performance without excessive swinging, and was also not too difficult 

to launch from a draughty balloon shed. K.O. pattern (H.0. 577, p 146) 
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parachutes were used on most of the soundings but the signal returnee 

by the falling reflector indicated that it was tumbling. The 

parachutes were normally tied using the reflector as spreader (as 

specified in M.O. 577), and tumbling was probably due to the fact 

that the Silwood soundings carried no radio—sonde equipment to steady 

the rig during the descent. On some later soundings a polythene 

parachute with a spreader ring was used, giving a much steadier signal 

during the descent, and it was found that the M.O. patterns were also 

satisfactory with a spreader ring. 

After an explosion in the balloon shed in July 1958 an 

attempt was made to keep the surface of the balloon wet with a soft 

soap solution when filling and tying, but this proved to be nearly 

impossible and fortunately there were no further explosions. 

A 54" reflector carried by 350 g9  500  g9 or 700 g balloons 

is referred ,to as a 'standard rig'. 

2.2.2 The Polar Figure of the Corner Reflector  

The corner reflector has a complex polar figure which loads 

to considerable variations in the signal returned to the radar as the 

aspect of the reflector varies. 	The properties of this type of 

reflector arc described briefly by Glazier and Lamont (1958) and 

M. 0.  577 (p. 66). 

The radiation may be reflected by a corner reflector in 

three ways° 

(i) by a single reflection from a plane surface, 

e.g. ABCD or EAC in Figure 7. This type occurs 

when the incident radiation is normal to the planes. 



(ii) a double reflection from two planes at right 

angles, e.g. AOE and DOE or EBD and A3D in 

Figure 7. This type occurs when the incident 

radiation is normal to the line of intersection 

of the planes and contained within them. 

(iii) by a triple reflection from three planes mutually 

at right angles, e.g. AOE, AOD and DOE in Figure 7. 

This type occurs whenever the incident radiation is 

contained within the three planes. 

The echoing area of a reflector is defined as the area 

normal to the incident radiation which would return the same amount 

of radiation in the backward direction as the reflector when behaving 

as an isotropic reflector of incident 'rediation. 	It may be expressed 

mathematically as 4ir A2/X2, where 7\ is the wavelength of the incident 

radiation and A is the aperture of the reflector, which itself is 

defined as the equivalent plane area normal to the incident radiation. 

For a plane surface A is equal to the geometric area for normal 

radiation and zero for radiation at other angles, making the polar 

figure a very narrow lobe normal to the plane. For two planes at 

right angles A is equal to the projected area for radiation contained 

within and normal to the intersection of the places and zero otherwise, 

making the polar figure a flat fan shaped lobe normal to the 

intersection. The aperture for three planes mutually at right angles 

is a maximum for radiation symmetrical to the planes, and falls to 

zero when the radiation is parallel to one of the planes, at which 

point a simpler reflection usually occurs. The polar figure is a 

broad lobe symmetrically placed between the planes. 

The effective echoing areas for a 541,  corner reflector are 

given in Table 2. 	The echoing area for the triple reflection is 

halved when the angles between the planes differ from 900  by 3O. 
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Type of Reflection 
(refer to Figure 7) 

Echoing area 
m 2  

Single ABCD 3,600 

Single EAC 805 

Double AOE and DOE 	Maximum 400 

Minimum 200 

Double EBD and ABD 	Maximum 1,700 

Minimum 805 
Triple Maximum 280 

Average over whole corner 80 

Table 2. 	Echoing areas for a 54" corner reflector. 

The polar figure for a corner reflector consists of a flat 

lobe as shown in Figure 8(a) in plane ABCD, combined with two 

flat—lobes as shown in Figure 8(b) in planes EAC, EBD and four broad 

symmetrical lobes in each corner. 

Owing to the sharp cut off on the single and double 

reflections the majority of the follow on a corner reflector uses 

echo formed by triple reflections, with the signal increasing 

appreciably when the reflector rotates through the single or double 
reflection positions for short periods, so giving the characteristic 

beating signal of the corner reflector. At ranges in excess of 50 

to 60 km the signal returned by the triple reflection is too weak for 
use by the radar and the follow is continued using the beats which 
appear characteristically for about 1 sec in 20 sec. 

Echoing areas for 27" reflectors are 3.16 of the corresponding 

figures for a 54" reflector, but the polar figure is unchanged._ 
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2.3 Photographic Records 

During the early part of the work dial readings were 

recorded manually, and notes taken of the shape of the echo shown on 

the Ascope. The majority of the data was recorded photographically 

at 5 sec intervals, with occasional check readings taken by the 

operator, and on certain ascents photographic records were taken of 

the A—scope. 

2.3.1 Data Records  

Several cameras were tried on single pulse running at 5 sec 

intervals but only ono (Bell and Howell, 16 mm) operated satisfactorily. 

A mounting was built for this camera with a relay fitted to operate the 

shutter, and bolted to the wall of the radar opposite the dials. 

Owing to the cramped conditions within the radar care had to be taken 

to avoid knocking the camera or passing between it and the dials. 

It was necessary to wind the camera every 30 minutes but this could 

be done in between shots and no data were lost in this way. The 

p.p.i and A—scope displays in the radar are situated on a sloping 

console below the dials (Figure 1(b)) and require the minimum possible 

external illumination, whereas tho dials require bright illumination, 

preferably from behind the camera to reduce the effects of shadows. 

A satisfactory compromise was reached by lighting the dials with 

60 watt lamps on both sides, with shades to direct the light onto the 

dials, using maximum aperture on the camera, and fast film (Kodak 

Tri—X). The displays were partially shaded to give viewing without 

excessive strain. A watch was started at the beginning of each 

sounding and hung in front of the dials to be recorded by the camera. 

The relay operating the shutter was driven by pulses at 5 sec 

intervals from a timer based on a C—R circuit and a discharge tube. 
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It was thought that this would give a more constant time interval 
than pulses provided by a synchronous motor driven from the generator 

supply which was known to vary by up to 10% for large changes in load 

such as switching in the air conditioning unit. Tests on the timer 

indicated that it worked satisfactorily, but the first batch of results 

showed serious fluctuations in interval. It was found that this 

was due to changes in illumination of the discharge tube, due to the 

operator's movements in the cabin. The fault was cured in April 1958 

by providing the timer with a separate lamp and shielding it from the 

rest of the radar. This left a small almost linear drift in interval 

during an ascent of up to 4% on the longer ascents, and this was allowed 

for in the programme controlling the 

computer. Errors introduced by the 

section 4.7. 

The photographic record was 

and to 10 m (halra scale division) 

angles have been read to 0.05°  (half  

evaluation of data in the 

faulty timer are discussed in 

normally read to 0.1°  in angle 

in range, but, where required, 

a scale division). 

2.3.2 A!-scope Records  

A short focus 35 mm camera loaded with Green Sensitive film 

(developed in X—ray developer) was used to record the A—scope. It 

was mounted on a light proof box with a sliding top to keep the camera 

lens opposite to the step on the trace. Unfortunately this camera 

obscured the dial camera so it was necessary to hold the A—scope camera 

in its mounting and take photographs in the intervals between dial 

photographs. Figure 3 shows typical records. 



2.3.3 Records taken for each Sounding 

In addition to the photographic records taken during each 

sounding the following information was noted: 

(i) a brief description of the weather; 

(ii) the balloon, reflector and parachute used, and any 

peculiarities in the rig or the shape of the balloon 

when inflated; 

(iii) the free lift of the balloon; 

(iv) the camera setting in the radar; 

(v) the trobler settings; 

(vi) the timo of release. 

The free lift measurements for the series of soundings in 

the early spring of 1958 wore analysed to sec if there, was any 

correlation with the ascent velocity of the balloon. 	It was 

concluded that the ascent velocity depended largely on other factors 

such as the shape of the balloons  so the lift measurements were 

discontinued. 
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2.4 Radar Calibrations for Signal Heasurement  

In the evaluation of the window soundings it is necessary to 

derive from the photographic records of the A—scope a dimension of 

the window cloud, and there possible a quantitative estimate of the 

strength of the received signaL The latter figure gives an 

indication of the disporsion of the pieces of window in the cloud. 

2.4.1 Calibration of the A--scope for Rangy  

Records of calibration pips were obtained at 5 In intervals, 
and the separation between the pips on the expanded portion of the 

trace measured using a microfilm reader (type V.C) in a'standardl 

position (on a stand 6" above the measuring surface). Figure 9 shows 
the separation of the pips as a function of range. The calibration 

depends on the position of the stop, and on the distance from the step. 

The error in the calibration is loss than 5%, which is less than the 

error normally incurred in determining the point whore an echo merges 

into the 'grass' on the trace. 	It is only possible to measure echoes 

which remain on the expanded portion of the trace. 

2.4.2 Calibration of the Radar for Signal. Strength Measurements  

Two methods are available for estimating tho strength of the 

signal received by the radar. In ono the Manual Gain Control which 

controls the bias of the i.f. amplifiers is adjusted until the signal 

is reduced to zero on the A—scope, and the signal strength read from a 

calibration of the Hanual Gain in the other the variation of signal 

amplitude on the L-scopc with signal strength is used to determine the 

signal strength, using A—scope records and a calibration curve. The 

sensitivity of the Manual Gain Control was increased in March 1959, and 

the calibration curve applies to the modified control. 
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manual Gain readings have to be made quickly, as no signal 

is available to the follow circuits when the signal is set to zero on 

the A7-scope. 	Usually the radar is switched back to automatic gain 

control before the position of the control is read. 

Calibration curves were obtained for both methods by taking 

readings on the signal received from standard non-beating reflectors 

at different ranes. 	The calibration curve for the IManual Gain Control 

is based entirely on spheres, and that for signal amplitude on spheres 

together with some results obtained from the '6—iecec window 

experiments (section 2.5.4). A similar method is described by Atlas 

and Mossop (1959). 

The power received by the radar, Pr
, is given by 

Pr 
 = K P

t 
0- 
a 

R4 
	 2.1 

where K is a constant cr
a 
is the echoing area of the reflector, Pt  is 

the power transmitted, and R the range of the reflector. Pt 
is 

assumed to remain constant for the radar, so 

P 
	

2.2 
R 

To calibrate the Manual Gain Control, settings of the control, 

G, were obtained at 0.5 km intervals of range and plotted to show G as 

a function of log 10  0-a/R4 and a curve drawn through the points 

obtained for three soundings (A 151 and A 156 with 1 ft spheres and A 167 

with a 2 ft sphere), giving the calibration curve shown in Figure 10. 

The standardarror (s.e) in log10  0-a/R4 for a given gain setting is less 

than 0.1. 	Some doubt was felt about the consistency of this method as 

the gain control setting for the major permanent echo changed from 0 

to 5 during the Spring of 1959 equivalent to a change of more than 10 

times in the received power this change is however thought to be due 



entirely to the change in attenuation through trees due to the growth 

of leaves. 

The A-scope calibration was obtained from photographs of the 

--echo from standard targets obtained at 0.5 km intervals of range. 

Signal amplitude and grass amplitude were plotted against log10Cratel  

for soundings A 128 and A 129 (6-pieces of window) A 133 and A 167 

A 167 (2 ft spheres) and A 151 and A 156 (1 ft spheres) and a 

calibration curve (Figure 11) drawn for these results. Automatic 

gain control operates when log100'a/R4 is greater than -3.59  and there 

is no variation of signal amplitude with power when log10 Cra/R4 is 

greater than -2.5. The increase in signal amplitude when log10°-a/R4 

is between -2.5 and -3.0 is accompanied by a change in appearance 

of the signal as shown in Figure 3(c). The s. e. in log10  -a/R4 is 

approximately 0-3, so this method is only of qualitative value, even 

- with non-beating signals. 

Both the calibration curves refer to the crossover point of 

the rotating polar diagram (Figure 5), and must be corrected for use 

with targets on any other part of the lobe. 
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2.5 Soundings using Radar Window 

'Iindow' is a term which was applied during the last war to 

strips of metal foil dropped by aircraft to give spurious echoes on 

tracking radars. For a 10cm radar the most efficient window is 

obtained by using strips of metal approximately one half wavelength 

long (5cm); the properties of this type of window have been studied 

extensively in an attempt to determine its behaviour in the first few 

seconds after release from an aircraft. The subsequent growth and 

distortion of the cloud will depend on the meteorological conditions, 

and might yield information on scale of turbulence of the order of the 

size of the cloud. 

Techniques for forming window clouds at different heights were 

investigated at Silv:ood, and the growth and distortion of clouds over 

periods exceeding one hour measured. Robinson in the :jeteorological 

Department of Imperial College carried out work on the properties of single 

pieces of window and some joint experiments were made on release problems 

connected with his work using the Skylark rocket. This work led to the 

use of window with considerably increased fall speed, which was found to 

be very useful in studies of large scale fluctuations in the stratosphere. 

The various techniques for forming clouds are described below, 

together with comments on the measurements used to determine cloud size 

and shape. 

2.5.1 Physical Properties of 10 cm Window 

For many of the experiments aluminium window was used. This 

is in the form of nearly flat strips approximately 0.05 cm wide and 4.6 

to 4.7 cm long, weighing 0.0006 g per piece. 	It is supplied in flat 

packs wrapped by a single strip of loose paper, two sizes, one 

containing approximately 18 g (30,000 pieces) and the other 30 g 
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(50,000 pieces), being available. 	In one sounding (A 100) half a plug 

of window from a Skylark cartridge was used. 

Robinson found that the fall speed of aluminium window was 

too low for his rocket experiments and had some cartridges made 

containing copper window. This is made from 41 S.W.G. copper wire 

4.7 cm long and 0.011 cm diameter, weighing 0.0038 g per piece. Each 
cartridge contains approximately 140,000 pieces and for the experiments 

at Silwood the plugs were split into two after removal from the 

cartridge, so the quantity of window used for soundings A 104 and A 160 -

A 164 was 70,000 + 10,000 pieces. 

When a packet of window was released the dispersion was 

seldom perfect and pieces of window formed tangles known as 'birds-nests'. 

These were very inefficient reflectors for the quantity of window 

contained but had fall speeds approximately three times that of a single 

piece and so fell out of the bottom of the window cloud. Experiments 

exploding copper window cartridges about 30 ft above the ground 

indicated that approximately half of the window was formed into 

birds-nests. Dropping packets of aluminium window from a tethered 

balloon gave a similar proportion. 	Obviously nothing definite can be 

inferred about release where the air density is low, but it is almost 

certain that a reasonable proportion of the window released was lost 

from each cloud in the form of nests. 

The fall speed of aluminium window at 20 km is approximately 

1.4 m/sec reducing to 0.6 m/sec at the ground, and of copper window 

is 6 m/sec at 20 km reducing to 3 m/sec at the ground. 

2.5.2 Electrical Properties of 10 cm Window 

The echoing area of a single dipole of window inclined at an 

angle 0 to the electrical vector in the radiation is given by 

0.82 X
2 

cos
2
0 
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where Nis the wavelength of the radiation, provided that the window 

is made from a material with reasonable conductivity. 	(Smith 1947 

p 247). 

The echoing area of a cloud of n pieces of window dispersed 

randomly is 27 n cm2. Results discussed in section 5.1 show that 

the majority of the pieces of window in a cloud fall horizontally. 
2 

The echoing area of such a cloud is 41 n sin /2  cm
2 
where p. is the 

angle between the electric vector of the incident radiation and the 

verticals in particular the echoing area is zero for vertically 

polarised radiation, and 41 n cm2 for horizontally polarised radiation. 

2.5.3 Formation of Window Clouds  

Various methods are available for releasing window from a 

balloon before or at burst. 	One method is to use a cartridge with a 

time or pressure controlled detonator, but this has the disadvantage 

of leaving explosives lying around if the detonator fails. A time 

or pressure mechanism can be used to control a gravity or spring 

loaded release but such devices arc usually complicated and considerable 

care has to be taken to avoid malfunctioning due to precipitation or 

freezing. 

Experiments were made to develop a simple and reliable release 

mechanism operated by the bursting of the balloon. Initially window 

was put inside the balloon before inflation and released when the 

balloon burst. 	This gave very poor clouds due to the majority of the 

window being incorporated into one large birds-nest by the motion of the 

balloon before and after filling, but was useful in that it provided a 

cheap and simple reflector for use during the ascent. 	Some soundings 

wore made with wrappers of window attached to the surface of the balloon 

by a loop of string tied round the balloon, which gave sane successful 

clouds but caused the balloon to burst at rather loss than the normal 
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altitude. 	Some improvement was obtained by using elastic straps, with 

the wrapper fixed to the elastic to ensure that the window was shaken 

free at burst but release was almost impossible in anything but a light 

wind without losing the majority of the window. The above methods were 

finally abandoned after an explosion while putting the wrappers under 

the elastic on a balloon in July 1958. 

It was then decided to carry the window in a can attached 

below the balloon using a rig as shown in Figure 12. A simple 

parachute attached to the bottom of the can inverted it when the 

balloon burst and provided sufficient drag to release the window from 

its wrapper which was attached to the can by sellotape. The parachute 

added negligible drag during the ascent, and burst height was unaffected 

by the rig. This method was successful up to heights of 23 km with one 

exception when the burst range was 76 km, and was also used by Macklin 

in his work on fall speeds of artificial hailstones with only one failure, 

due to the can not inverting (Macklin and Ludlam, 1961). It is thought 

that this method of release gave the minimum amount of birds-nesting. 

Launching is not easy in rough conditions from a small balloon shed, 

and the window might not be released if carried through precipitating 

clouds. 

2.5.4 Additional Uses for Window  

The use of window inside a balloon to give an echo for the 

radar to track during the ascent is mentioned above. Window can also 

be attached to the outside of a balloon, and twenty ascents were made 

with 6 pieces of window attached to the balloon by sellotape, with two 

pieces aligned along each of the normal cartesian axes. 	This 

arrangement is referred to as the '6-pieces' reflectors it gives an 

echo with very little boating, and can be tracked to approximately 

10 km. The echoing area has a mean value of 170 cm
2
. 
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2.5.5 Measurements on Window Clouds  

A—scope photographs of window cloud echoes were taken with 

the aerial rotating in the normal follow mode, and with the aerial 

stationary. Measurements from the film yield range difference between 

the near and far edges of the cloud, and an estimate of the maximum 

echo strength from which it is possible to deduce a figure for the 

maximum window density in the cloud. When the aerial is non-rotating 

the polarisation of the radar signal is determined by the position of 

the aerial, and records were obtained for the aerial in the four quadrant 

positions, allowance being made for the offsetting of the beam. From 

these measurements it was possible to deduce the manner in which the 

majority of the pieces of window in the cloud fell. Echo strengths 

were also measured using the manual gain control in the experiments 

with the aerial non—rotating. 

The radar handbook states that the echo pulse from a point 

source reflector is broadened to 0.8 Aisecs by the radar circuits. 

This means that the pulse should be spread over a range interval of 

120 m on the A-scope, but measurements of echoes from corner reflectors 

give a spread of 250 m. • This discrepancy is duo to the method of 

measuring echo spread on the A—scope in which the spread is taken 

between the 'just detectable' signal levels, whereas the quoted figure 

refers to the spread at t'Le half power points, which cannot be determined 

easily with irregular echoes. It is necessary to subtract 250 m from 

all values of spread along the A—scope to allow for the effect of echo 

broadening. This value is probably high for weak echoes where the 

noise on the trace obscures the wings of the echo (Figure 13). 

The radar transmits a rectangular pulse of duration 0.55/Lsocs 

and the signal received at any instant from a cloud of window will be 

the sum of the separate echo signals from the dipoles in a slab of the 

cloud 80 m thick normal to the l.o.s. 	The signal is distorted within 
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the radar and it is considered probable that the maximum echo shown on 

the A--scope is a composite echo from a slab of cloud approximately 120 m 

thick. 	It is assumed that the pieces of window are sufficiently close 

to the 1.o.s. to be illuminated eaually, but pieces in the slab at 

different ranges will contribute different amounts to the signal. 

The cone of radiation from the radar is so large that window 

clouds are normally contained within the cone, and it is almost 

impossible to deduce any worthwhile conclusions on the size and shape 

of the cloud by studying the shape of the echo for different settings 

of bearing and elevation. The follow circuits are gated to accept 

signals within 200 m of the range set on range dial. If the range is 

set manually, with lock follow on bearing and elevation, the radar will 

set the aerial to point at the 'centre of density' of a slab of the 

cloud normal to the 1.o.s. with thickness 400 m centred on the range 

setting indicated on the range dials. 	It was possible to obtain 

readings for 100 m steps in range at 5 sec intervals with the aid of 

the dial camera. Readings were taken starting at the near edge of 

the cloud, working- through to the far edge and then back again, thus 

allowing for the displacement of the cloud due to the mean wind during 

the reading period. This technique is referred to as 'range through' 

and yields information on the configuration and shape of the cloud in 

space. 



CHAPTER 3  

ANALYSI AED PRESEETATIOF OF RESULTS 

The first part of this chapter is concerned with the 

evaluation of the data recorded from the dials in the radar to yield 

wind profiles related to cartesian axes, and the second part considers 

the evaluation of the data relating to the growth and dispersion of 

window clouds. 
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3.1 Evaluation of Dial Records  

A study of the accuracy of the 11k. VII radar made before 

starting the programme of atmospheric soundings, showed the error in 

wind velocities evaluated from 60 sec readings of the radar to be of 

the same order of magnitude as the fluctuations that it was hoped to 

study. It was decided that the magnitude of the error could be reduced 

both by improving the radar and by taking readings at frequent intervals 

with several readings combined to yield each velocity. It was not 

found -possible to modify the radar substantially beyond adjusting the 

feedback on the follow circuits (Section 2.1.3). However the radar 

was maintained carefully to ensure that the best performance was 

obtained, and subsequently it was found that the error was little 

over half the value quoted in the official servicing handbook 

(Chapter 4). 

The remainder of this section discusses the different methods 

of evaluating wind velocities and the velocity errors involved for a 

given radar error; in Chapter 4 values of radar error are derived 
from test soundings and then expressed in terms of velocity errors. 

3.1.1 Determination of Velocity Components  

The results have been evaluated to give the velocity of the 

balloon resolved into components in the easterly (u), northerly (v), 

and the upward (w) directions, together with a representative height 

(z). 

Where the position coordinates of the balloon are only known at 

the beginning (x1, yl, z1) and the end (x2, y2, z2) of an interval 

(Ti) the mean velocity components over the interval are given by 

u= 
x2 

— xl 9 v =
• y2 

— yl 9 w = 
z2 zl 
	3.1 

Ti 	Ti 	Ti  



and the representative height is given bzr 

z= 
z
1 

z
2 

2 

If the standard error (s.e) in x iscrx, the s.e. in u 

(au) is given by  

u = 	r  J2 c 

	

T. 

x 	
3.3 

and similarly for v and w. 

These formulae are applicable to the data obtained during 

routine soundings made at upper air stations of the L1.0., where 

readings are made at 60 sec intervals (Ti  = 60). 	Several such 

soundings have been evaluated for comparison with the Silwood results. 

Also during some of the Silwood soundings readings were 

taken at 20 sec, 30 sec, or 60 sec intervals, and these have been 

evaluated by the above formulae taking Ti  as 60 sec in all cases. 

The eajority of those soundings were worked up using a desk computer 

but some of the later E.O. soundings were computed on an Apollo computer. 

'Mere more frequent readings are taken three methods for 

determining u from a sequence of n positions xi, x2, 	xn  over a 

time T
i 
are available. 	It is assumed that the errors in x arc 

independent and randomly distributed with s.e. T x, and that the x's 

are separated by a constant time interval t ( = Ti ) 
n — 1 

Values of u (formulae for v and w are similar)oru  

and z for the three methods area 

(i) using the end points of the interval; 

	

u = xn xl 
	 3.4 

(n — 1)t 
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< n 
2 3.10 

• \ 	crx 	 3.5 
(n 1)t 

z 
	21 

Zn 	 3.6 
2 

(ii) fitting a regression line through the points; 

n 
12 Z xr2 (r - n+1) 1  

u -  	3.7 
t n (n2  - 1) 

(T
x a- 	 3.8 u tVn(n2  - 1) 

n 
z = 	z z 	 3.9 

1 

- r  x 
(iii) forming q overlapping velocities n7Q-J- 	from 

q)t 
x's separated by (n - q)t sec, and taking the 

arithmetic mean; 

x 
= 	x  

rz--1 	(11  - q)t 

Nig o- 
cr 	 3.11 
u 	

x   
(n 	q) \Al t 

1 n 
z = 	z 
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Rearranging the expression for u in method (c) shows that 

the velocity is obtained by differencing between mean positions of x 

based on the first g and the last a  readings in the group 

u — 

q 1 	 1 q  — E x 	— — E x 
q. r....1  r1-1_41" 	q, 	r r=1 3.13. 

  

q)t 
The value for a-u is a function of a  5  and is a minimum when 

q = integral part of n/3. When n is a multiple of 3 the formula 

for minimum error becomes 

3.14. 
9 	11/5 

u = 	 (x2 5+r  xr) 2 n2 t r=1 
and 

3%,13 x  
0-  

3.15. 
nvirl t 

Note that velocities are now obtained by taking groups of 

data containing n/3 positions, forming mean positions for each groups  

5 x  

1 
and differencing between alternate groups with dividing time 2n/3 t. 

Method (i) is referred to as the 'differencing', (ii) as the 'regression' 

and (iii) as the 'grouping' method. 

3.1.2 C:,oice of ?:Method for Determining Velocities 

When the decision was taken on the method of evaluation of 

the data it was not known what facilities would be available for 

computation, and it was considered essential that the method chosen 

should be suitable for use with desk computers. 

The maximum value of the interval Ti ( =(n — 1) t ) is 

determined b7 the amount of smoothing which is acceptable in the velocity 
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components. A balloon rises through 6 Ti  metres during this interval 

when its vertical velocity is 6 m/sec, and fluctuations with depth 

less than this are severely attenuated by the methods of evaluation. 

It is necessary to keep the value of Ti  as small as possible9  and the 

maximum acceptable value is 80 seconds. 

Figure 14 shows the reduction intru  relative to the value 

for method (i)obtained by using methods (ii) or (iii) as a function 

of n . The more complicated methods are not worthwhile unless 

rie9, and there is little to choose between them. 	The maximum value 

of n is determined by the minimum value of t which is consistent 

with the requirement that readings separated by t seconds should be 

independent. 	Observations through the aerial telescope on the early 

soundings indicated that the aerial system makes a new (independent) 

estimate of the bearing and elevation of the target every 2 or 3 sec,  
and fluctuations of the range dial indicated the corresponding interval 

for range to be less than_5 sec. 	It was decided on this basis to take 

readings at 5 sec intervals. A later detailed sounding (A 126) 

reinforced by telescope observations showed that there was a marginally 

significant correlation of successive angular errors at 5 sec intervals 

due to a difference of error at the aerial and on the dials. 

Table 3 shows the values of fru  for the grouping method as 

a function of a  and n when cry = 53 metres (This is the error in 

x expected when the range of the balloon is 30 km, and the error in 

angle is 0.1°I with the error in R being comparable). The underlined 

values are for q = n/3. 
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\\ 	n 

N 

6 9 12 15 18 

1 2.96 1.85 1.35 1.06 0.87 

2 2.63 1.50 1.05 0.81 0.86 

3 2.85 1.43 0.95 0.71 0.57 

4 1.48 0.92 0.67 0.53 

5 0.95 0.66 0.51 

6 1.01 0.67 0.50 

7 0.70 0.51 

Table 3 	The standard error in velocity (m/sec) given by 

the grouping method for different values of n 

and a 	is for a range of 30 km and radar 

error of 0.10. 

The minimum acceptable error at this range (30 km) was 

considered to be 1 p/sec, so it was decided to use the grouping method 

with n = 12, q = 4, for computing; the results. 	This gives velocities 

every 20 sec based on intervals of 55 sec (nominally one minute). It 

has been found that this choice of n is sufficiently large, and that 

in some cases it would have been possible to use n = 9. 

The formulae used for computing the results with the above 

values of parameters are 

4 1 ac ru = 	8+r  
r=1 

4 1 
= 40 	

Y 	Y 8+r r 
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A 4 

r=1 	4 
E 	z8 +r Zr  

1 12 

z 12. Zr 

The data were checked after reading from the film, and 

print-outs of the punched cards prepared for the computer were also 

chocked. The change in any coordinate in 5 seconds is small, and 

this enabled checks of all but the least significant digit to be made 

by inspection of the tabulated data. 	Serious errors missed in the 

checks were obvious in the plotted results, and have been corrected. 

The error rate was low and the effect of the undetected errors in the 

least significant digits is negligible. 

The data were computed on a Deuce computer in the Mathematics 

Services Department at R.A.E. The programme accepted data in spherical 

polar coordinates, converted to cartesian coordinates, and evaluated 

velocities in accordance with equations 3.16 to 3.19. 	Some correction 

to the results was necessary to allow for errors in the interval t 

and for later ascents the programme was modified to allow for a linear 

variation in t (section 4.7). 

3.1.3 Smoothing Introduced by the Evaluation 

Velocity changes as a balloon rises through an atmosphere 

with a non,-uniform wind may be considered as velocity changes with time, 

and these changes will be made up of a spectrum of components with 

different time periods. Any method of determining velocity which uses 

positions spread over an interval of time will introduce distortion into 

76 

3.18 

3.19 
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the wind profile, since the high frequency components are affected more 

than the low frequency components. 	The 'filter factor' for a given 

fre:7uency component is the ratio of the amplitude of the coponent after 

evaluation to that before evaluation. Figure 15 shows filter factor 

curves for the three methods of evaluating results that have been 

considered, each curve applying to t = 5 and n = 12. A scale of 

vertical height is shown for a balloon with an upward velocity of 
r 6 pi/  sec. With the grouping method it can be seen that fluctuations 

with vertical wavelength of less than 300 metres are severely attenuated, 

and that the attenuation is loss than 1Crofor vertical wavelengths greater 

than 1 km. None of the methods of evaluation introduces phase shift 

(i.e. lag) into the results. 

There is no significant difference between the grouping and 

the regTession line methods, but both give less distortion than the 

differencing method. 

Since the filter factor curves for the different methods of 

evaluation do not coincide we should expect to obtain different answers 

from a given set of results depending on the method used. The 

differences are insignificant where low frequency components are 

involved, but may be appreciable with high frequency components. 

The example below gives the velocities evaluated by the differencing 

method and the grouping method compared with the mid—interval velocity 

for the case when the initial velocity is zero with a shear of 

0.025/second up to mid—interval, chanIng to — 0.025/second at 

mid—interval, with the upward velocity equal to 6 p/sec. Here  

actual mid—interval velocity = 4.5 Waoc 

differenced velocity 	=.2.25 p/sec 

grouping.  velocity 	= 2.9 p/sec 
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3.1.4 Presentation of Velocity Data  

The results from all the soundings analysed by the computer 
have been plotted to show each component of the wind as'a function of 
height. 	The height scale is 1 inch = 1 IsTi the scale for the u and 

v components is 1 inch = 10 m/sec, and for the w component is 
1 inch = 1 m/sec. The scale for the w component is changed to 

1 inch = 10 m/sec when the error in velocity exceeds 1 m/sec at the 

commencement of 'stepping' (section 4.3). 	Fall speeds are usually 

plotted with 1 inch = 5 m/sec. 

In the majority of Silwood soundings 6 to 8 points per 

kilometre wore available during the ascent. Profiles have been 

obtained by drawing curves through the plotted points with the aid of 

a light table. A certain amount of smoothing was introduced by this 

method but is considerably less than that introduced by the analysis 

of the new raw data. Ascent curves have been shown as full lines and 

descent curves as broken lines. 	The descent curves for a failing 

reflector were based 2 — 3 points per kilometre at 20 km, 4 to 5 points 

per kilometre at 10 km, and 6 points per kilometre near the ground. 

Profiles for the 	soundings have been drawn on the same 

scale as the Silwood soundings, but consecutive points are linked by 
straight lines. 
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3.2 :vcluation and Presentation of Viindow Results 

In several soundings the cloud of window behaved as a point 

source, and the data obtained were analysed and plotted in the same 

manner as those from point source reflectors yielding wind profiles. 

The fact that the cloud was slow to grow in these soundings indicates 

that there was little small scale turbulence. 

Once the cloud became diffuse the radar tended to hunt 

within the cloud, and results evaulated by the method described in 

3.1 require care in interpretation. Usually more information has 

been obtained by evaluating the height for each reading and plotting 

this as a function of time. From this plot it has been possible to 

pick out periods when the radar was following the same point of the 

cloud, and in some cases to infer results on the vertical motion of 

the air. 

Data obtained by 'ranging-through' have been evaluated in 

rectilinear form and plotted to show the s! ape of the cloud in 

'plan-position' and 'range-height' form. 	Theoretical cloud shapes 

have been calculated for comparison using the measured wind profile, 

together with an assumed vertical elongation of the cloud clue to 

differences in fall speed of individual pieces of window. 

Measurements from the A-scope records give the dispersion of 

the cloud along the line of sight, and the amplitude of the strongest 

echo. These have been plotted as a function of time after burst, 

and where possible the echo amplitudes have been converted to estimates 

of signal strength using the calibration curve shown in Figure 11. 

Manual gain readinLs have been treated in a similar manner to the echo 

amplitude readings. 
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CHAPTER 4  

ERRORS IN THE W= FIFTING SYSTEM  

Before discussing the results it is necessary to consider how 

a measured profile differs from the one that would be obtained by a 

'perfect' wind finding system. Inaccuracy in any profile may arise 

throuLh errors in the velocity or in the height to which the velocity 

refers. Errors in height arc almost entirely due to errors in the radar, 

but errors in velocity arise through imperfection of the target as an 

anemometer, errors in the radar and timer, and smoothing introduced by 

the evaluation 	(section 3.1.3). 	The radar error is a combination of 

systematic and random errors in each of the -measured coordinates. 

The effect of systematic and anemometer errors can be allowed 

for when studying features on a profile, but this is not possible for 

random errors. Measurements to determine the errors in •the system are 

described in this chapter, and from them it is possible to distinguish 

between real and spurious features of any sounding. 

It is shorn that the radar error increases appreciably when 

the signal from the reflector falls below a critical levell whdch may be 

expressed in terms of range for a given reflector — for a 54" corner 
reflector the critical range is approximately 45 km. Reiter (1958) 
in a study of radar errors reaches similar conclusions on the effect of 

range or error. 
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4.1 Sysematic and Slowly Changing Errors in Bearing and Elevation  

The radar is supported by three jacks on circular feet 14" 

in diameter, and is levelled in a manner similar to a pilot balloon 

theodolite using spirit levels on the aerial assembly. The radar was 

levelled on arrival in January, 1957, and the setting checked periodically 

to ensure that the support plates settled uniformly. Only one adjustment 

was required (December, 1958) and this was equivalent to lass than 0.1
0 
 in 

elevation. 

The bearing of a radar is usually zeroed on true north by using,  

the echo from a prominent feature (a permanent echo). To obtain an 

accurate setting the feature should subtend a very small angle at the 

radar — a pylon or tower at a reasonable range is ideal. No such echo 

is available at Silwood, so the radar was sot approximately using the 

echo received from one of the buildings at Cumberland Lodge 3.7 km away. 

These buildings subtend 5°  and little faith was placed in the setting, so 

the bearing was checked by taking sights on the sun and the pole star, 

using the aerial telescope. The high speed magslip receiver in the 

bearing system was replaced in July,1958, but no appreciable change in 

the bearing of the strongest echo from Cumberland Lodge (the permanent 

echo — p. o.) was noticed after the change. The error in the setting 

of the bearing for soundings before July,1958 was found to be 3° + 0.5°, 
 

and 3.0°  has been added to the bearings for soundings up to and including 

A 99. For soundings after the change (A 100 onwards) 3.2
o has been 

added to the bearing, this figure allowing for an error of 0.2°  in the 

alignment of the aerial telescope. 	Checks on the elevation setting 

gave an error 0.1°  + 0.1°, which was cancelled by a similar error in 

the alignment of the aerial telescope. 

Drift trials showed a characteristic fall of 0.2°  in the 

bearing of the p.e. in the first 10 minutes after switching on followed 

on some trials by a further drift of 0.3°  and on others by no change as 



the temperature in the radar rose. 	Some or all of the drift may have 

boon due to the radar locking onto a different part of the p.c.. When 

the temperature in the radar was maintained constant at 60°F the 

bearing of the p.e. varied by less than 0.1°  from a mean reading for 

periods up to 45 minutes. 

The systematic error in bearing was less than 0.5
o 
for 

soundings up to and including A 99, and less than 0.2°  for subsequent 

soundings. The systematic error in elevation was less than 0.1°  for 

all soundings. 
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4.2 Random Errors in Bearing and Elevation 

The official radar handbook states specification accuracy 

figures which in terms of standard error are 

in bearing < 0.17°  sec 0 
in elevation < 0.17°  

Those figures may be doubled when > 75°  or for angular rates> 8°/sec. 

Harrison (1948, 1951) and Else (1955) have reported various 

trials to assess the accuracy of both the Ill: JaI and la III radars. 

Trials on the Hk.ITI took the form of comparisons between two similar 
radars following the same target or comparisons between a radar and a 

theodolite, but the only trials reported on the Kik.VII are comparisons 

between a 	and a 	radar. Unfortunately trials involving 

the 	radar tend to test the radar operators rather than 

the ability of the radar and are probably not roproducablo. The results 

for the Mk.VII (assuming that the Mk.III errors arc comparable) show . 
that for Range I (9 flights) the s. c. in bearing varies from 0.07°  to 

0.20°, and in elevation from 0.06°  to 0.23°, the larger values usually 

coinciding with large rates of change in angle; for Range II (7 flights) 

the figures for bearing are 0.13° to 0.57°,  and elevation 0.14° to 
0.59°. 

Comparison of two radars is only satis-lactory provided it 

can be assumed that there is no correlation between the errors in the 

two radars. This is probably true when the signal from the common 

target is strong, but not when the signal becomes too weak for follow 

between beats. 	Such a comparison can be made in all weather conditions. 

Comparison of a radar with a theodolite gives a good estimate of the 

errors in bearing and elevation since it can be assumed that the errors 

of the theodolite are much smaller than those of the radar. Trials 

involving a theodolite can however only be made when there is little 
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or no cloud and the visibility is good, and these conditions usually 

occur with light rinds so few results are obtained at elevations below 
o 

20 9  with high angular rates, or at ranges approaching the maximum. 

Only one radar was available at Silwood so it was necessary 

to check our Mk.VII against a theodolite. The possibility of using a 

double theodolite system was investigated for checking range as well as 

bearing and elevation but as a baseline of at least 10 km would have 

been necessary it was not considered practicable. Errors in range have 

been estimated by other means (section 4.4). 	Owing to the range 

limitation of the theodolite it was desirable to check the radar on 

weak signals by using reflectors with a small echoing area and metal 

spheres were employed. 	Since they give a steady signal the trials were not 

fully representative. 

4.2.1 Experimental Procedure  

The theodolite was set up in the normal manner as close to 

the radar as possible and a lead run from the dial camera control 

enabling the theodolite operator to trigger the camera. Readings 

were taken every 20 or 30 seconds, the theodolite operator operating 

the camera when the balloon was correctly aligned on the cross—wires of 

the theodolite (exactly equal intervals of time between successive 

readings are not necessary). 	The,position of the balloon relative to 

the cross—wires of the telescope on the radar aerial was recorded for 

each theodolite reading but there was no certainty that this reading 

was simultaneous with the reading of the dials and the theodolite. 

During the trials using metal spheres, signal strength readings of the 

type described in section 2.4 were made in the intervals between 

theodolite readings, but as they require a zeroing of the radar signal 

they may have increased the radar errors. 
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The radar readings have been compared with the theodolite 

readings, and mean and standard errors in bearing and elevation 

evaluated for groups of between 15 and 30 readings, using the formulae.  
n 

mean error = 	M 6 	 4.1 
1 

n 	n 
standard error E 6 2  - ( 	)2 

n 
radar reading — theodolite reading (bearing or elevation). where = 

4.2 

Errors in bearing have been expressed in 'normalised' form • 

to allow for the fact that a small error in determining the angle of the 

target gives a much larger error in the bearing at high elevations as 

shown in Figure 16. If 	is the normalised value of bearing error 

and 	is the measured value of bearing error 

sin 68 	= sinSO cos 95 	4.3 

and since the errors are small 

6' 	= 6e cos 	 4.4 

The normalised and measured s.c. in bearing are related by an equation 

similar to 4.4. 

The bearing error measured by the aerial telescope is in 

normalised form. No allowance has been made for the separation between 

the theodolite and the radar aerial, or for the fact that the radar 

follows the reflector and the theodolite the balloon, so an overestimate 

of the errors has been obtained at short ransos. 

4.2.2 Results  

Table 4 shows the results obtained in the trials between the 

radar and a theodolite. 
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All the results using corner reflectors wore obtained at 

ranges less than half the maximum expected, and consequently the 

signal was strong throughout. In both the trials with spheres the 

maximum range was attained, but no worthwhile readings were obtained 

for rangos greater than 16 km during A 167. The standard errors showed 

a significant increase with range during A 133 after 16 km. 

In general there was a decrease in s.e.. with range up to 

between 10 km and 15 km, with fairly constant error as the range 

increased further until the signal weakened. The rates of angular 

change were small in all the soundings, except A 125, due to the light 

wind conditions in which the soundings were usually made. The bearing 

error appeared to be larger on the dials with the higher rates of change, 

but no.corresponding increase Was apparent at the aerial telescope. 

The error measured at the aerial by the telescope was 

significantly loss than that measured on the dials for both elevation 

and bearing. 

The mean difference between the radar and the theodolite 

readings is only interesting when it changes between groups of readings. 

This occurred for bearing during•A 125, after a period when the radar 

was switched off due to a fault, during which time the mean rate of 

change in bearing changed sign and the difference may be due to lag in 

the high speed bearing dial which was fairly now at this time (section 

2.1.4). The mean differences measured by the aerial telescope changed 

between A 94 and A 125 due to an adjuatmont in the position of the 

paraboloid on its mounting mado after A 95. There was some evidence 

of a slow variation of 0.1°  in both bearing and elevation as the signal 

weakened, but the effect of this on the results is negligible. 

The standard error in elevation for the radar dials only 

exceeded 0.05
o Alere the signal strength was inadequate or at short 
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ranges, and in bearing a value of 0.07
0 

was only exceeded for weak 

signals or at short ranges. If the bearing error is taken to correspond 

to a fixed distance error for ranges leSs than 16 km — that is the 

maximum value of Ere  is 0.07 x 16 where R is the range in km 

(R 	— the figures given in Table 4 are covered except for weak 

signals. 

These values are appreciably loss than those quoted in the 

official radar handbook. 



4.3 Effect of Signal Strength on Radar Performance 

The results given in section 4.2 indicate that the performance 

of the radar is considerably reduced as the range approaches the 

maximum expected from a given reflector. The maximum range is 

dependent on the skill of the operator since it is normally necessary 

to use manual follow on range for the final part of the follow, but 

all the results used below are obtained under similar conditions and 

are considered to be coparable. 

Table 5 shows representative values for the maximum range 

of the reflectors used in the experimental work. The maximum range 

should vary as tie fourth root of the echoing area 5  and this is shown 

to bo almost exactly true for the non—boating reflectors. The value 

of 'echoing area quoted for the corner reflector is the maximum expected 

on.the triple reflection (see Table 2) but as explained in section 

2.2.2 the echo from a corner reflector varies considerably with aspect, 

and it is unlikely that single or double reflections occur often 

enough to maintain follow. 

Reflector 	-I Maximum 
range 
R 	(km) max 

Echoing 
area 
aa 

(111.4) 

oril1t/1  
t  

OM 

R IM-% 

) 

Stepping 
; 	range 

(ha) 
41/4 
1 

(m7x1,0—  
* 

Window '6—pieces' 10 1.0168 0.36 	" 27.8 6.5 
/ 

Non- 
beating 

1 ft sphere 

2 ft sphere 

16 

21 

' ,0.073 

0.293 

0.52 

0.73 

30.8 

28.9 

11 

15 
A . 

27" corner 54 17:5 2.05 26.4 30 
Beating 

54" corner 93 + 280 4.1 22.7 + 45 

Table 5. Maximum range and stepping range compared with echoing area 

for different reflectors. 
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With strong signals the error signal for bearing or elevation 
is sufficient to operate the drive motors when the error is less than 
0.1o but as the signal weakens with increasing range a point is reached, 

at 70% to 80% of maximum range, where it is necessary for the error to 

exceed 0.1°  before the error signal becomes large enough to operate the 
follow circuits. The follow on a corner reflector is complicated by 

the fact that the beats often send a strong correction signal to the 

aerial motors, but have fallen to zero before stopping the overshoot. 

When the signal is weak it is characteristic for the bearing 

and elevation to remain constant for periods of 20 seconds or more, then 

to change abruptly to a new value which is maintained for another 

similar period. Figures 17 and 18 show the variation of bearing and 

elevation for part of A 44 (54" corner reflector) and for A 130 

(window '6—pieces'). 	This typo of follow is referred to as 'stepping', 

and velocities obtained when the radar is working in this mode will be 

subject to serious error. The velocity profiles for the corresponding 

part of A 44 (Figure 19) show the type of error introduced by stepping. 
.Stepping is usually more pronounced in elevation than bearing, and this 

is tliought to be due to the fact that elevation is decreasing steadily 

as the balloon passes through strong winds in the upper troposphere. 

The approximate range at which stepping commenced in the 

Silwood soundings is shown in Table 5. For a non—beating reflector 

stepping commenced at approximately 70% of maximum range and for a 

beating reflector at a little over.5$. Follow on the . ,lean signal from a 

54" corner reflector should be possible up to a range of approximately 

65 km, so follow at greater ranges was entirely on 'beats'. 

Largo errors also occurred during follow if the radar unlocked, 

either through the range error exceeding 200 m or after an uncontrolled 

overshoot due to a beat. When those occurred it was necessary to 
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restart the follow by manual intervention but in many cases it has been 

possible to interpolate readings. 	All interpolated readings have been 

marked on the data sheets, and where necessary on the records. 

Interpolations were also made at the range changes and the range change 

positions have been marked on all the records. 

The majority of soundings have been made with 54" reflectors 

and it has been necessary either to neglect results obtained at ranges 

greater than 45,km, or to apply special analysis to them which allowed 

for the stepping errors. The large increase in error with increasing 

range during trial sounding A 133 was due to the onset of stopping. 
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4.4 Systematic and Slowly Changing; Errors in Range  

The official radar handbook states that the accuracy of the 

range measurement is +.35 yd or + ilo/  whichever is the greater. 

Range errors in the if.VII radar may be due to the following 

causes- 

(i) non-linearity of the range potentiometer; 

(ii) variations in the speed of the time-base; 

(iii) variations in the trebler delay; 

(iv) variations in the triggering of the time-base by 

the magnetron pulse; 

(v) the echo not being sot correctly at the base of 

the step on the A-scope. 

Errors (ii), (iv) and (v) are the main random components 

and also account for the zero drift and error in the setting of 

range/time calibration. 	Errors (i) and (iii) are mainly systematic 

although (iii) could be expected to show some random variation. 

The step on the A-scope occurs when the time-base voltage 

becomes equal to the voltage picked off the range potentiometer, and 

the position of the wiper on the potentiometer is linked by magslips to 

sot the range dials. A typical calibration curve for the range 
potentiometer is shown in Figure 20. The maximum error change is 

40 m/km, so the error in wind velocity should not exceed 4%. The 

calibration curve remained reasonably constant during the experiments, 

so it would be possible to allow for any fluctuations due to the 

non-linearity, although in fact this has not been found necessary. 

The results of drift trials showed that the measured range of the lst 

and the 36th calibration gips and the delays inserted by the trebler 

varied considerably with the temperature in the radar. The changes 

for a 30°F change of temperature were 50 m in the measured range of 
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the first calibration pip, 250 m for the 36th. calibration pip, and 

300 m in the delays between ranges I and II and between ranges II and 

III. During the experiments the radar cooling system was set to give 

a temperature of approximately 60°F, but this varied from day to day 

depending on the external temperature (the system is not thermostatically 

controlled) and approximately 30 min were allowed for warming up before 

each sounding. The trebler delays were set to 30 km and 57 km 

immediately prior to release. Under these conditions the zero drift 

was less than 30 m, the drift in the 36th calibration pip loss than 

70 m2  and the drift in the trobler delays seldom exceeded 120 m. Range 

errors of this typo give rise to very small errors invelocity except at 

the range change, where for convenience the delays were assumed to be 

their nominal values for computation. The error in velocity at a range 

change does not exceed 3 m/sec with the method used for evaluation of 

the results. An error in height is introduced butas the larger errors 

are associated with the larger ranges, which in turn imply low elevations, 

the error does not exceed 50 m, and is negligible. 

It was not possible to check the absolute accuracy of the ' 

crystal used to generate the calibration pips, and a percentage error 

in range could exist. It is unlikely that such an error would exceed 

2%, and the resulting error in fluctuation measurements (usually less 

than 5 m/sec) is consequently negligible. 
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4.5 Random Errors in Range  

Random errors in range may be determined directly by comparing 
two radars following the same target, or by comparing radar reading 

ranges with those computed from a double theodolite follow. The former 

method is liable to underestimate the range error with weak signals as 

it is expected that the range errors will be correlated, and the latter 

method suffers from the drawbacks common to all .theodolite comparisons 

due to cloud. 

From a comparison of a Mk.VII with a Lflc.III radar, Else (1955) 

obtained an s.e. in range for the 3tll.VII of 40 m on Range I (9 flights) 
and 100 m on Range II (7 flights) by making the assumption that the 

errors in the two radars were comparable. An earlier report by 

Har-Ason (1951) gave the error in range from the same techniqUe as loss 

than 20 m, but in no case did the range exceed 27 km. The s.e. in 

the results reported by Else made no allowance for the relative drift 

of the two ranging systems so the true random component is probably 

less than the figures quoted. 

Of the main random components mentioned in section 4.4. 
(iv) gives errors independent of range, (ii) gives errors directly 

dependent on range-measured from the 'zero' (0 km on range I, 30 km 

on range II, 57 km on range III) and (v) depends indirectly on range 
through change in signal strength. 

lreither of the direct methods of determining range error was 

possible at Silwood, so an upper limit of the range errors has been 

obtained by analysing the range readings obtained at 5 second intervals 
during two ascents, assuming the wind velocity to be constant or 

slowly changing, so that tho standard deviation includes the range 

changes due to short period atmospheric fluctuations. 	The results 

are given in Table 6. 
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A55 A87 

Range interval 
(km) 

Errorp-, 
(m) 	11  

Range interval 
( m) 

Errorxr, 
(m) 11  

Range I 1.0 	— 	2.3 8 1.4 	— 	3.7 7 

14.8 	— 	17.3 12 12.7 	— 18.4 10 

29.5 	— 	34.8 14 24.7 	— 33.4 16 

Range II 35.6 	— 	39.3 10 36.0 	— 45.0 14 

47.5 	— 	47.3 15 

Range III 84.4 	— 87.0 10 

Table 6. 	Errors in ranLe for 	radar. 

The reduction in error after the range change is expected, 

but the small value of error on Range III in A 87 was due to rather 

better functioning of the follow circuit than was usually experienced. 

The figures given above are thought to be representative of the error 

introduced by (ii) and (iv). 	The error due to the nor -alignment of the 

echo with the step (v) could be seen by the operator in the radar and 

when the follow circuits were correctly balanced was negligible. .Once the 

signal fell below the range follow threshold between beats the step 

drifted from the echo giving rise to large errors which were corrected 

during beats, usually with overshoot, until the range eventually 

unlocked completely, End the operator was forced to commence manual 

follow. With care manual follow should only give rise to very small 

errors of typo (v), as the operator endeavoured to keep the step moving 

steadily so that the echoes which appeared during beats were always set 

exactly at the bottom of the step. Periods during which radar follow 

or manual follow was poor have been recorded. 



Manual follow was usually commenced after the onset of 

stepping on bearing and elevation but in certain ascents (e.g. A 87) 

was never reauired. The range channel balance control in the Mk.VII 

is not accessible during operation, and it is suggeSted that in any 

future work using this radar the control should be made accessible, 

together with a fine adjustment, for use during follow, thus reducing 

the tendency of the radar to unlock on range. 

The random errors in range appear to be less than 20 m at all 

ranges for the soundings considered in Table 6. During certain parts 

of a sounding larger errors are probable but these may in general be 

allowed for. - Errors duo to non-linearities in the system can only be 

serious in strong winds. 
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Range 	Errors 

Elevation cro, 

0.07°  x 16 

0.07°  

Range crR  

20 

1.25R 

Velocityu 
Tv. 

air!  

0.35 m/sec 

R m/ sec 45 

R in km Bearing a-0 

0 — 16 km 0.07°  x 16 

16 km 
upwards 	0.07°  
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4.6 Wind Velocity Errors from Radar Errors  

Scrase (1954) quotes formulae for the error in 

component as a function of the radar coordinates and the 

coordinate. These formulae are considerably simplified 

spherical error figure in which equal errors in distance 

by each radar coordinates  

Rc0 = Rao-, = 0R  

each velocity 

error in each 

by assuming a 

are introduced 

4.5 

The errors in velocity for the grouping method (cf Eq 3.15 with 

n = 12, t = 5) are 

a"11 = 	• = 	= a" R 
40V 2 

4.6 

The largest errors were measured in bearing so it is 

necessary to use these for the spherical error. The errors assumed'in 

bearing, elevation and range with the corresponding velocity errors 

are given in Table 7. 

Table 7. 	Summary of errors for Uk.VII radar. R is expressed in km. 



The errors given in Table 7 are greater than those quoted in 

section 4.2 for elevation and eoual to the values for bearing. 

The range errors measured by the indirect method are well 

within the values in Table 7 and the only doubt is given by the figures 

quoted by Else (1955) where the drift error was included in the random 

error. 

The features on the soundings discussed in the following 

chapters are of greater magnitude than the.expected error by a factor of 

three or more, and are usually defined by a sequence of points. 	It is 

considered that the Mk.VII radar introduces negligible error to the 

profiles as evaluated at ranges less than 45 km(stepping range) when 

used with a 54" reflector, and at corres1Dondingly reduced ranges with 

smaller reflectors. 

The error in height due to the radar error is small, but 

further errors due to curvature of the earth and refraction of the radar 

beam occur. The latter errors are only appreciable at great ranges, 

and together do not exceed 120 metres for ranges less than 50 km and 

no allowance has been made for them. 
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4.7 Errors in Timing  

The timer is described in section 2.3.19  and errors in the 

time interval are explained. The more serious errors due to 

fluctuating light intensity occurred for soundings up to A 92, and from 

ascent A 95 onwards only an approximately linear drift remained together 

with a small random fluctuation in the interval. The effect of these 

errors on the wind velocity is discussed below, using the largest 

values observed in the error. 

For soundings before A 92 the results have been obtained from 

the computer for t = 5 sec and then corrected for the actual time 

interval between the groups obtained from the watch recorded on the 

film. After A 95 the time interval between readings was found to 

drift linearly, even for' ascents lasting over 2 hours, but the rate of 

drift and the initial interval varied from sounding to sounding. The 

computer programme was changed to allow for a lineally varying time 

interval and the initial dividing time (T0  = 8t0) and the rate of 

drift were set in the computer for each ascent. 

The timer errors differ from radar errors in their effect on 

the errors in velocity because they give rise to errors proportional to 

the velocity. Percentage errors in velocity are considered for a wind 

speed of 50 m/ sec, as this velocity was only exceeded for a small 

fraction of the results. 

Several tests were made on the timer when working under 

uniform conditions and it was not possible to detect any difference as 

large. as 0.1 sec between the time at which the pulse to the camera was 

expected and the time at which it actually occurred. The equivalent 

error in distance for a wind speed of 50 m/sec is less than 5m which is 

negligible compared with the minimum error of 20 m assumed to be 

introduced by the radar. 
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Analysis of the time interval graphs for soundings after 

A 95 shows that the dividing time used by the computer is correct to 

within i%, which will give rise to an s.e. in velocity of less than 
0.1 m/sec for a wind speed of 50 m/sec. 	This is also negligible 

compared with the error introduced by the radar. 

For soundins before A 92 the interval between groups has 

been calculated to the nearest second, giving an s.e. in the dividing 

time of less than 0.6% which gives rise to an error of p4 p/sec in 

velocity at 50 m/sec, comparable with the radar error. 	Once the error 

in dividing time between groups has been allowed for, it is only 

necessary to allow for fluctuation of time within the group relative 

to the mean for the group, and even in the worst cases this error does 

not exceed an s.d. value of 1/3  second, equivalent to an error of 

17 metres in distance at 50 nVsec. 

For a wind velocity of 50 m{ see the total error expected in 

velocityie0.55m/secbetween0end16kmincreasing to 0.80 nVsec 

at 30 km, and 1.1 m/ sec at 45 km. These figures are upper limits on 

the velocity error and are sufficiently small to make results obtained 

valuable even when the timer was faulty. It is emphasised that for the 

majority of the results the wind speed was considerably less than 

50 m/sac, and usually the errors introduced by the timer were negligible. 

Since the errors introduced by the timer are proportional to velocity, 

it is not correct to assume that the errors in horizontal components 

of velocity are correspondingly small when the error in vertical 

component is observed to be small. 
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4.8. Anemome.try 

Perkins (1952) has analysed the response of a balloon to 
small changes in horizontal wind speed making the aseumption that the 

horizontal velocity of the balloon. relative to the air is much less than 

its vertical velocity. He shows that the balloon will take up 9510 
of the change in horizontal velocity in a time equal to 

3 hw° whore 
L g 

M is the mass of the balloon and reflector, wo 
is the mean vertical 

velocity, L is the free lift of the balloon, and g is the acceleration 
M w 

due to gravity. This is equivalent to a time—constant of 	and for 
, 

a typical balloon rig using a 350 g balloon, H = 1 kg, wo  = 6
g 
 m/sec, 

and L . 2 kg; g = 10 m/sec2 gives a time—constant of 0.3 seconds. 

The motion of a balloon has been analysed by a method similar 

to that used by Perkins, giving the same result for the simple case. 

The analysis assumes that the balloon and reflector have the same value 

of A CD in all directions, where A is the effective area and CD 
the drag 

coefficient. The value of A CD 
in the drag equation is deduced from 

the measured upward velocity. A more exact numerical solution 

obtained for one case with a horizontal gust equal to the vertical 

velocity of the balloon shows that the latter is reduced by about 10% 

as the balloon takes up the new horizontal velocity, and that the response 

is slightly better than that calculated by the formula given above. 
M w 

The time. constant for the response to vertical gusts is 	when the 
2 L g 

gust is small compared with the vertical velocity, and numerical 

solution shows this value to be increased by about 3C% when the gust 

is comparable with the vertical velocity. The effect of the drag of 

the reflector and the unopened parachute is neglected, as it will be 

considerably less than the drag of the balloon. 

The results are not directly applicable to a falling reflector 

since the parachute will give non—isotropic drag, and the drag 
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coefficient for horizontal gusts can no longer be inferred from the 

measured freelift and vertical velocity. The simple formula for the 

time constant gives a value of 2 seconds for a reflector falling at 20 m/sec 

(approximately 20 km :altitude), but analysis of the wind profiles 

suggeststhat a value of 5 seconds is more appropriate at this height. 

'The balloon and reflector behave as a compound pendulum during 

the ascent with period 2 % 	IL -T- where 	is the mass of the 13.  
balloon, M. the total mass of the rig and 4 the distance between the 

centre of the balloon and the reflector. A typical value of period 

is 2 seconds. 

The balloon and reflector is an almost perfect anemometer when -

used for wind finding with a radar. It takes up any change in wind in 

approximately 10 m of ascent, and the amplitude and time period of the 

swing of the reflector is considerably loss than can be detected by the 

radar. After burst the falling reflector behaves as a rather poor 

anemometer when falling rapidly in the stratosphere only showing the 

major featuresof the wind profile (the response distance varies as the 

square of the vertical velocity). 'acre comparable prOfiles for both 

ascent and descent are required,it is necessary to employ a technique 

such as the one described in section 2.5.3. using copper window. 	Here 

the cloud is only a "good" anemometer so long as it remains effectively 

a point source for the radar to follow. This has been found to be 

substantially true of descent over several kilometres in the stratosphere. 

The maximum balloon diameter is 10 m which is equivalent to 

loss than 2 seconds of ascent., so the ballOon will introduce much less 

smoothing than the method of evaluation. 



4.9 Efficiency of Window as an Anemometer  

It is shown in section 5.1 that the pieces of window in a 

'mature' cloud fall with their axes horizontal. All pieces in a 

cloud will react equally to Vertical gusts but the reaction to 

horizontal gusts will depend on the Orientation of the windoW to the 

gust. The response has been analysed usins value's of effective area 

and drag coefficient deriVed from measurements of steady motion. 

The time constant for gusts normal to the axis of the piece 

of window is w/g seconds where w is the fall velocity, provided that 

the gust is considerably less than the fall velocity. Typical values 

are.0.6 seconds for copper window at 20 km, and 0.05 seconds for 

aluminium window at ground level. As with a balloon the time constant 

is slightly reduced when the gust'is comparable with the fall speed. 

It is not possible to obtain a simple solution for a gust along the 

axis of the window, as the drag coefficient and frontal area are not 

the same for the gust and the mean motion. If the mean motion is 

neglected then the response to gusts varies as the square of the ratio 

of the fall speeds in the horizontal and vortical modes. EbaSurements 

on aluminium window indicate that the fall speed ratio is 6:1 so the 

response to an end—on gust will be 36 times slower than to a normal 

gust. However window is unstable for airflow along its axis, so it 

is probable that each piece will tend to become normal to any 

horizontal gust, and therefore acquire the gust velocity quickly. 

If this is not the case window clouds will tend to grow even if the 

cloud is only subjected to gusts with size greater than the cloud. 

The time constant for a cloud of copper window is probably between 

1 and 2 seconds at 20 km which means that the cloud behaves as an 

almost perfect anemometer. 
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4.10 The Expected Variation with Height of the Vertical Velocity of  
a Balloon  

The measured vertical velocity of a sounding balloon is equal 

to the sum of the vertical velocity of the environment and the vertical 

velocity of the balloon through the environment. The latter is 

normally much the larger component but it is possible to deduce 

values of the former when the air motion is maintained for depths of 

between 1 km and 4 km, provided the variation with height of the 
balloon velocity is known. The effect on the vertical velocity of

the balloon of changes with height in pressure, temperature, differences 

in temperature between the balloon and the environment, pressure due 

to skin tension, and drag of the reflector are considered in the 

following analysis. 	The balloon is assumed to be spherical. 

The equations of steady motion of th.e balloon and rig when 

moving vertically are 

Db = 1 2 	 airAb " 
P 	cl-,_

a 	
w o  F 	 4.7 

• l  

D
r 

= 1 -2 p 
	.2 

	

.  airA, CDr  wb 	 4.8 

L g 	(Mb + Mr) g 	D
b 

+ D• 	4.9 

where L is the total lift, M is the mass, D is the drag, A the 

effective frontal area, CD  tho drag coefficient, g the acceleration 

due to gravity,p air  the density of the environment and 	the vertical 

velocity relative to the air. The suffix b  refers to the balloon 

and the suffix 	to the reflector. 	The effect of horizontal r 
motion due to gusts is negligible, as also are acceleration terms over 

intervals considered. 

Measurements of the drag of a 27" corner reflector taken in 

the wind tunnel in the Department of Meteorology at Imperial College 

are shown in Figure 21. This gives a drag coefficient for a 
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corner reflector of 0.18, and it is assumed that this figure may be 

applied to a 54" reflector (although the mesh size is the same for 

both), and that there is no variation with height. 	It should be noted 

that the reflector is in the wake of the balloon wkich is known to change 

from 'turbulent' to 'laminar' during the ascent. 

The lift of the balloon is given byl 

L = 	Pair  — 1) 	 4.10 

where M is the mass of the hydrogen within. the balloon andick is the 

density of hydrogen at height' z. L is a constant provided the ratio 

of the densities reziains constant, and this will be so, provided that 

the temperature and pressure are the same inside and outside the 

balloon. Barford et al (1954) state that the pressure difference due 

to skin tension is less than 1 rob, and this has boon confirmed by a simple 

calculation from the tension of the rubber, so the effect will be 

negligible except at lish altitudes (> 20 km). 	The temperature inside 

the balloon may differ considerably from that of the environment due 

to two causes. 	Firstly the hydrogen tends to cool adiabatically, 

i.e. at a rate greater than the environment, due to the upward motion, 

and secondly the balloon absorbs heat in sunshine and radiates heat to 

a clear sky. Figure 22 shows' the effect of the ratio TH/T on the 

vertical velocity of a rig for which Lo  = 3.5 kg, )0  M = 1.0 kg, and 

D
r 	0.5 kg, where T

N 
is the absolute temperature of the hydrogen, and 

T that of the environment. 

Barford et al (1954) measured superheats of 40°C in a 

stratospheric chamber, but this value is almost certainly too high 

for a balloon moving upwards through the stratosphere. M.0.577 

states that superheats of up to 30°C may occur and this corresponds 

to a maximum value of TH/T of 1.15. A reasonable negative value is.  

considered to be — 20°C giving a minimum value for TH/T of 0.9. 

Both these values are only likely to be reached in the stratosphere. 
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Figure 23 shows curves for the effect of variation of A 

and pair  on the vertical velocity of a balloon, for which Db  and 
JJID  

remain constant. The effect of changes of reflector drag on the 

vertical velocity 	constant) is shown in Figure 24. 

The curves in Figures 22, 23, 24, which are based on 

Eqs.4.7 4.109  show the effect on the vertical velocity of the main 

variables encountered by a balloon during its ascent. In general the 

value of superheat is not known.and Figure 22 may only be used to put 

reasonable limits on the variation in wb 
due to superheat at any height. 

Figure 25 shows the variation in wb  calculated for sounding 

A 88 for three values of TIT, making the assumption that the drag 

coefficient for balloon and the drag reflector are.  constant. A 

further curve takes account of changes in reflector drag. It should 

be noted that vertical acceleration increases with height. 

The theoretical results from this section are compared with 

measured vertical 1:rofiles in section 6.5 and the assumption of 

constant drag coefficient is shown to be untenable. 
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CHAPTal 5 

iCEASUREMENT OF THE INTENSITY OF ATMETHERIC TURBULENCE 
FROM THE GROWTH AND DISTORTION OF CLOUDS OF RADAR WINDOW 

The experimental programme. using radar window was undertaken 

in the hope that it would be possible to measure the. rate of growth of 

clouds of the window and thus to-deduce estimates of the intensity of 

small scale turbulence in the atmosphere. It was assumed that the 

growth would be in the form of a spherical cloud, and that the 

distribution throughout the cloud would be approximately Gaussian. 

These assumptions are shown to be erroneous, and a hypothesis is suggested 

to explain the observed results. 	Some tentative conclusions are 

reached on the intensity of turbulence in the stratosphere. 

The first section discusses the physical properties of a 

window cloud 	it is shown that nearly all the pieces, in a 'mature' 

cloud (one more than 5 minutes after release) fall with their axes 

horizontal, and that the fall speed of individual pieces within the 
cloud is not uniform thus causing the cloud to grow in the vertical 

direction. The second section describes results obtained by the 

technique of ranging through (section 2.5.5), and froze these results 

together With other evidence it is concluded that nearly all the window 

clouds studied are very elongated, with length to width ratios of the 

order of 10. It is suggested that the _shape may be explained by 

assuming that the cloud grows in the vertical due to the non—uniform 

fall speed, and is distorted by wind fluctuations of the size shown 

on the wind profile (measured by the balloon during the ascent). 

There is good agreement between the actual and the theoretical size 

of the cloud based on this hypothesis. 

The third section deals with measurements of the variation 

of echo intensity within a cloud, and the fourth section describes 
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results obtained with clouds of copper window. It is shown that such 

clouds behave essentially as point source reflectors for approximately 

6 km of fall through the stratosphere. 

A short section describes some interesting results which give 

indications of vertical motions in the.upper atmosphere, and in the 

final section, suggestions are made for possible future experiments 

using radar window. An ideal radar is described for this work, but 

experiments suitable for a Ek.VII radar are also indicated. 



5.1 Physical Properties of Uindow Clouds  

It was noticed in the early ground based experiments with 

window that there was a marked tendency for individual pieces to fall 

with their axes horizontal. If this tendency is shown by the majority 

of pieces in a cloud the echoing areas of the cloud for bearing and 

elevation follow by the Mk. VII radar will be different as values in 

Table 8 show. The Table gives values of the echoing area for 

different elevations and allowance is made for the rotation of the 

aerial dipole in the time during which the bearing and elevation signal 

switches are closed. 	It is assumed that the cloud is composed of n 

non-interfering pieces all with their axes horizontal, but with random 

directions in the horizontal plane. 

Elevation 
Echoing Area 

Bearing signal 

x10-4  m2 

Elevation signal 

x10 4 m2 

90°  

60° 	, 
- 	o 

30°  

20°  

15°  

10° 
 

41n 

40 n 

-3,9n 

39n 

38n 

,38 n 

38 n  

41n  

31 n 

22 n 

13n 

8n 

6 n 

4 n 

Table 8. 	,Echoing area at different angular elevations of •a cloud 

• of window composed of horizontal pieces. 

Robinson. found.in  tank experiments on the properties. of: 

window.that most pieces of window fall with-their axes horizontal. 

120 
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Some joint experiments in still air within a building confirmed this 
and also showed that pieces fell considerably (up to 6000) faster 

when their axes were not horizontal, and oven for the pieces falling 

horizontally the fall speed was not constant. 

Experiments releasing packets of aluminium window from a 

balloon tethered at 35 m gave a fall speed range of 0.3 to 3.0 m/sec. 

Approximately 50% of the window formed into 'birds nests' with fall 

speeds between 1 and 2 m/sec, and it appeared that the majority of the 
remaining window fell in the horizontal mode with fall speeds around 

0.5 m/sec. There is a tendency for the pieces of aluminium foil to be 

welded at one end during manufacture and this in addition to giving 
groups falling in the vortical mode, may have led to increased 

birds—nesting. It was also noted during these experiments that some 

Packets fell to the ground partially opened leaving a trail of window. 

This was overcome subsequently by attaching the wrapper to the tie on 

the balloon, or the window carrier when used. 

Measurements of the fall speed of several clouds released 

from balloons at burst gave values between 0.4 p/ sec and 1.0 m/sec in 

the lower 5 km of the atmosphere, indicating that the part of the cloud 

giving the strongest echo was falling relatively slowly and thus composed 

of pieces with their axes horizontal. 

A few experiments were made to measure the ratio of the 

bearing and elevation signals at different elevations in the hope of 

obtaining an estimate of how far a cloud is composed of horizontal 

pieces. In these experiments the motor driving the aerial dipole was 

switched off and readings of the signal strength obtained with the 

dipole set to lie successively in the vertical plane, and the 
horizontal plane, the bearing and elevation being adjusted for maximum 
signal in each case to allow for the offset of the beam, a mean 

ratio being obtained from pairs of horizontal and vertical readings. 
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A set of readings usually took about two minutes and no correction was 

made for the change in bearing and range of the cloud during this time. 

Figure 26 shows a typical sequence of A-scope pictures, the 

marked difference between the bearing and elevation signals being 

obvious for low elevations. Table 9 summarises the results obtained in 

these experiments, values of the theoretical ratio of the signals being 

shown for comparison. Where the elevation signal was too small to 

give a measurable echo, the minimum measurable value has been used to 

provide a probable minimum ratio. 

Sounding Type of 
window 

Time after 
release 

min 

Elevation 

0 

Ratio of bearing to elevation, 
signal 

Theorpcal.Measured 
(cosec d) 	- 

byz 

Gain 
control 

A-scope 

A92 Aluminium - 10.0°  32 - 5.6 

- 6.0°  92 - >100 

A157 Aluminium 9 6.0°  92 11.2 - i 
132 5.0°  132 >25 >100 

152 4.5°  160 > 5 > 16 

A163 Copper 47 6.0°  92 - >100 	1 

• 

- mean: of 5 
bearing 
signals. 
olovatiohi 
signal  

<minimum. i 

A165 Aluminium 4* 49.3°  1.7 4.7 — 

19 47.0°  1.9 1.6 - 	i 
i 

33 28.0°  4.5 7.0 - 	i 

47 13.0° 	' 19.7 81.3 11.2 

Table 9. 	Comparison of theoretical and measured bearing/elevation 

signal ratios for clouds of window. 
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The results show conclusively that the signal available for 

bearing follow is far greater than that for elevation follow at low 

elevations, but are not sufficiently accurate or comprehensive to 

infer the proportion of horizontal pieces in a window cloud. It is 

very difficult to obtain meteorological conditions where one cloud will 

give a satisfactory variation in elevation within a short period, so 

it will be necessary to make a sequence of experiments with clouds 

released at different elevations before drawing any definite conclusions. 

Readings of the elevation of window clouds at elevations below 20°  

Should evidently be treated with caution, and it is probable that with 

loch-follow at low elevations stepping will occur on elevation well 

before it occurs on bearing. A-scope photographs taken with the aerial 

dipole rotating show the signal available for bearing follow owing to 

the- relatively long exposure of the film. 

The majority of the results described in this section apply 

to aluminium window. It is believed that the fall speed of copper 

window is more uniform than that of aluminium window, because of its 

greater uniformity and rigidity, and that copper window clouds are 

composed mainly of horizontal pieces. 



5.2 The Growth and Distortion of Window Clouds 

A groat deal of theoretical work on particle diffusion assumes 

isotropic turbulence, and under this condition particles released at a 

point form a statistically spherical cloud. With a few exceptions the 

clouds studied here were contained entirely within the beam of radiation 

of the Nk.VII radar, and it was easy to measure the difference in range 

between the nearest and the farthest parts of the cloud using the 

A—scope. For a spherical cloud this dimension is sufficient to give 

the size of the cloud, and a sequence of photographs of the A—scope 

would yield a rate of growth curve for the cloud. The early results 

gave high values for the rate of growth, and the A—scope record often 

showed the cloud to have more than one centre of strong echo, with the 

centres separated by several hundred metres in -some cases, as shown in 

Figure 27. 

The technique of ranging through the cloud (section 2.5.5) 

was first used in A 57. 	The plot of 'centres of echo' for,slabs 

400 m thick normal to the l.o.s. at increments of 100 or 200 m 

of range suggested that the cloud was very elongated, and almost 

horizontal. Results obtained for increasing increments of range were 

consistent with those for decreasing increments after making allowance 

for the overall,drift during the measurements. The cloud in A 57 

appeared to be 2.0 km long and 0.5 km deep 30 min after formation 

(Figure 28), but no measure of the width of the cloud was obtained. 

Had the cloud been spherical its top would still have been at the release 

level and this would have meant that the upward diffusion had balanced 

the fall speed. A theoretical cloud size was calculated on the 

assumption that there was no small scale diffusion, that the cloud grew 

in the vertical due to a non—uniform fall speed and was distorted by 

the variation of wind in the vertical .iven by the wind profile measured 

by the balloon. With the vertical growth rate assumed constant at the 
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value necessary to give a depth of 0.5 km after 30 minutes the 

calculated cloud length was 2.1 km and the calculated orientation 

differed from the measured orientation by less than 50. The agreement 

between the measured and calculated cloud sizes is good, but it is not 

reasonable to conclude that growth through small scale turbulence is 

zero as both estimates of size are subject to error. 

The range through technique was used in several window 

experiments following A 57, and in each case the results were consistent 

with thelypothesis that the cloud was in the form of a long streak 

formed by the distortion of a vertical column of window under shear. 

In some cases it was necessary to assume'that a vertical cloud was 

formed very shortly after release, and that further growth followed 

in the vertical due to the variation in fall speed. The range through 

results in some cases (No.3 of A 104, end A 162 and A 163) were 

discarded as the elevation was too low to give a satisfactory elevation 

signal. 

The hypothesis that the cloud is'elongated in the vertical 

direction by differential fall speed and distorted by wind shear 

explains various phenomena noted during the follow of different window 

clouds. It was fairly common to observe that a cloud extending for a 

few hundreds of metres along the i-scope would appear to coalesce into 

an apparently point source echo before subsequently growing again. 

This was probably due to the cloud falling into a region of reversed 

shear which aligned the cloud normal to the line of sight before 

distorting it in the reverse direction. It was also noted that when 

the cloud appeared to be a point source echo the follow on bearing and/or 

elevation was worse than that obtained when the cloud extended along 

the A-scope, sometimes with quite violent hunting. This again is 

consistent with the hypothesis of a thread of window normal to the 

l.o.s. The fact that the cloud can appear as a point source echo 



suggests that its width is small, perhaps of the order of 100 metres. 

The double or treble echoes observed in the experiments where the 

window was released from inside a balloon at burst or from a packet 

attached to the surface of the balloon are due to the window being 

released non-uniformly during a short period after burst. This 

effect was noticed during the experiments with a tethered balloon, and 

also when packets were lost from a balloon shortly after release. 

Window released from the window carries gave a more uniform echo, and 

copper window released by this method (A 104, A 160 - A 164) gave a 

strong echo at the top of the cloud with a tail giving a comparatively 

weak echo. 

The initial large values for growth of the cloud obtained 

from the A-scope records are due to birds-nests falling from the base 

of the cloud, the component of their fall speed along the l.o.s. being 

measured by the radar. At one stage during the evaluation an attempt 

was made to obtain values of the coefficient 0 (the ratio of the. 
Lagrangimaand Eulerian time-scales) from a formula given by Smith and 

Hay (1961, Eq. 34) relating the growth a spherical cloud to the 

intensity of turbulence. Wildly varying values of 13 were obtained for 
different clouds due presumably to the distorting factors discussed 

above, and it is not possible to compare the Silwood results with 

those described by Smith and Hay. 

129 
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5.3 Cloud Growth Measured by the Variation of Echo with Time  

Two methods for measuring the signal strength are described 

in section 2.4.2. 	11,-scope records arc available for many of the window 

experiments, and from these the variation of signal with time has been 

estimated. The manual gain method of measuring was only used during 
the experiments described in section 5.1. 

When the radar a.g.c. is operating the echo amplitude yields 

only an estimate of the minimum number of pieces in a cloud. However 

it was usually possible to obtain a fairly precise estimate of the range 

at which a.g.c. ceased tocperate and in general this gave the highest 

estimate of the minimum numbers within the cloud. Table 10 gives 

these minimum values compared with an estimate of the number of pieces 

released initially. A further estimate of the number of pieces 

dispersed at release was obtained by comparing the echo with that of the 

reflector used during the ascent. The results indicate that rather 

more than 50% of the available window was properly dispersed by the 

window carrier, but are inconclusive for the other methods. 

It is shown in section 2.5.5. that the echo amplitude is 

determined by the composite echo from the window contained in a slab 

of the cloud approximately 120 metres thick normal to the l.o.s. 	The 

echo variation due to change in range of the cloud considerably outweighed 

the change due to variation of number of pieces in a slab of the cloud, 

and it proved impossible to determine when the cloud ceased to be 
entirely contained within such a slab. Table 11 shows the only 

worthwhile results obtained and these can be said to indicate little 

more than the fact that the maximum number of pieces of any slab had 

fallen to a third in 30 minutes of dispersion. 
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Sounding 

• 

Method of 
release 

Estimate 
number 

released 

Estimated number 
, 	dispersed 

Echo height 
method 

Comparison 
with Reflector 

A 77 Strap to 
balloon 

66,000 25,000 

A 100 Strap to 
balloon 

— 6,000 — 

A 101 Carrier 175,000 130,000 — 

A 1C4 Carrier 70,000 > 17,500 >209000 

A 160 Carrier 70,000  35,000 >209000 

A 161 Carrier ,  70,000 44,000 >209000 

A 162 Carrier 70,000 42,000 >209000 

A 163 Carrier 70,000 38,000 >20,000 

A 164 Carrier 70,000 55,000 >20,000 

Table 10. 	Estimates of the number of pieces of window dispersed 
in different clouds. 

Sounding 
S. 

Time after reloase Number of pieces 
in 120 m thick slab 

A 104 0 > 	20,000 

40 12,400 

A 160 5 35,000 

30 12,000 

A 163 20 38,000 

40 12,600 

A 164 10 55,000 

30 13,400 

Table 11. 	Variation of cloud density with time. 
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5.4 Copper Window Clouds in the Stratosphere 

Six successful soundings were made using copper window. As 

the first (A 104) showed remarkable agreement between the profiles 

obtained by the balloon ascending and by the window cloud falling, it 

was decided to make a sequence of soundings at 3 hour intervals with 

copper window released at burst. Copper window clouds were formed 

successfully in five of the sequence (A 160 — A 164) and each cloud 

was followed for 28 min or more. The primary intention of this 

sequence of soundings was to obtain wind profiles without breaks, so 

it was not possible to use the range through technique while the echo 

was strong. Two successful range throughs were made during A 104 

which showed the cloud to be orientated largely in the vertical and the 

tilt of the axis to have changed considerably during the interval 

(17 min) between the sets of readings. The A-scope records for the 

sequence of soundings indicate that the clouds were orientated largely 

in the vertical, with the densest part of the cloud ^t the top. 

Stepping (section 4.3) comenced at between 17 and 23 min after 

release in four of the soundings in the sequence, but later than 28 min 

in the remaining one where follow was maintained at closer range. 

A 104 showed stepping 63 min after release but the follow was at almost 
constant range (< 23.5 km), during this period, whereas in the sequence 

the range approached 30 km when stopping commenced. It is thought that 

these clouds were almost wholly contained within a slab normal to the 

l.o.s. of thickness 120 in for the first 15 min after release, and that 

less than a third of the cloud was in such a slab after 40 min. 

The growth of a cloud of window due to small scale turbulence 

may be described by a relation of the form (see e.g. Brunt 1939 p 227) 

4rr =%/4 Kt 	
5.1 

whore rr is the s. d. of displacement of particles from the centre of 
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the cloud, t is the time after release of the window and K is a 

coefficient of eddy diffusivity. Assuming• that the maximum 

displacement is 3cr r  it appears that uk ::,'20m 15 min after release, 
giving a value of K of approximately 10-1  m2/sec. The maximum shear 

observed was 2 x 10-2/sec giving a minimum value of Richardson number 

of 1.25. It should be evehasised that K depends on the square of cr 
P 

and the value quoted can only be considered to give an order of 

magnitude. 

In the stratosphere the cloud growth is mainly through 

differences in fall speed until the vertical size is of the order of 

500 metres when the macro-turbulence shown on the wind profile becoMes 

effective in diffusing the cloud. Comthcnts made during the sequence 

suggest that the clouds had a finite size after approximately 20 minutes, 

but. this effect is not shown up by the A!-scope records, probably due to 

the effect of increasing range on the collo from the diffused parts of 

the cloud. 
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5.5 Variations in Vertical Motion of the Atmosphere shown by . 
Window Clouds  

In the early window experiments quite large variations in the 

apparent fall speed of a cloud were obtained wh]ch could be explained 

by the radar hunting through the cloud and locking-on to different 

centres in turn within the cloud. However in a few cases variations in 

the fall speed of the cloud were observed when the radar was not hunting 

within the cloud. These fluctuations are substantiated by several 

readings and are certainly not due to radar error. 

Figure 29 shows the fall speeds of a cloud measured at 20 

second intervals during the first 10 minutes of cloud follow during 

A 57. Subsequently the fall speed varied about a moan of 0.9 m/sec 

with no obvious trend. There is an apparent upward motion of the 

air of 0.5 m/sec at. 9.7 km and a downward movement of 0.2 m/sec at 
9.5 km. A shear of 8 m/sec in 450 m existed, at this level arid. the 
Crawley sounding for 1100 6.11.2.(A57 was released at 1208 G.M.T) showed -,.;he 

lapse rate to be nearly equal to the dry adiabatic (10°  C/km for 500 m 

below 9.7 km, and tobo 3°C/km for 300 m above 9.7 km. Nothing is 
known of the cloud structure at this level as thick fog was present at 

the ground. 

Figure 30 shows the variation of cloud height (the running 
mean of twelve 5 second readings) with time for 25 minutes of cloud 
follow during A 80. The variation in fall speed is more clearly cliown in 

this diagram than in the plot of fall speed against height which shows 

bunching for the low fall speeds. The average fall speed over 

Section 1 is 1.22 m/sec, Section 2 is 0.17 p/sec9  and SectiOn 3 is 
0.92 m/sec. The echo 35 minutes after release of the window was 
still strong (comparable to a 54" reflector which is equivalent on 
average to 20,000 pieces of window) and the computed wind results show 

that the radar was following the cloud with very little hunting. At 

the end of the sounding clouds showing wave structure were seen at a 
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height of approximately 10 km, with wavelength of approximately 11 km 

rather to the south of the region in which the cloud was followed, 

whereas the horizontal displacement of the window between the beginning 

of Sections 1 and 3 of the trajectory,Where the fall velocity is a 

maximum, is 10 Ion. The variation in upward velocity of the air over 

this period is approximately 0.5 m/sec and this corresponds with a 

wave amplitude of 50 m. These measurerlents are not exact and do not 

apply strictly to a parcel ,of air as the window was falling relative 

to the air at 0.75 m/sec. 
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5.6 Summary of Investigations using Clouce of Window and Suggestions  
for Future Experiments  

The results described in the previous sections show that the 

window clouds studied in the experiments at Silwood were not spherical in 

shape, but tended to form threads or 'fall streaks'. 	It is suggested 

that this is due to the' method of release not giving instantaneous 

dispersion but rather a vertical trail of window, together with growth 

due to variation in fall speed between different pieces of window. 

The resulting cloud is distorted by wind shear and may even become 

nearly horizontal. The length of the streak agrees well with the 

length inferred from the winds affecting the cloud. 

Measurements of the echo intensity show the cloud density to 

decrease with time but errors in the measurement combined with the 

fourth power dependence on range make the numbers obtained unreliable. 

It is probable that more worthwhile results can be obtained by using 

the manual gain control measurements. 

The suggestion made in section 5.4 that clouds of copper 

window released from the window carrier behave effectively as point 

source reflectors for approximately 20 minutes after release and that 

thereafter the cloud is much more affected by wind fluctuations of the 

size measured by the balloon during the ascent is based on too few 

soundings. Soundings to check this hypothesis should assume that the 

wind profile remains sensibly constant throughout the entire sounding, 

and the cloud of window should be studied intensively to determine 

changes in its density by signal strength measurements and its shape 

by the range through technique. I think that by these means the cloud 

growth can be studied fairly accurately despite the large.beam width of 

the Mk. VII radar. Ideally conditions should be chosen in which the 

cloud can be followed for a long period at reasonably constant range, 

and if possible several clouds should be formed at intervals of the 
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order of one hour. It would be interesting to see if the behaviour 

of the cloud depended greatly on the height of release, and it 'could be 

necessary to release the carrier from the balloon by a timing or 

pressure mechanism. An investigation of the typo suggested would 

probably require at least 12 months because of the rarity of suitable 

wind conditions. 

To obtain a measure of the small scale diffusion of a cloud 

it will be necessary to use a type of window with a uniform fall speed 

and to devise a method of dispersal which gives a negligible amount of 

birds—nesting. 	It is thought that the non uniformity in the fall 

speed is partly if not wholly, duo to distortion of the ends of the 

pieces of window during the manufacturing process. The distortion is 

more marked with aluminium foil than copper tiro and the percentage 

variation is much larger with the foil. The release from the carrier 

gives reasonably good dispersion but still leads to e7oessivebirds—

nesting. It is believed that methods using explosives also suffer from 

this defect. 

A true three dimensional picture of a norrspherical cloud of 

window cannot be obtained by the Nk. VII radar. To do this a radar 

with a pencil beam of width e or loss is required — a 	beam illuminates 

a circle of diameter 200 m at a range of 25 km. A conical beam of 

width e requires an aerial dish of diameter 12 metres with a wavelength 

of 10 cm or of 32motros with a wavelength of 3 cm, but the shorter 

wavelength requires shorter window which might have different 

aerodynamic characteristics. A radar fitted with expandable p.p.i. 

and r.h.i. displays and gain control facilities would yield easily 

interpretable results of cloud size and shape and density distribution. 

Photographic records of each display for four or five settings of the 

gain control should be sufficient to completely record a cloud. A 

similar method has boon used by Browning and Ludlam (1962) in the 

study of a storm. 
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The use of window as a point source echo for obtaining wind 

profiles has boon justified. Window could also be usod for 

investigations of convection by studying horizontal trails laid by an 

aircraft. Those would distort in the vertical due to convective 

activity and the ran6e through tcchniquo is suitable for measuring the 

relative vertical velocities acting on the various parts of the trail. 
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CHAPTER 6  

VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS IN THE TROPOSPHERE 

The analysis of the wind fluctuations is described in 

Chapters 6 and 7. The results presented in this chapter refer mainly 

to the troposphere, and those in Chapter 7 to the stratosphere. 

The wind profiles are shown as lines rather than a series of 

discrete points (as plotted from the computed results) for ease of 

interpretation. Figure P.1 shows a typical sounding (A 55), and the 
points on which part of these profiles is based are shown in Figure 31. 
It can be seen that very little subjective error is introduced by 

drawing the smooth curve through the points as far as the ascending 

balloon is concerned, but that a certain amount of smoothing is inherent 

in the curve for the descending reflector. This is not serious as the 

response of the falling reflector at high altitudes is poor (section 4.8), 

and at low altitudes the vertical separation between the plotted points 

is comparable with that of the ascending balloon. 

The analysis described by Scrase (1954) was applied to two 

soundings using subjective moan curves. The results of these analyses 

are given in section 6.1, and compared with the results obtained by 

Scrase. 

The drawbacks of the single sounding technique have been 

described in Chapter 1, and the possibility of gaining greater insight 

into the magnitude and time scale of fluctuations by the use of multiple 

soundings, and tracking descending reflectors after burst was mentioned.. 

Very useful results were obtained by both these techniques, and the 

available results are summarised and analysed in section 6.2, with 
section 6.3 being devoted to two cases both associated with jet streams. 
These latter cases aro referred to as 'Jet Stream Sequences'. The 
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study of sequences revealed that certain fluctuations were persistent 

over periods of the order of hours, and it was found that they were often 

associated with anomalies on the temperature profile reported from 

Crawley. These became known as 'Frontal Cases', and some of the more 

marked examples have boon studied in detail, the results being presented 

in section 6.4. 

Fluctuations in the vertical velocity of the balloon may be 

due to vertical motions in the atmosphere or instabilities in the motion 

of the balloon. The Reynolds numbers applicable to the sounding balloons 

used in this work (350 g, 500 g or 700 g) cover a range over which the 

drag coefficient of a sphere'changes by a factor of 4. The effect of 

variations in atmospheric parameters on the vertical velocity of a balloon 

are discussed in section 4.109  and it is shown in section 6.5 that the 

characteristic reduction in upward velocity in the upper. troposphere or 

lower stratosphere is due to increase in drag coefficient. This drag 

coefficient change occurs at a lower altitude for smallor'balloons and 

criteria are given for determining the reality of estimates of vertical 

air motion. Several soundings made when cumulus clouds were Present 

have been studied and section 6.6 describes the results obtained. 

Abbreviations used on the figures showing the wind profiles are 

as follows: 

T 	tropopause height (obtained from the Crawley sounding) 

S 	height at Which stopping commenced (section 4.3) 

M.F. 	height at which manual follow commenced on range 
(section 2.1.3 ),  

C.R. I 	height of first range change (section 2.1.1) 

C.R. II height of second range change. 

Where both ascent and descent profiles are plotted on the same axes and 

ambiguity exists an arrow is added to the abbreviation to show which 

profile is applicable — t means ascent, and 	means descent profile. 
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The vertical velocity measured by the radar, w, is the sum of the 
vertical velocity of the balloon, wb,relativo to the air, and the 

vertical velocity of the air, 
wain, 

 and symbols have been used with this 

meaning. 
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6.1 The Intensities and Correlations of Fluctuations referred to a  

Subjective Mean Curve  

The work described by Scrase (1954) has been discussed briefly 

in Chapter 1. 

It was initially hoped to carry out fluctuation analyses of a 

similar typo on a range of soundings made under different synoptic 

conditions, and then look for significant changes between weather types. 

For such a statistical analysis to be physically meaningful it should be 

based on objective and suitable criteria for obtaining a mean value and 

hence the fluctuations. A suitable mean would be the curve drawn through 

the time mean of the velocities over a specified period obtained by 

continuous records made at small intervals over the height range, It 

was found from the study of sequences of soundings that certain 

fluctuations yore persistent over periods of several hours, whereas the 

majority showed little correlation over a period of an hour. Thus the 

mean curve for a period of one hour would follow some fluctuations quite 

closely, and smooth out, others. 	It is not possible to recognise.the 

persistent fluctuations in every case, so that a suitable mean curve is 

not obtainable from a single sounding. Even when sequences of soundings 

are available it is not possible to draw a consistent set of mean curves 

without considerable 'pre—analysis' of the situation. 

Scrase's mean curve, drawn by equalising positive and negative 

areas over height intervals of a few kilometres, gives an estimate of the 

intensity of the turbulence which excludes changes of depth greater than 

about 1 km, but includes all other fluctuations, and intensities of 

fluctuations with periods less than one hour - are liable to be overestimated, 

even by an order of magnitude in the stratosphere. Although therefore, 

there are objections to Scrase's procedure an intensity analysis was 

applied to two of the Silwood soundings with mean curves drawn in the 

Scrase manner. 
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The soundings chosen were A55 (1129 G.M.T. 29.1.58), Figure P.1, 

and A104 (1342 G.M.T. 22.8.58), Figure F.2 and were analysed for parts 

of the ascents for which stepping did not occur. Departures (u',v1 ,wt ) 

from the mean curves far u, v, and w respectively were taken at 0.2 km 

intervals of height. The expected values of velocity error, o-

are given for each height interval (section 4.6), and intensities of 

turbulence in the three coordinate directions, Iu, Iv, and Iw  are 

obtained allowing for the expected error using the equation 

I = lUt2  Orve1
2 

u 4 
with similar equations for Iv  and 

6.1 

Table 12 shows the results obtained in these soundings 

together with Scrasets results which refer to a sounding made at 

Downham Market (52°36'N, 0°24fE) in anticyclonic conditions. 	Sounding 

A55 was made near to a cold front with rain of a non-convective nature 

falling at release. The corresponding Crawley sounding shows a lapse 

rate of 5.5°C/km between the surface and 7 km, changing to a lapse of 
7.5°C/kin to the tropopause at 12 km, with a 9°C inversion immediately above 

the tropopause. Sounding A104 was made in thundery conditions associated 

with a weak low pressure region over northern France and a low pressure 

region at the 300 mb level over England. The lapse rate throughout the 

troposphere was 7°C/km with no isothermal or inversion layers present. 

Before release several storms with echoes extending to 5 km height 
were observed on the p.p.i display, and 6/8 cumulo-nimbus clouds were 

present at Silwood. The wind soundings.at Silwood showed no tropospheric 

fluctuations of a persistent nature (section 6.4). 

The Downham Market results were obtained using a G.L.III, 

Mk.III manual follow radar and different error figures from the Silwood 

soundings are applicable. The estimates of horizontal fluctuations 



Soundfag 
Height 
interval 

km 

Range 
intortal 

km 

Number 
of 

points 
u'vel 

nVsoc 

I 	1 u 	v I 
IV 

m/sec 

g7  102  

m/sec 

(177  II 27f- I 2  
11 	V u1 v1  u' ,  w 

m2/s002 
v'w,  

1 	- 6 1 	-12 25 1.04 	0.68 0.37 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.35 0.98 	0.55 - 1.1 
6 	-11 12 	-30.5 25 0.75 	0.79 0.30 0.12 0.05 0.13 0.35-0.67 0.45 	0.51 - 0.7 

A 55 11 	.4.17.2 30.5-47.3 29 1.53 	2.11 0.69 0.41 -0.23 -0.56 0.67-1.04 1.2 	1.9 - 2.2 
24.4-29.4 43.8-37.0 26 2.48 	2.09 0.85 -1.11 -0.08 -0.58 0.82-0.98 2.3 	1.8 - (2.8) 

1.2- 6.0 1.2- 6.1 24 0.89 	0.87 0.39 -0.12 0.04 0.11 0.35 0.8 	0.8 - 1.1 
6.0-11.0 6.1-11.3 25 1.34 	1.34 0.35 -0.12 0 0 0.35 1.3 	1.3 - 1.8 

A104 11.0-16.0 11.3-16.8 25 1.28 	1.20 0.47 -0.32 0.10 -0.11 0.35 1.2 	1.1 (0.3) .1.6 
16.0-20.0 16.8-21.8 21 3.3 	3.2 0.25 -0.76 0.10 0.16 0.35-0.48 3.2 	3.1 - (4.4) 

NI u'2  + v12  I 1u2 + 1v
2 

Scrase 1 -12 26 1.4 0.8 1.3 0.6 1.3 
Downham 12 -21 26 2.7 1.5 2.3 0.8 2.3 
Market 21 -31 26 3.1 1.8 2.6 1.1 2.6 

Table 12. Statistics of fluctuation6 for soundings A55 and A104, together with the results quoted by Scrase 
for a sounding at Downham Market. 
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(„1 102 / 2 
VI  ) are significantly greater than the expected error in all 

three soundings but the estimates of vertical fluctuation aro comparable 

with the error in the Silwood soundings (with one exception associated 

with instability where the drag coefficient is changing rapidly —

section 6.5), and are not significantly greater at Downham Market. 

The values of ItiY  are probably not real in these soundings. 

The total horizontal intensity in these soundings is about 1m/sec 

to 2 m/sec in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, in agreement with 

tropospheric results obtained using constant level balloons reported by 

Durst and Gilbor (1950), and using smoke puffs reported by Durst (1948). 

Inspection of the profiles for the other Silwood ascents indicates that 

a figure of 1.5 m/sec for the short period horizontal fluctuations is 

common, and that there is no tendency for the cross wind and the downwind 

components to differ markedly. Estimates of vertical velocities in 

non—convective conditions are not obtainable by this method with 

available radars as they are smaller than the errors introduced by the 

radar. Convective vertical velocities are fairly well organised on a 

single sounding, although none are shown by A104, and are discussed in 

section 6.6. 

It is shown in Chapter 7 that the large amplitude fluctuations 

in the stratosphere are normally well organised, and may be represented 

for a single sounding by a fluctuation vector (with approximately constant 

amplitude) rotating clockwise with increase in height. The period of 

these fluctuations is much greater than an hour, and it is fairly certain 

in both A55 and A104 that the larger part of the measured intensity 

refers to long period fluctuations. It is thought that the intensity for 

short period fluctuations (less than 1 hour) does not exceed 0.5 mV sec. 

Covariances u'v', u'w', and v'w' have been calculated for the 

Silwood soundings and are shown in Table 12. (Scrase does not quote 

covariences in his paper). With the exception of the values of u'vl 
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obtained in the stratosphere, the magnitudes are small compared with 

radar error and open to considerable doubt. However it is interesting 

to note that the values quoted correspond to stresses of the order of 

0.5 One/colF which is comparable with the surface stress quoted by Sheppard 

(1954), but the sign of u'w' indicates transfer of westerly momentum'ap 

the wind gradient in the troposphere. 
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6.2 The Time Variation of Velocity from Multiple Soundings and 
Comparison between Ascent and Descent Profiles  

Where continuous records of wind velocity are not available, it 

is not possible to obtain estimates of the magnitudes and the periods of 

the fluctuations in detail, but an estimate of some of the major features. 

may be obtained from spot values at intervals of time. 

The first method of obtaining profiles in quick succession is 

to track the descending reflector after the balloon has burst. This 

method suffers from the drawbacks that the error in tracking a falling 

reflector tends to be larger than when the reflector is attached to a 

balloon at the some range; the time interval between the profiles 

increases downwards with distance from the burst height;' and the 

horizontal separation of the points to which the profiles refer within 

the air-mass varies with height if there is shear. The latter fact can 

yield information on the horizontal extent of the fluctuations. The 

second method is to make two or more soundings in sequence separated in 

time by any required interval. In this method the time interval between 

observations is sensibly constant with height, and the space separation 

between the profiles is usually small, with a separation equal to the 

product of the mean wind and the interval in the air mass. 

6.2.1 Comparison of Ascent and Descent Profiles  

Of 47 cases with descent profiles 30 were rejected because of 
excessive error on the descent or for lack of sufficient overlap of the 

curves to give worthwhile comparison. The soundings for which 

comparison was made arc listed in Table 13, together with relevant details. 

It is shown in section 5.4 that a cloud of copper window 
behaves essentially as a point source reflector for about .20 minutes 

after release, and in section 4.9 that its properties as an anemometer 
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Sounding 
Reflector 
on descent 

Parachute 
rig 

Burst 
range 
km 

Height 
interval 
duplicated 

km , 

Stepping 
height 
on descent 

km 

Height 
interval 

for comparison 
km 

A34 54" Standard 24 8 - 21 10 10 - 21 

A46 54" Standard 28 10 - 18 5 10 - 18 

A55 54" Standard 37 
4 - 14 9 9 - 14 

 
17 - 25 Stepping 

on ascent 
- 

A57 Al window - 11 8.8 - 9.9 None 8.8 - 9.9 

2 - 12 11 11 - 12 
A76 54" Standard 29 

16 - 18 - 16 - 18 

A79 54?? Standard 27 3 - 15 11 11 - 15 

A104 Cu window - 22 42 20 6 6 - 20 

A120 54" Standard 27 2 - 20 3 3 - 20 

A124 54" Standard 33 4i- 202 11 11 - 202 

A125 27" Standard - li- 	7 6 6 - 7 

A159 54" Polythene 26 4 - 232 None 4 - 231 

A160 Cu window - 28 9 - 192 13 13 - 192 

A161 Cu window - 28 13 - 22 None 13 - 22 

A162 Cu window - 29 11 - 21 13 13 - 21 

A163 Cu window - 24 8 - 18 13 13 - 18 

A164 Cu window - 28 8 - 17 11 11 - 17 

A166 27" Polythene 16 1 - 102 None 1 - lai 
, 

Table 13 Details of soundings where valid comparison 
may be made between ascent and descent 

profiles. 
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are similar to those of a balloon. No evaluations were made of the 

radar error with falling corner reflectors, and it is believed that in 

many cases the parachute did not operate properly, (section 2.2.1), and 

that the reflector tumbled during the descent. Signal beating was 

usually more pronounced on the descent than on the ascent, for a 

given range, and periods of 20 sec without signal were common. The 

descent readings showed the onset of stepping in a similar manner to 

those from an ascending balloon, and it is assumed that provided no 

stepping occurred the velocities measured by a falling reflector are 

sufficiently accurate for comparison. 

It can be seen from Table 13 that the burst range is small 

(with two exceptions < 30 ion) in the soundings listed, indicating light, 

wind conditions. 

Sounding A55 (Figure P.1) and A104 (Figure P.2) are typical of 

the results obtained, and the stratosphere parts of soundings A34, A46, 

A120 and A159 — A164 are shown in Figures 52, 53, 54 and 57 respectively. 

In the stratosphere the agreement between the ascent and descent profiles 

is shown to be good. Where the descent profile has been obtained from a 

copper window cloud the agreement is within the limits of radar error 

for fluctuations with vertical extent greater than 0.5 km, and for a corner 

reflector within the smoothing error. 

In several cases the profiles refer to almost the same part.of 

the air mass and their agreement. indicates that the period of the 

fluctuations is considerably greater than the time interval between the 

ascent and descent profiles at any level. Conclusions in the stratosphere 

are considered in more detail in Chapter 7. 

Table 13 shows that there are only a few cases where reliable 

comparisons may be made in the troposphere. In these little agreement 

is shown between the profiles for small scale fluctuations with vertical 

extent of the order 0.5 ion, but this may in part be due to error on the 
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descent. In several cases the two profiles do not overlap for height 

range of 2 km or more (A55, Figure P.1), due to synoptic changes, which 

although they have a large time period also have a large amplitude. 

In sounding A166 a large change is shown in the upper troposphere which 

is thought to be associated with a thunderstorm anvil (Figure 50), and 

is discussed in detail in section 6.6. 

6.2.2. Comparison of Profiles obtained from Seguences of Soundings.  

Two or more soundings were made on 19 days during the experimental 

programme, and on 16 of these occasions the separation between the soundings 

was less than 4 hours, and the changes in the fluctuations were not 

completely masked by synoptic changes. Three sequences comprise six 

soundings each and are considered in detail in separate sections (Jet 

Stream Sequences I and II in section 6:3, and Stratospheric Sequence in 

section 7.2); eight are sounding pairs; four are multiple sequences 

below 4 km; and the remaining case (A122 — A125) covers the whole 

troposphere, and part of the stratosphere. 

Figure 32 shows profiles from two pairs of soundings separated 

by less than an hour, and in both cases the air at 2 km travelled 

approximately 10 km in the interval between the soundings, but the 

separations between the paths of the two balloons does not exceed 

150 m at this level in either case. That these soundings are separated 

by approximately 10 km in the air mass and yet show considerable agreement 

suggests that the horizontal extent of the fluctuations is much greater 

than the vertical extent. 	The small separation of the paths of the 

balloons indicates that sequences of soundings at short intervals may 

be used to obtain Eularian time correlations at a succession of heights, 

but none of the Silwood sequences contained sufficient soundings to make 

this worthwhile. 
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An analysis was made for eight layers from 1 km to 9 km, and 

in this range the vertical extent of the majority of fluctuations shown 

on the soundings is less than 1 km, so the maximum change in layer of 

1 km will approximate to twice the peak departure from the mean value for 

eddies with time period of less than the interval between the soundings. 

Trendapresent during a sequence due to long period changes will usually 

increase the maximum change. The level at which the maximum change 

in u occurred within any layer usually differed from the level for 

v. 

The results for the layer between 1 km and 2 km are shown in 

Figure 33 with points for one of the lOw level sequences (A109) omitted; 

they have been analysed separately and would not affect the appearance 

of the plot. The majority of points near 120 minutes refer to the 

soundings in the jot stream sequences where considerable synoptic 

changes were present, and the points at 50 min with large change are for 

soundings A110, A111 where considerable cumulo-nimbus activity was 

present (section 6.6). For the remaining results made mainly in light 

wind conditions the maximum change increases only slowly with time 

after 40 min indicating that the majority of the fluctuations in the 

spectrum have periods of less than 80 Min. The peak fluctuation in 

this layer is of the order of 2 m/sec, corresponding to an intensity 

of approximately 1 p/sec. 

The results for the other layers up to 9 km are similar to 

those for 1 km to 2 km, with the changes associated with the jet stream 

cases being much larger than those from the other soundings. However 

above 5 km points are available from three sequences only - A93,94; A122-

A125; A159 - 164; and no values are available for intervals of less 

than 80 minutes. No systematic change in vertical extent with height 

is apparent on the three sequences throUgh the troposphere, nor does 

the appearance of the fluctuations change. Further sequences will be 
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necessary before any firm conclusions can. be  drawn on the periods of 

the fluctuations in the upper troposphere. 

A sequence of six soundings (11109/3 - A109/8) was made using 

30g balloons and the '6 — piece' reflector (section 2.5) on 4.9.58. 

The first sounding was made at 1455 G.M.T. and the remainder followed 

at 15 min intervals giving reliable results between 1.0 km and 2.5 km 

(Figure 34). The Crawley sounding at 1100 G.M.T. showed an isothermal 

layer from 1.1 km to 1.4 km, indicating either a weak frontal zone 

(section 6.4) or subsidence. The weather at the surface was calm with 

overcast sIr clearing during the sequence, but no convective clouds were 

observed. The M.O. surface chart for 0600 G.M.T. shows a weak cold 

front (lying approximately north—south) some 100 km east of Silwood, 

and the same front is shown as an occlusion almost through Silwood on 

the 1200 G.M.T. chart, but is omitted from the 1800 G.Y.T. chart. 

Maximum changes in u and v have been plotted for 0.5 km layers, 

taking time intervals of 15, 30, ,..9  75 min, the results being shown 

in Figure 35. With the exception of the values for u for the layer 

1.0 km — 1.5 km, and v for the layer 1.5 km — 20 km, the maximum 

change is 1.5 n/sec, and the mean values of change tend to increase 

with time interval. The large fluctuations in u between 1.0 km 

and 1.5 km are probably associated with the weak frontal zone, and some 

of the profiles (particularly u for 109/7) show features thought to 

be characteristic of frontal zones (section 6.4). 	Outside the frontal 

zone the amplitude of the fluctuations is approximately 1 m/sec, but 

the sequence is not sufficiently long to allow spectral analysis. 

The effect of using layers of different depths was investigated 

for a pair of soundings (A1019/3 and A109/4) by plotting the mean value 

change for depths of 100 m9  200 m9  300 m, ....9  1000 m as a function 

of layer depth. The variation in this case was consistent with a vertical 

wavelength between 0.5 km and 1.0 km, but the filter is very blunt 

and does not yield definite results. 
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The comparison between the ascent and descent profiles 

described in the first part of this section showed clearly that large 

• fluctuations, particularly in the stratosphere, are in no way due to 

radar error. The sequences obtained at Silwood were not adequate for 

a thorough analysis, but sounding the atmosphere by sequences appears 

promising. Suggestions for future experiments are made in section 

8.3. 
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6.3 Fluctuations Associated with Jet Streams shown by Sequences  
of Soundings  

A considerable amount of work has boon reported on the 

macro-structure of jet streams, and horizontal and vertical sections 

through jet streams have been prepared by many workers. Reiter (1961) 

has reported a detailed study on a single jet stream using measurements 

obtained by Doppler technique during several traverses by a single 

aircraft, and this shows more detail than studies based on data from 

synoptic reports.  The structure and evolution of a jet stream could 

be studied by using simultaneous soundings released from points on a 

grid of size smaller than the features being studied, with the soundings 

repeated at frequent intervals (1 - 2 hours). A more restricted study.  

could use soundings from equidistant points on a line normal to the 

axis of the jot stream, and many cross-sections have been constructed 

in this way using synoptic reports, but the separation of available 

stations is too large to show fine structure, and it is rare to find 

stations lying close enough to the line of the section to make the 

effect of changes along the stream small. 

Jot stream cores sometimes move normal to the axis of the 

jot with little movement of the jet downstream. When this occurs a 

sequence of soundings made from a single station yields an approximation 

to a cross-section provided that the structure of the jet does not 

change rapidly, and significant differences between the warm and cold 

sides of the same jet stream may be shown by this technique. Two 

attempts wore made to use this technique with soundings from Silwood. 

The first in Earch,1958 (Jot Stream Sequence I, J.S.S.I, A85 - A90) 

met with limited success, the first five soundings being made on the 

warm side of the jot, at Which point the radar failed, and a final 

sounding was made with poor radar performance. Figure 36 shows 

successive cross-sections compiled using synoptic reports, and it is 
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apparent that the rate of cross axis movement was reduced over southern 

England-explaining the fact that all the results refer to the warm 

side of the jet. This attempt showed that a jot showing considerable 

cross axis movement was necessary, and that light winds in'the lower 

troposphere help to increase the period of follow within the stepping 

range. The, second attempt (Jet Stream Sequence II, J.S.S.II, A144 -
A149.) was made in April 1959 after a long. period without any suitable 
conditions. However, it was associated with strong winds in the lower 

troposphere, the core moved along the axis of the jot with negligible 

cross-axis movement, and the sequence was abandonnod after six soundings 

when it becname clear that the velocity errors were becoming unacceptably 

large before the balloon reached the core of the jet. The original 

purpose of these sequences was not accomplished, but the results shed 

some light on the structure of the winds in the troposphere. (It has 

boon possible to ovalunte.some of the data k'btained in the stratosphere 

during J.S.S.I. to yield information on fluctuations - rhich'is described 

in section 7.2.2). 

Figure 37 shows the rind profiles (A85-A90) obtained in the 

troposphere during J.S.S.I. The first sounding was at 0501 G.M.T. 

6,3.58. and the next four soundings followed at approximately .2 hour 

intervals, with the final sounding some 5. hours later. The mind 

profiles computed from the one minute readings of the radar. at Crawlqy 

are shorn for comparison, but it should be noted that Crawley is 25 km 

further south of the jot axis than Silwood. A cold front lying 

nearly east-west moved south through Silwood in the early hours of' 

6.3.58, and moved into northern France during the sequence. The flow 

pattern (isotacht) at' 300'imbat 1266 bit Tr is shown- in Figure 38. 

A85 shows_ maximum_shear.in, u-  at about 2.4 km, associated 

rith.a flUctuntpn,in,,v -at about 2.9 lee, 'and other levels of increased 
f , 

shear are at 3.4 km and 5.0 km on the u profile. The level of maximum 
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shear in u is at 3.1 km in - A86, 3.6 km in 187 and A88, but in A89 

and A90 at 4.8 and 4.9 km respectively, and the soundings previous to 

these two also show an increase in shear near 5.0 km. A87, 488, and 

489 show a level of increased shear in u about 6.3 km, and this is 

also shown in v in those soundings together with A86. Figure 39 

shows the variation of temperature and dew point with height at Crawley 

measured on the sounding released at 1100 G.M.T. Isothermal layers 

at 3.7 len, 4.6 len and 6.1 km are at approximately the same levels as 

the levels of maximum shear pt Silwood at this time. The lower level 

of maximum shear appears to be associated with the cold front which 

passed through Silwood in the night and the frontal surface appeared to 

be rising at 300 m/hr during the sequence. This association between 

layers with large gradient of potential temperature and increased shear 

on the wind profiles is discussed in greater detail in section 6.4, where 

they are referred to as 'Frontal Cases'. 

Moan profiles were drawn for each sounding in the sequence 

independently, using the Sams() procedure described in sections 1.2 

and 6.1, and then compared as shown in Figure 40. It is apparent that 

the 'mean'' velocity at any level does not change linearly, and it is though - 

that this is duo to meso-scale motions with sizes between those which 

give departures from the mean curve, and synoptiC motions. If a mean 

curve is drawn following the fluctuations believed to be associated with 

'fronts', and smoothing other fluctuations the departures from this mean 

curve are comparatively small - of the order of 2 m/sec. The large 

changes shown on Figure 33 are probably due to meso scale fluctuations. 

Figure 41 shows the wind profiles obtained in the troposphere 

during J.S.S.II. 	The first sounding was made at 1509 G.M.T., 6.4.59 

and the remaining soundings at approximately 2 hour intervals. Wind 

profiles from Crawley aro shown for comparison and in this case Crawley 

is displaced 20 km towards the right of the jet axis relative to Silwood 

at the beginning of the sequence, but is almost exactly downstream at 
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the end. Figure 42(a) shows the flow pattern (Isotachs) at 300 mb 
at 0001 7.4.59, and Figure 42(b) the surface chart at this time. 	It 

should be noted that the axis of the jet and the line of the fronts are 

nearly at right angles. 

The agreement between A148 and the corresponding sounding at 

Crawley at 2300 G.M.T. is very close (whore the radar errors are small), 

indicating that the horizontal extent of the fluctuations is large 

compared to their vertical extent. 

A145 is in less close agreement with the corresponding. soundiPg 

at Crawley at 1735 G.M.T. than A148, but the Crawley sounding was made 

30 minutes later than A145. At the levels at which the soundings 

differ most the wind velocity is approximately 40 m/sec giving a run. of 

70 km in the interval between.the soundings, (the separation between 

Silwood and Crawley is 50 km). The difference between these soundings 

(A145 and Crawley 1735 G.M.T.) aro thought to be mainly due to the 

displacement normal to the streamlines of the Crawley sounding relative.  

to Silwood. By the time A148 was released the streamlines had changed 

to put Crawley almost downstream of Silwood. The use of Crawley 

temperature soundings as representative of Silwood in cases such as.A148 

is obviously justified, and the differences in the majority of cases are 

usually small enough to allow Crawley temperatures to be used. 

All the soundings of Figure 41 show large shear in v between 

4.5 km and 6.5 km which correspondsto an inversion at 5.2 km at 

1100 G.M.T. and at 5.0 km at 2300 G.M.T. Further layers of maximum 

shear appear on the soundings as followst 

Sounding 

Height 
of layer km 

A144 

2.1 

A145 

3.0 

A146 

3.0 

A147 

3.3 

A148 

(3.7) 

A149 

3.3 
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The temperature sounding shows an inversion of 3°C at 2.0 km at 

1100 G.M.T. and an isothermal layer from 3.1 km to 3.7 km at 2300, 

again agreeing in height with the level of maximum shear. 	(The isothermal 

layer at 2300 was omitted by error when the temperature sounding was 

first plotted, and it was considered worthwhile checking the data in 

view of tho wind profiles). 

A comparison of wind direction at 6 kin and 7 km is given 

below: 

Sounding A144 A145 A146 A147 A148 A149 

6 km 303°  302°  309°  315°  320°  319°  

7 km 308°  304°  306°  313°.  317°  313°  

A marked change in direction occurred at these levels near to 

2100 G.M.T. (A147) and is probably associated with the 'hooked' nature 

of tho jet axis (Figure 42(a)). 

Some anomalies in the vertical velocity of the balloon wore 

noted during this sequence,which are thought to be due to real vertical 

motions (section 6.5), as follows: 

A144 upward motion of 1 m/soc between 2.5 km and 3.0 km; 

A145 downward motion of 0.5 njsec between 2.0 len and 3.0 km; 

A146 upward motion of 0.5 m/sec between 3.5 km and 4.5 lun 

A149 upward motion of 0.5 m/sec between 3.5 len and 4.5 km. 

The technique described in this section for studying the jot 

streams is only suAable for use with certain (rare) cases whore the 

cross-axis motion of the jet is rapid. The drawbacks of the rapid 

increase in radar error at ranges greater than 40 len is emphasised by 

the results. 

The horizontal extent of the more pronounced fluctuations below 

the jet has been shown to be much greater than the vertical extent. 

The existence of meso scale fluctuations has been inferred from the results. 
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6.4 The Wind Structure Near Stable Layers in the Troposphere  

In the preceding section (6.3) it was noticed that certain 

features of the wind profile beneath jet streams persisted for periods 

of several hours at levels whore the Crawley temperature sounding showed 

the presence of stable layers, and that simultaneous soundings made at-

Crawley showed similar features on the wind profile. These stable 

layers may in many cases be associated with fronts which may commonly 

have slopes between 1/40 and 	A' preliminary study of the soundings 

having shown several cases where a strong shear was associated with a 

stable layer, all the Silwood soundings were examined for indications 

of such layers and the results correlated with features on the 

corresponding Crawley temperature profiles. 

6.4.1 Typical Wind Structure  

Figure 43 shows part of the wind profiles obtained for 

sounding A61, together with the temperature and wind profiles from the 

corresponding sounding at Crawley. These profiles appear to be 

characteristic of behaviour through stable layers. In this case the 

v component above and below the layer is the same and the total shear 

is in the u component. The variation of v through the layer is 

notable and in this case the fluctuation extends over 1.2 km, whereas 

the shear in u is over a range of 0.6 km. There is an increase in 

upward velocity of the balloon through the layer, followed by a 

decrease above the layer, but the latter may be due to moisture collecting 

on the balloon as it passed through a layer of alto—stratus. The wind 

profiles at Crawley are similar, with corresponding features 0.3 1 

lower, the shear in u less concentrated in height range and the 

fluctuation in v showing smaller amplitude. The height of the 

inversion is very close to the height of maximum shear at Crawley. 
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Figure 44 (a) shows another occasion (sounding A95) where 
the direction of maximum shear is not along one of the coordinate axes, 

but makes an angle of approximately 30°  to the x—direction. The rind 

velocities have been recalculated to give components along and normal 

to the line of maximum shear, and these are shown in Figure 44(b). 

There is a fluctuation in v similar to that shown on A61 but with 

smaller relative amplitude compared to the total increase in wind through 

the layer. The Crawley temperature sounding shows a deep isothermal 

layer at approximately the same level as the shear level at Silwood, 

but comparison in this ease cannot be certain as there is a 4i-hour 
difference between the soundings. 

These two soundings are typical of the wind structure near 

a stable layer observed in many of the soundings at Silwood. The 

magnitude of the fluctuation normal to the line of maximum shear 

varies considerably from sounding to sounding, and can only be 

determined by replotting the sounding with axes referred to the line of 

maximum shear, which is a laborious process. It is therefore necessary 

to consider a typical profile referred to different axes. Figure 45 
shows idealised wind profiles based on A61, referred to axes at various 

inclinations, a, to the direction of maximum shear. For the particular 

distribution shown in Figure 45(a) it can be seen from Figures 45(b), 
(Op  (d),that the level of the maximum sh(2ar component is displaced in 
the vertical at certain angles, a, and that a vAximum above the shear on 
one profile and a minimum below the shear on the other profile occurs 
in some cases. The analysis of the soundings given in section 6.4.3. 

below has been made using the model as a criterion for selecting frontal 

surfaces, and the agreement with the model has been found to be fairly 

good: 

Since there is no overall change in v in passing through 

the zones  the assumption is made that the fluctuation in v within the 
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zone is ageostrophic, but that the change in u is geostrophic 

(Thermal Wind equation). It follows that the profile of Figure 45(4) 

is one which would be given by a temperature gradient normal to the 

shear in u, that. is by a frontal zone cutting the horizontal plane in 

the direction of u. In the next section a mathematical treatment is-

given for a frontal zone using the above assumptions to obtain a value 

for the slope of the zone from parameters measured by the saandings and 

observed and predicted values have been compared for ten cases. 

6.4.2 Mathematical Treatment of a Frontal Zone 

The Gcostrophic Thermal Wind equation is 
• 

_ v T 
1% Z7 	±17.  

and to a first approximation the second term on the left hand side may 

be neglected giving 

x71. T 	 6.3 
f T 

where V is the horizontal velocity vector, T is the absolute 

temperature, z the acceleration due to gravity, f the Coriolis; 

parameter, and 14-c the unit vector in the vertical (axis z). 	Taking 

representative values of .g , and f for the latitude of Silwood and 

T = 270°A gives the followii,g equations referred to axes x* along the 

isotherms and Y*  normal to the isotherms (with corresponding velocities 

u* and v*) 

— 410 12 6' y*  6.4 

4LV .1)  0 	 6.z 	 5 

where distances are measured in km and velocities in lal/sec. 

1 T 	 6.2 

z 
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Figure 46 shows an idealised cross-section of the temperature 
field near to a frontal zone. The isotherms are assumed to be horizontal 

except in the frontal zone and the lapse rate outside the zone to be 

6°C/km. The slope of the zone is assumed to be s relative to the yl 
axis. AT, the increase in temperature passing upwards through the 

zone, and AZT, the depth over which the temperature increases, may be 
obtained from the temperature sounding. 

Equation 6.4 becomes for the zone 

6u* 	AT -410  Az 	 Ay* 

where Au* is the change in u* in passing upwards through the zone, and 

Ay* the horizontal extent of the zone. Equation 6.5 shows that tr*, 

the overall change in v* in passing through the zone, is zero. 

For the temperature model shown in Figure 46 

AT 
Ay* 

T2 - T1  
AzT/is 

s ((-6), AzT  -AT) 
AzT 

s (6 +6,42-z T) 

Combining equations 6.6 and 6.7 gives 

pu* 41o.s (6 .4_ 6TzT)  
Az  

This formula has been applied to certain of the cases noted 

in the Silwood soundings, taking Aul*.as the total change in wind speed 

through the frontal zone, Az the height in which the change occurs, QT as 
the increase in temperature through the zone on the Crawley temperature 

sounding, and AzT  the height over which the zone extends. Az and 

6.6 

6.7 

6.8 
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T 
are equal in goostrophic flow but provision is made for some 

difference in the observed fields. 

With. the assumptions made above the isotherms at the surface 

are parallel to the x* axis, and so the angle between them and the x 

axis, a, can be estimated from the overall change in u and v through 

the zone. The horizontal range at which the zone meets the surface may 

be calculated from a knowledge of the slope, s (assuming a constant 

value), and the height of the zone at Silwood, and similarly the height 

of the zone at Crawley. 

These parameters have been calculated for ten cases where the 

wind change exceeded 10 m/sec on passing through the zone, and a 

comparison with the observed values obtained from the Crawley sounding 

and the M.O. charts is shown in Table 14. 

The agreement between the estimated and actual heights of the 

zone at Crawley is good in nearly all the cases, and for range and angle 

of surface front the agreement is good for A61, A62, A68, A76 and A95. 

The comparison is dependent on the accuracy of the published surface 

charts on which it is not normal to show multiple surface fronts, although 

they are fairly common on the soundings. • Agreement with the surface 

front is poor where the height of the frontal zone is above about 5 km, 

with a jet stream above, and it is probable that the thermal gradient 

is not then concentrated into a frontal zone. In all but one of the 

cases chosen a cold front is shown on the M.O. charts, and it is probable 

that cold fronts are nearer than warm fronts to the idealised frontal zone 

shown in Figure 46, and, furthermore, since cold fronts normally have the 

larger slope they will give rise to more pronounced changes in wind 

through the frontal zone. McClain and Danielson (1955) show that frontal 

zones do not always have constant slope, so it is considered that the 

agreement shown in the cases chosen for Table 14 is sufficiently good to 

justify the assumptions on which the analysis has been based. 
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The fluctuation in v* in the frontal zone could be &10 to a 

more complex wind field than that assumed but this is unlikely, and the 

results given indicate that the assumption of ageostrophic motion is 

valid. 	Consideration of the equation of motion shows that for 461 

an acceleration of approximately lm/sec/20 km is necessary to give the 

observed fluctuations corresponding to a vertical velocity of 4 cm/ sec 
in the zone. Alternatively the cross isobarflow may be•duo to a 

-purely horizontal acceleration of the type associated with jot streams 

as described by Murray and Daniels (1953). 

No definite results were obtained on the persistence of the 

fluctuations associated with the frontal zones. The sequence of 

soundings A109/3 — A109/8 (section 6.2.2) was made through a very.weak 

frontal zone and there is evidence of increased change in the' fluctuations 

in the zone. The profiles for both the Jet Stream Sequences -(section 

6.3) show irregular changes during the two hour intervals between 

soundings in each of the frontal zones. 	Sequences are required 

through well defined frontal zones (such as existed during Ounding A61) 

to determine the persistence of the 'characteristic' features, in 

particular'the cross isobar flow. 

6.4.3 Statistical Analysis of Silwood Soundings for Frontal Cases  

56 of the Silwood soundings showed an indication of. either 

one or more fronts on the wind profile, or one or more isothermal or 

inversion layers on the corresponding temperature profile at Crawley, 

giving 87 cases for comparison. 

In 60 of the cases reasonable agreement was found •to exist 

between the heights of the layers shown on the Silwood and the Crawley 

soundings, the difference being loss than. 1 km (usually much loss). 

In 5 cases no layer was shown at Crawley to lorrespond with a layer at 

Silwood, and in 8 cases the converse occurred. The 14 remaining cases 
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were considered to show reasonable doubt due to reasons such as only part 

of the Silwood profile being available for comparison, or long time 

interval between the Silwood and Crawley soundings. Profiles such as 

those obtained by the Silwood technique might be quite a useful aid to 

the forecaster when making frontal analyses. 
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6.5 The Variation of Balloon Velocity with Height and Vertical  
Motions in the Atmosphere  

The effect of the parameters - pressure, temperature, 

reflector drag and superheat - on the vertical velocity of a sounding 

balloon is discussed in section 4.10. The curves in Figures 22 - 25 

show that w
b 

increases steadily with height except for large and 

unrealistic changes in superheat provided CD  is a constant. Typical 

curves for the variation of w with height are shown for A55 in 

Figure P.1 , for A104 in Figure P.2 and for A46, A1199  A120 in Figure P.3. 

In every case a reduction in w is apparent in the upper troposphere 

and lower stratosphere, and this can be explained either by a change in 

drag coefficient or by a change of the order of 50°C in the temperature, 

difference, between the balloon and its surroundings. 	The latter 

explanation is very unlikely the more so as the reduction in w shows 

little correlation wi101 tropopause height, and may occur with smaller 

balloons (e.g. 100 g ) below 5 km. Figure 47 shows the variation cf.  

drag coefficient with Reynolds number (here defined as w d n 111-1 ), r-air 
where d is the diameter of the balloon and p is the coefficient of 

viscosity) for A55, A119 and A120 based on the assumptions that there is 

no temperature difference between the balloon and its surroundings, that 

CDr  is constant,the balloon is spherical and skin tension has no effect, 

These CD10  - Re curves may be compared with curves given by Scrase (1954), 

Ludlam (1953),Saha (1956), Hoener (1958) and M.0.577 (p.142) for spherob 

under a variety of conditions. The increase in drag coefficient as 

Re decreases with height through a value 4 x 105  appears to be common 

to different types of sounding balloon and explains the observed 

reduction in vertical velocity during an ascent. The large initial 

value of drag at release is thought to be due -to the balloon tending to 

become oblate while the skin is slack, but this effect disappears by 

7 km. Mapleson(1954) concluded from experiments using tethered 700. g 

balloons that the drag coefficient varies with balloon shape, but his 
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conclusion that the product of the drag coefficient and Reynolds number 

is constant is not borne out by the Silwood results. 

The decrease in CD with increase in Re is duo to a transition 

from laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer forward of the 

separation point which then moves backward on the balloon. The balloon 

may show instability of valstimi voloc1±,v during the transition region, 

and the fluctuations in w near to 12 km during A104 (Figure P.2) are 

considered to be due to this. The record from the radar has been 

carefully checked for error in this case, and the fluctuations are 

definitely not due to the radar — they are unlikely to be of meteorological 

origin. On some soundins w increases rather quickly just before the 

transition region is reached, and this may be due to an initial reduction 

in CD (with decrease in Re) just prior to the large increase which is 

shown on some of the curves given by Hoarier. A plot of initial vertical 

velocity against lift shows considerable scatter, which indicates that 

the drag coefficient varies from balloon to balloon. 

Departures from a curve showing smooth change in vertical 

velocity outside the CD transition region may be due to variations in 

balloon shape or in superheat, or to meteorological causes of which the 

three most likely are: 

(a) accumulation of precipitation on the balloon or reflector; 

('b) . cloud moisture on the balloon; 

(c) vertical motions in the atmosphere. 

The first two will always lead to negative anomalies, and it should be 

noted that 0.1 mm of water over the upper surface of a 350 g ballodn 

weighs between iand 1 kg depending on the height. When passing through 

a heavy shower the vertical velocity may be more than halved and in one 

case the ballOon is believed to have been brought down by heavy 

precipitation. 
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In 19 of the Silwood soundins departures were found from the 

expected w— z profiles, which were unlikely to be due to vertical motions 

in the atmosphere. 	9 of these cases occurred when cumulus clouds were 

reported. 	The majority of the fluctuations were a little over 1 km in 

depth, and the maximum dnarturo -')served was 1.5 m/sec, with a mean 

value over all cases of 0.8 4/sec. Vertical velocities associated with 

cumulus clouds are treated more fully in the next section. 

Fluctuations which occur when the mean upward velocity is 

decreasing with height are 	to be associated with the drag 

coefficient transition. 	Outside the transition region a smooth mean 

curve down through the observed velocities should be a good approximation 

to the vertical velocity of the balloon, and departures from this curve 

greater than the expected error of observation are likely to be due to 

meteorological causes. 
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6.6 Observations of Winds Associated with Cumulus Clouds  

34 soundings wore made when cumuliform clouds were present. 

An attempt was made with several of the soundings to release the balloon 

so that it would rise into the base of a non-precipitating cumulus cloud, 

obtaining observations 7f th.2 cima of entry into the cloud and the 

applcximate dimensions :If tho cloud and its subsecuent life history. 

This met with little SUC;CS8 duo to the relatively small area of sky 

normally covered by non-precipitating cumulus, and the fact that the 

majority of the attempts ware made in the Autumn or Spring. On the 

occasions when the balloon was observed to rise into cloud little change 

was apparent in the vertical velocity, but in each case the balloon was 

near the edge of a decaying cloud. 

Figure 48 shows the w profiles and the expected 77 curves 

for four soundings. During A70 cumulus castellatus clouds were present 

on the horizon; A88 was made into a vigorous =mule-nimbus cloud, the 

mean velocity between the ground and the first signal being 7.1 m/sec, 

indicating an upcurrent in excess of 2 m/sec before the precipitation 

affected the balloon; A101 is a case where cu.mulo-nimbus clouds were 

present; and A114 was made in a clear patch between cumulo-nimbus clouds, 

and shows a downdraUght of 1.5 p/sec at 6 km. • Figure 25 shows that 

unrealistic changes in superheat would be necessary to explain the 

observed flUctuations. In all only 6 cases are available where the 

balloon measured currents associated with cumulus cloud in the lower 

3 km of the atmosphere, and no definite values in excess of 2 m/sec 

were recorded. 

Two interesting cases where marked changes occurred in 

horizontal velocity were obtained. The first case is a comparison of 

soundings A110 and A1119  made at 1533 G.M.T. and 1623 G.M.T. 30.9.58, 

respectively, the profiles being shown in Figure 49. The synoptic 

chart shows a depression over southern Ireland, and shower reports from 

the majority of stations in southern England. No fronts are shown over 
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the British Isles, but the majority of stations near Silwood report a 

30°  wind veer between 1200 G.M.T. and 1800 	with force 4 winds.  

,maintained. At 1400 G.M.T. the wind at Silwood was force 4, gusting 5 

or 6, S.E., with heavy intermittent rain and occasional cloud breaks. , • 

When A110 was released the wind had veered S., but it was clear overhead 

with cumulo-nimbus clouds on the horizon, sufficiently close to give a 

rainbow, and 50 min later when A111 was released the wind had moderated 

slightly and veered S.W., with variable amounts of cumulus and fracto-

cumulus. There is a veer of approximately 15°  in the wind between the 

two soundings which is maintained throughout the lower 3 km of the 

atmosphere. Large fluctuations are shown as w in A111, and the 

mean w in A110 is lower than expected, but this cannot be proved to 

be duo to down currents as the sounding terminated at too low a height. 

A much larger change of wind was observed between two soundings near to 

thelCrawleyt storm on September 5th 1958 (communication from Dr. Ludlam)1  

and changes of the above order over depths of 3 km or more can be 

expected with cumulo-nimbus situations. 

The second case is a comparison between the ascent and descent 

profiles in A166, 1545 G.L.T. 12.5.59. shown in Figure 50. 	In this 

case the balloon was observed into anvil cloud through the roof telescope 

at the height indicated on the diagram, and Figure 51 shows a schematic 

diagram of the rain areas observed on the p.p.i. display in the radar, 

together with the approximate positions of the anvil edge and the track 

of the balloon. The echo tops were estimated to be at 8 km. The 

synortia $ituattcra _shows a wcgil trough extending northrly from 

France, with little change in the day, and slack gradients in the tipper 

air. The storms appeared to be well scattered as no stations reported 

rain in southern England. 

The difference between the profilos for v at anvil level 

cannot be due to radar error (the failure at 10.6 km would not be 

associated with increased error), and indicate a flow at anvil level of 
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approximately 6 m/sec, due to the storms. Table 15 shows the winds at 

0.5 km intervals near the anvil level for the ascent and descent at, 

Silwood, and the Crawley ascent. The times refer to the actual measuring 

time at 9.5 km. 

Height 

km 

Silwood ascent 
1615 

Silwood descent 
1650 

Crawley 
1730 

Speed 
m/ sec 

, 

Direction 	• Speed 
m/sec 

Direction Speed 
n/sec 

Direction 

- e 1. 

10.5 8 255°  7 285°  2 300°  
0.  

10.0 68 250° 
 

285°  2 3400 

9.5 7 240°  7 300°  6 330°  

9.0 5 300°  6 3250  6 3400 

8.5 5 300°  7 315°  5 330°  

Table 15. 	Wind speed and direction near anvil 

level 12.5.59. (Sounding A166). 

This sounding was made with a 100 g balloon and the drag 

coefficient transition occurred in the first four kilometres of the ascent. 

The upward velocity increased by nearly 2 sec as the balloon rose into 

the anvil, and a mean increase of over 1 sec was maintained until tE7o 

radar failure. 
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CHAPYER 7  

VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS NEAR THE TROPOPAUSE AND IN THE LOWER 
STRATOSPHERE  

Fairly large and persistent wind fluctuations in the 

stratosphere with amplitudes of -the order of 5 Wsec were shown in the 

results fore several soundings of which A104 (Figure P.2) is a particularly 
good example. In this sounding descent profiles, obtained by tracking a 
cloud of copper window released at burst from a 'window carrier' (section 
2.5.3), showed excellent agreement with the ascent profiles obtained with 

the standard sounding rig. The profiles show large fluctuations above 

17 km (relative to the subjective mean curve) with maxima in u at 

18.0 km and 19.6 km; and in v at 17.7 km and 19.3 km. 	Since the 

profiles are approximately sinusoidal the separation between consecutive 

maxima (or minima) is referred to as the vertical wavelength of the 

fluctuations, and is therefore 1.6 km at 18.5 km for A104. The amplitude 

of the fluctuations is taken relative to the mean curve and is approximately 

7 m/sec at 19.2 km for A104. 

Maidens of the Meteorological Office observed that large 

fluctuations were often shown in the stratosphere on the wind profiles 

obtained by the radar-theodolite at Crawley, and that they persisted 

through sequences of four or five soundings made at 12 hour intervals. 

He brought these results to the notice of Sawyer who described (1961) 

the results obtained at Crawley and showed that stable inertial 

oscillations were possible in the stratosphere, with a vertical wavelength 

of about 1.5 km and a horizontal wavelength of about 400 km. 	Similar 

fluctuations were observed by Portig (1960) using a theodolite follow 

of a sounding balloon, and by Barb6 (1958) who found, by using one 

radar to track two balloons alternately, that the fluctuations changed 

little over periods of the order of 10 minutes. 
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Many of the Silwood soundings have reasonably error free profiles 

in the stratosphere and from these, and some M.O. soundings studied for 

comparison purposes, the mains characteristics of stratospheric 

fluctuations have been deduced. 	Section 7.1 describes the characteristics 

shown by single soundings (together with descent profiles where available). 

It is shown that the vertical wavelength of large fluctuations is 

approximately 1.5 km (with a tendency to increase with height), and that 

the frequency of occurrence increases from about 40.% of soundings at . 

14 km to an indicated 100% at 20 km (based on 8 soundings). The 

fluctuation vector. rotates clockwise with height in all soundings. 

Waves with amplitudes of 1°C and vertical wavelength comparable with 

that of the wind fluctuations appear on many of the Crawley temperature 

soundings. 	Section 7.2 describes further information yielded by 

sequences of soundings and it is shown that the heights of maxima and 

minima tend to decrease with time over a station. The horizontal 

wavelength is estimated to be about 300 km. 

Section 7.3 describes a study made of all the British Isles 

soundings at 1100 G.M.T. and 1700 G.M.T. on the some day as A104. 	It 

is shown that the raw radar data from M.O. stations is often adequate 

for studying the fluctuations, and further evidence is added to the 

results of sections 7.1 and 7.2. 	The separation between M.O. stations 

is too large to give direct measurements of horizontal wavelength. 

The characteristics of fluctuations are summarised in section 

7.4 and two models for the wind flow are proposed, of which one based on 

sinusoidal fluctuations in all three co—ordinates shows all the observed 

characteristics of the motion. 

The analysis by Sawyer (1961) mentioned above gives a 

satisfactory explanation of some of the main features but does cot 

explain the decrease in height of maxima or minima with time, or take 

any account of the apparent increase in vertical wavelength with height. 
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It is suggested in section 7.3 that the larger fluctuations may occur 

where there is curvature in the mean flow and a more detailed analysis 

should allow for this effect. 

Hines (1960) in a paper presenting a theory for the observed 

winds in the ionosphere above 80 km shows that the observed irregularities 

there have characteristics which may be interpreted as internal 

atmospheric gravity waves. The fluctuations observed in the stratosphere 

satisfy the criteria presented by Hines for internal gravity waves in 

that the period is much greater. than the minimum value of about 5 minutes, 

and the ratio of the actual period to the minimum period is approximately 

equal to the ratio of the horizontal and vertical wavelengths (this is 

true to within the accuracy of the present determination of values). 

A third criteriaithat the ratio of the horizontal and vortical fluctuation 

velocities is approximately equal to the ratio of the corresponding 

wavelenghts may well be satisfied as the value of vertical velocity 

implied is 3 op/sec, which is considerably less than the resolution of 

the radar. Hines postulates two mechanisms to explain the waves at 

80 km, one of which is that they maybe propagated upwards from the 

stratosphere or upper troposphere by Waves with amplitudes of a few 

centimetres per second at these levels. If the fluctuations observed 

in the stratosphere are in fact a source for the waves at 80 km their 

amplitude is far larger than required by Hines theory, although this 

may be necessary to allow for atteni.ation between 25 km and 80 km. 

It has not been possible in this thesis to do more than 

indicate possible lines along which further theoretical treatments of 

stratospheric waves should proceed. There appears to be considerable 

scope for further theoretical work together with a more extensive sounding 

programme to fill in gaps in knowledge of the characteristics of the 

fluctuations. 
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The fluctuation amplitude near to the tropopause was observed 

on several soundings to be greater than that immediately above or below 

this level, and the final section (7.5) presents a description of 

fluctuations within 1 km of the tropopause for all the available soundings. 

They appear to be less persistent than the fluctuations observed a few 

kilometres higher, but further soundings will be necessary to confirm any 

real difference. 
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7.1 The Characteristics of Large Stratospheric Fluctuations shown 
by Single Soundings.  

Figures 52, 53, 54 show profiles obtained in the stratosphere 

in soundings A34, A461  A120 respectively (A34 was obtained from visual 

readings of the radar dials at 30 sec intervals with velocities , 

calculated for 60 sec jntervals and A46 and A120 from standard 5 sec 

readings). The descent profiles in these soundings were given by the 

falling reflector and the parachute appears to have been working 

properly (section 2.2.1); the profiles should be compared with those 

for sounding A104 (Figure P.2) where the descent profiles were given 

by a copper window cloud. There is no possibility that the fluctuations 

are instrumental in origin, as is thought to have been the case in 

some previous measurements of large amplitude fluctuations in the 

stratosphere (e.g. Clem (1954)). 

In the soundings illustrated, and indeed in all the available 

soundings with reasonably error free results, the fluctuations in the 

u and v components of wind are approximately 900  out of phase, with 

the maxima and minima in u appearing a quarter vertical wavelength 

higher than in v. Thus the fluctuations may be represented by a 

fluctuation vector which rotates clockwise with increase in height. 

The large value of u'v' quoted in Table 12 for the region of large 

fluctuations for sounding A104 indicates that the amplitude of the 

fluctuation vector varies with height in a systematic manner. It is 

obvious in this sounding that the profiles depart significantly from 

sinusoidal. 

Table 16 summarises the Silwood soundings (ignoring soundings 

where stepping (section 4.3) occurred) for occurrence and vortical 

wavelength of the 'large' fluctuation's in the stratosphere. 	The 

minimum amplitude of 2.5 m/soc has been chosen arbitrarily, but is a 
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convenient value as all fluctuations with greater amplitude are easy 
to pick out on the profiles, and values of vertical wavelength may be 

determined with reasonable objectivity. 

, . 	. 

Height Humber Number of soundings Mean vertical Extern° values 
of k m showing fluctuations wavelength of vertical 

soundings with amplitude 2.5 	, 
sec. 

km wavelength 
km 

14 33 13 1.3 0.7 — 2.0 

16 25 9 1.4 0.8 — 1.8 

18 16 10 1.4 1.1 — 2.0 

20 8 . 	8 1.6 0.7 — 2.0 

A ,, 	• 

Table 16. 	Statistics of large stratospheric fluctuations 

for the Silwood soundings. 

It is considered that the occurrence of the persistent 

fluctuations is underestimated in Table 16, as smaller fluctuations 
than 2.5 m/see are shown to persist over periods of several hours in 
section 7.2. The probability of large fluctuations appears to increase 
with height, but cases are shown in Table 19, which summarises a set 
of M.O. soundinrp, whore no fluctuations occur at 20 km although large 

fluctuations occur at 17 km. 

The vertical wavelength increases slichtly with height, and 

agrees well with- the figure of 1.5 km used by Sawyer in his analysis. 

The data showed no marked correlation between amplitude and vertical 

wavelength. No systematic differences in the amplitudes of the 

fluctuation components in relation to the mean wind wore observed in 

the Silwood sdundings. 
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The differences between the ascent and descent profiles were 

usually loss than those introduced by imperfections in the wind 

measuring system. The measure of agreement shows that the fluctuations 

chanLe slowly with both time and horizontal distance (shear was often 

shown on the mean profile), and periods greater than 2 hrs and sizes 

greater than 100 km are indicated. 

The maximum amplitude observed was 7p/sec at 19.2 km in 

sounding A104, and the maximum shear 0.025/'sec at 19.0 km in the same 

sounding. 

The corresponding Crawley soundings show temperature 

fluctuations in the stratosphere with amplitudes of 1
o
C or more for 

approximately 80% of the soundings when fluctuations were observed. 

The data were insufficient to indicate the absence or otherwise of 

temperature fluctuations when no wind fluctuations were present. 

Figure 60 shows the Crawley temperature and wind profiles plotted for 

comparison with sounding A104. The vertical wavelengths of the 

temperature and wind fluctuations are comparable in this case, but a 

tendency was noticed for the temperature fluctuation to have a larger 

wavelength (by 0.5 km - 1.5 km) in many of the soundings. However the 

published temperature profiles are. not sufficiently detailed for 

detailed comparison. Temperature fluctuations of 100 correspond to 

adiabatic displacements of the air in the vertical of 100 m. 
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7.2 The Characteristics of Large Fluctuations derived from Sequences  
of Soundings in the Stratosphere 

Four sequences of soundings are available for studying 

stratospheric fluctuations. Two (A93, A94 and A122 — A125) give 

results over a small height range and the third (A159 — A164) gives 

results for an interval of more than 15 hours, with one, sounding to 
above 23 km. Those sequences were made with light winds in the 

troposphere Which kept the radar range, and consequently the error, to a 

minimum. The fourth sequence was obtained above the jet studied in 

Jet Stream Sequence I, and a special analysis has been necessary to 
extract estimates of the size of the fluctuations present because of 

the large errors introduced by the radar at long ranges. 

7.2.1 Stratospheric Sequences obtained within the Radar Stepping Range  

Figure 55 shows the profiles for soundings A93, A94 separated 

by 270 min. The readings for A93 were taken photographically at 30 see 

intervals, and for A94 at 20 sec intervals, with the velocities computed 
for 60 sec intervals, with overlapping. 	Simultaneous readings of 

bearing and elevation were taken with a theodolite, and used to check 

the radar readings. Large fluctuations appear near 13 km on A93 only, 

and above 16 km on both soundings. The wave at about 16.5 Ian appears 
to be antiphase on the two soundings, so an approximate value for the 

half (Eulorian) period is the interval of 270 minutes between the 

soundings at this level. Assuming that the period of the fluctuations 

relative to the mean motion is'much greater than the Dulerian period, 

and taking the mean wind speed as 9 m/ sec, gives a value. of approximately 

290 km for the horizontal wavelength. 

Figures 56(a) and 56(b) show the profiles for soundings 
A122 — A125, records being obtained from 5 sec readings. 	Sounding 

A124 was made with a 54" reflector and the fluctuations above 11 km 
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are shown to be fairly persistent by the agreement between the ascent 

and descent profiles. Unfortunately the other three soundings in the 

sequence wore made with 27" reflectors and 200g balloons and 

consequently burst at lower heights than A124. The lower part of 

A125 was lost through the -5 kV fuse blowing in the radar. The 
fluctuations between 11.5 km and 13.5 km do not show great persistence 
and the Eulerian period is probably less than the interval between 

A122 and A124 (about 4 hrs), but above 13.5 km it is possible to follow 
fluctuations throughout the sequence, and the Eulorian period appears 

to be greater than 6 hrs. Again assuming that the fluctuations are 

stationary relative to the mean motion gives that the horizontal 

wavelength as less than 200 In below 13.5 km and greater than 250 km at 
14.5 km. 

Figures 57(a) and 57(b) show the profiles for A159 - A164. 
A descent profile was obtained in A159 by tracking the falling corner 

reflector and agrees very well with the ascent profiles 	it has been 

omitted from the drawing to allow ready comparison with the Crawley 

sounding made at the same time. The remaining descent profiles were 

obtained by tracking copper window clouds (section 5.4) and are shown 
on the Figures with the exception of A163 where a Crawley sounding is 

available5 the ascent and descent profiles wore in excellent agreement 

in this sounding. Soundings were made at Crawley at 1700 G.M.T. 
6.5.59, and 0500 G.M.T., 7.5.59. (not illustrated) using the radar-
theodolite, and profiles have been extracted from the records for those 
soundings by converting the 'velocity-direction' readings to u and v 

components at 250 m intervals of height. The fluctuatiops shown on the 

sounding at 1700 G.H.T. arc not considered to be real, and may be due 
to a resonance condition in the analogue computer associated with the 

radar-theodolite (the radar itself is similar to the MkNII used. at 

Silwood and should not introduce serious errors at the ranges obtaining 
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in this sounding). The sounding record frequently shows the total 

velocity to swing negative which in itself indicates faulty operation 

of the equipment. It has therefore been necessary to omit the radar 

theodolite soundings from the comparison described below. The Crawley 

soundings at 1100 G.M.T. and 1700 G.M.T. were obtained with a G.L.III, 

Mk. III Radar, which is considered to give fairly accurate results 
(the errors are discussed further in section 7.3). 

It can be seen from the Figures that A159 and the corresponding 

Crawley sounding are in agreement for u between 18 km end 21.5 kml, tut 

that the fluctuations with vertical wavelength of 500 m below 18 km at 

Silwood are smoothed out by the method of'analysis at Crawley, even if 

they exist. The agreement in v is good, except at 19.5 km. A163 

and the corresponding Crawley sounding agree above 16 km 'for both u 

and v but the pronounced oscillation at Silwood near 15 km with 
vertical wavelength of 700 m does not appear on the Crawley profiles 

possibly due to smoothing in the computation. 

On all the soundings the differences between the ascent and 

the descent profiles for u are small and are probably due to lag and 
radar errors. The differences in v are slightly larger in some cases 

and may not be clue entirely to error, particularly 1160 at 16 km, A161 
at 19.3 km, and A162 at 19.5 km, but those differences are in the same 
direction as those introduced by lag and are overestimated. The lower 

level of the larger fluctuations decreased during the sequence from 

approximately 18 km for A159 to 14 km for A164, duo both to decrease in 
the height of the same fluctuations and the appearance of new ones at 
lower levels. The vortical wavelength increases from 1.0 km at 18 km, 

to 1.4 km at 20 mu, and possibly 2.0 km at 22 km (this final value being 

based on A159). 

Figure 58 shows the heights of the maxima and minima of the 

larger fluctuations on successive soundings. The maxima and minima in 
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u are approximately a quarter of the vertical wavelength higher than 

those in v at all levels throughout the sequence, and their height 

decreases with time at approximately 100 ni/hr at 18 km9  and at 125 n/hr 

at 21 km. Those results are in close agreement with those quoted by 

Sawyer (1961) for sequences of soundings made at Crawley (Figure 58 and 

Sawyer's. Figure 4 should be compared). 

Table 17 shows the Eulorian periodl'the moan wind speed and the 

corresponding horizontal wavelength (assuming that the waves are 

stationary relative to the mean motion) at three levels. The values at 

20 km and 22.km aro doubtful due both to the difficulty in estimating 

the time period, and the low value of the mean wind speed, which changes 

by 2 m/ sec during the sequence. The early burst in soundings A163 and 

A164 is regretted. 	• 

. 

Height 

km 

Eulerian Period.  

hr 

_ 

Moan Wind 

Waco 

Horizontal Wavelength 

Ion 

18 18 4 260 

20 12 (2) 	. (85) 

22 (15) (2) (110) 

Table 17. Estimates of the horizontal wavelength for fluctuations 

in sequence A159 — A164. 

Bracketed values have low reliability. 

The agreement shown between A159 and the corresponding Crawley 

sounding suggestS.that the horizontal wavelength is much greater than. 

50 km at all levels at this time, and a value of at least 300 km seems 

probable. 
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Several of the soundings show fluctuations with vertical 

wavelength of 700 m, and amplitudes of 1.5 m/sec between 13 km and 

16 km. The maxima and minima are a quarter wavelength higher for u 

than v 9  but it is net possible to follow the fluctuations from one 

sounding to the next with certainty. However the mean wind speed is 

8 m,/sec at the level where the fluctuations arc most marked, so a 
horizontal wavelength of 200 km would give an Eularian period of 7 hr 

for stationary waves, and soundings at 3 hr intervals are not suitable 
for following the changes in such fluctuations. 

The Crawley temperature soundings during this sequence show 

fluctuations of 1°C about a mean value in the stratosphere. The 

vertical wavelength of these fluctuations is approximately 2.5 km at 

1100 G.M.T.(A159) and 1.5 km at 2300 G.H.T. (A163) above 17.5 km. 

The agreement between the values of the vertical wavelengths of the wind 

and temperature fluctuations at 2300 G.M.T. at Crawley is good, but 

neither profile is sufficiently detailed to determine the phase relation 

between the two with certainty. 

7.2.2 Estimation of, Stratospheric Wind for a Sequence of Soundings  
above a Jet Stream 

When strong winds aro present' in the troposphere the balloon 

is commonly tracked in the stratosphere at ranges at which the stopping 

errors in bearing and elevation (section 4.3) are large, and the 

elevation is of the order of 10o. This gives rise to large errors in 

height, and the results computed direct from the raw data, using the 

formulae stated in equations 3.12 are valueless. However the 

non—systematic error in range does not increase greatly with range 

(section 4.5), and it is reasonable to assume that the rate of change 

of range with time will yield an estimate of the horizontal wind component 

away from the radar. 
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Neglecting changes in the elevation, 0 

dr . dR sec 0 — 	w tan 0 	7.1 
dt 	dt 

where R is the slant and r the horizontal range, and w the 

dR 
at any level. In general the ascent value of Tt- is a better 
approximation to dr — than the descant value because of the smaller 

dt 
vertical velocities involved, and also the errors in range follow are 

usually smaller during the ascent. Heights, z*, have been obtained 

by drawing smooth curves through the heights computed for the raw data, 

and the maximum height error is considered to be less than 250 m in the 

majority of the cases studied. 

Figure 59 shows the variation of —dRdt  with smoothed height z* 

for soundings A85 — A89. Where a descent curve is available an estimate 

of the expected separation of the curves is shown at 2 km intervals of 

height. The descent curves show that the method can yield self 

consistent results, A87 being an especially good case (in this sounding 

lock follow was maintained to the maximum range of the radar, and the 

signal was better than average). The height errors in the computed 

data for A85 were very large making the height determination tentative, 

and a low ascent velocity (5.5 Wsec) has been assumed above 14 km. 

It is probable that the maximum height attained was some 500 m higher 

than shown. There was a change of 17
0 in bearing during the sequence 

which is small enough to allow comparison of the curves, 

Marked fluctuations are shown in the radial component of the 

wind above 16 km, with vertical wavelength of approximately 1.6 km, and 

amplitude >5 m/sec. There is a suggestion of an increase of height of 

vortical velocity of the reflector. Thus for small elevations dr — is dt 
dr 

approximately equal toga and on the ascent — > 	. In the dt 
aa 

dt equal 

cases considered 	— dt dt on the descent, and values of the expected 
dR difference between dt 
 for the ascent and the descent can be calculated 
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the maxima and minima with time through the sequence, but the height 

data are not considered to be sufficiently reliable to make this a firm 

conclusion. Comparison of the curves for A86 - A89 at 17 km suggests 

that the Eulerian period is of the order of twice the interval of 6 hr 
between the first and last soundings, and the mean wind spend of 

12 m/sec indicates that the horizontal wavelength at this level is of 

tho•order of 500 km, if the waves arc stationary. 

These results indicate that the predominance of soundings showing 

large fluctuations in the stratosphere when winds in the troposphere are 

• light is purely due to instrumental reasons. The values of horizontal 

and vertical wavelength obtained are less reliable than those obtained 

with ranges less than the stepping range. 
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7.3 Stratospheric Fluctuations over the British Isles, 22.8..58.  

A comparison between the Silwood sounding A 104 (1342 G.M.T. 

22.8.58) and the Crawley sounding at 1100 G.M.T. on the same day is 

given in the discussion on Sawyer (1961), (Sawyer (discussion) 1961), 

and Figure 60 shows the results of the soundings above 16 km. The 

Crawley velocities were obtained from 1 minute radar readings using 

the differencing method (section 3.1.1), and the agreement between 

the two soundings indicates that useful information could be obtained 

about stratospheric fluctuations from raw (unsmoothed) data of routine 

soundings. 

The raw radar data for all the upper air stations in the 

British Isles were obtained for 1100 GaL.T. and 1700 G.M.T., 22.8.58 

and velocities computed using the differencing method on an Apollo 

computer. No data were available from Leuchars at 1700 G.M.T.and 

both the 1045 G.M.T. sounding at Larkhill and the 1700 G.M.T. sounding 

at Crawley burSt below the level at which large fluctuations were . 

observed. A 104 at Silwood was not available for immediate comparison 

with either the 1100 G.M.T. or the 1700 G.M.T. soundings. The 

results were plotted on the same scales as the bulk of the Silwood 

results (section 3.1.4). 	In all the soundings considered the maximum 

range was less than 40 km, and in most cases was loss than 30 km. 

Assuming standard errors in bearing and elevation of 0.1°  on 

these soundings, with the s.e. in range comparable to give a spherical 

error, the s.e. in velocity.is 1.2 m/sec.at 30 km range. 	M..0..trials 

reported by Harrison (1948, 1951) indicate that larger errors can occur, 

but a study of the scatter in vertical velocity points for those 

soundings suggests that the'values assumed above are realistic for 

range and elevation, and there is no reason to expect a significantly 

larger normalised error in bearing. 
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The filter factor curve for the differencing method is shown 

in Figure 15. On many of the soundins the vertical velocity of the 

balloon above 15 km was approximately 10 mlsec giving filter factors • 

for different vertical wavelengths shown in Table 18. 

Vertical 
Wavelength 
Az (km) 

Filter Factor 

0.6 km 0 

1.0 km 0.5 

1.5 km 0.75 

2.0 km 0.85 

Table 18. 	Filter factors for different vertical wavelengths. 

W= 10 m/sec. 

As shown in section 7.1 the stratospheric fluctuations have a 

characteristic vertical wavelength of 1.5 km, and would therefore be 

attenuated by a factor of 0.75 on the M.O. soundings by the method of 

evaluation. Approximately 3 points were available to determine each 

'wave' in the vertical and it was not considered justifiable to draw'a 

sine curve on such limited data. The plotted points were linked by 

straight lines and velocities read off at 0.5 km intervals of height. 

The actual velocities were plotted vectorially for the Station:, 

for 0.5 km intervals of height between 16.0 km and 21.0 km9  but no 

conclusions could be drawn from the results in this form. The 

velocities were resolved into mean and fluctuation vectors using moan 

curves drawn by eye (section 1.2), and the mean wind field at 16.0 km 

and 20.0 km is shown in Figure 61. No simple pattern was shown by the 
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fluctuation vectors at any level, but this was due to the large 

separation between stations, and it appears that stations on a grid 

with separations of 50 km will be necessary to determine the fluctuation 

pattern. On all the soundings showing fluctuations the fluctuation 

vector rotated clockwise with increase in height. 

The amplitude of the fluctuation components in both u and 

v were estimated for 1 km intervals of height for each sounding and 

the results are shown in Table 19. Also recorded are the values of the 

vertical wavelength, and a comparison between the soundings at each 

station. The value of horizontal wavelength is based on the assumption 

that the fluctuations move with the mean wind and do not change with 

time. Figure 62 shows the plotted points at Hemsby for the 1100 G.H.T. 

and 1700 G.M.T. soundings where an almost exact reversal in phase has 

occurred in the interval between the soundings. At three other 

stations (Aughton, Camborne and Lerwick) the soundings show similar 

features after 6 hours. The valUes for the fluctuation amplitudes in 

Table 19 are almost certainly underestimates. 

The following points should be noted about the results: 

(i) in 26 cases .u' > v' ; in 12 cases tit <  v'•; and in 

17 cases u' = v'. 	This indicates that in this case 

the fluctuation amplitude in the E—W and. the N—S 

directions are unequal and that there is a tendency 

for the amplitude to be greater normal to the basic 

motion than along the motion; 

(ii) it is possible for the fluctuations to disappear in six 

hours as at Stornoway; 

(iii) at 1100 G.M.T. the height of the maximum amplitude 

decreases with distance downstream; 

(iv) the maximum amplitude at 1100 G.M.T. (at Crawley) is in 

the region where the streamlines for the mean motion 

show maximum curvature. 
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Fluctuations are shown on several of the soundings below 15 km 

but their amplitudes are not significantly greater than the standard 
error. In this case fluctuations over Crawley at 1100 G.M.T. should be 

carried by the mean wind to almost exactly over Hemsby at 1700 G.M.T. 

Figure 63 shows the 1100 G.M.T. sounding at Crawley and the 1700 G.M.T. 
sounding at Hemsby. The differences between the soundings are real and 

indicate that the fluctuations change with time. 

Figure 64 shows the fluctuation vectors for A104 and the 
1100 G.M.T. Crawley sounding with the Crawley sounding displaced to 70 km 

east of Silwood to allow for the moan motion in the interval between the 

soundings. Quite large changes in wind, are indicated in this distance. 

The maximum value of vorticity for an eddy with a horizontal 
wavelength of 250 km and amplitude 5 m/ sec is + 1.6 x 10 4/sec, and 
+ 1.6 x 1074/sec is attained at 20 km near Silwood. The vorticity of 

the mean motion near Silwood is + 0.6 x 1074/sec, giving absolute 

vorticity limits of 0.1 x 10 4/sec and 3.3 x 1074/sec for the fluctuations. 
Negative values of vorticity would have been realised if the mean motion 

did not show strong curvature. 

The results discussed in this section show that the raw radar 

data from M.O. soundings may be used to study fluctuations in the 

stratosphere, provided that the measurements are made at ranges of less 

than 40 km. The separation between stations is too large to give a 

direct indication of structure, but some comparison is possible between 

Crawley and Hemsby. The data are adequate to permit a statistical 

survey of stratospheric fluctuations to be made, and possible correlations 

between the fluctuation statistics and curvature of the moan motion, 

tropopauso height and diurnal or seasonal factors should be looked for. 

The results quoted in this and preceding sections arc used in 

the next section which discusses the structure of the fluctuations. 
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7.4 The structure of stratospheric Fluctuations  

The observational ovidcnce presented in sections 7.1 to 

imposes the following constraints on a model for the structure of 

stratospheric fluctuations: 

the fluctuation vector rotates in a clockwise 

direction with increase in height; 

(ii) fluctuation amplitudes up to 7 m/sec are possible; 
(iii) the vertical wavelength is approximately 1.7 km. 

(iv) the horizontal wavelength is approximately 300 km 

(to obtain this estimate it was assumed that changes 

with time were very small); 

( v ) on some occasions the fluctuation amplitudes in u 

and v are unequal; 

(vi) the heights of maxima and minima decrease with time 

at a station. 

No information is available on vertical motions associated 

with the fluctuations, and it is assumed initially that the motion is 

entirely horizontal, with the pattern repeated for many wavelengths in 

both directions. 

Figure 65 shows a model (I) based on closed eddies which may 

be represented mathematically by 

u' 	A sin 27 x cos 27T x 	 7.1 

vl = B sin 27' x cos 2r 

7'7x 	
7.2 

where A and B are the maximum fluctuations in e and v' ,7\
x 

and, 'X 

are the wavelengths in the x and z directions. From continuity 

XIX . A/B. 
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A model based on this pattern with flat vortices sloping 

upwards with slope =N /N appeared attractive as satisfying conditions z y 
(ii) to (vi) but condition (i), of counterclockwise rotation with 

height, is not satisfied over half the area. 

If condition (i) is applied to this model a pattern emerges 

as shown • in Figure 6044 higher. Condition (vi) is no longer 

satisfied, and sources and sinks arc shown Which imply that vertical 
motions are present. Taking values of the parameters specified by 

conditions (ii) and (iv) the peak amplitude of these vertical motions 
is 3cm/sec (100 m,/hr), and vertical displacements of the order of + 1 km 

would be required giving rise to temperature fluctuations of + 10°C. 

Such fluctuations have not been observed, although ones with amplitudes 

of + 3oC are not uncommon. If displacements of 300 m in the vertical 
are permitted before the motion reverses a time period of approximately 

12 hours is indicated, with stationary points every 6 hours, and this 
time period is thought to be too small. 

Figure 67 shows a further model (II) which may be represented 
by: 

ut = A sin 2ff - N x 	N y 

v' = B co s 21r (N x - 	 7.4 

Repeating this pattern at:N/4 intervals of height with 

V4 horizontal displacements to the north gives a three dimensional 

model which satisfies all of conditions (i) to (vi), when the mean wind 
is southerly. This model implies sources and sinks on the 'boundary', 

or a time oscillation. A simple time oscillation implies that the 

fluctuation motion becomes stationary twice in each period and this was 

not observed in a 15 hour period (A 159 — A 164). 

7.3 
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There is no obvious reason why the fluctuations should tilt 

forward in the direction of the mean wind to satisfy condition (vi), 

and more evidence is required to show that this is indeed a condition 

of the motion. 

Neither of the models proposed here is fully satisfactory. 

Model I is attractive in one plane but becomes untenable in throe 

dimensions. Model II satisfies all the conditions imposed, but 

leaves questions unanswered about the boundary conditions. It 

appears unlikely that a time oscillation may be used to circumvent the 

boundary conditions, but it should be noted that the maximum 

displacement per day is only 400 km. 

237 
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7.5 Fluctuation in the Vicinity of the Tropopauso  

On many of the soundings an increase of fluctuation amplitude 

is apparent in the vicinity of the tropopauso, compared with fluctuations 

immediately above and below. 	Soundings A 104 (Figure P.2) and A 159, 
A 160 and A 164 (Figure 57)are typical examples of this feature. 51 

soundings were obtained with acceptably small errors at the tropopause 

and 24 of those showed fluctuations with amplitude greater than 3 sec, 

which is.greater than tho value normally observed immediately above or 
below the tropopauso region. Table 20 gives the distribution of 

soundings with amplitude and tropopause height, which shows that there 

is,  a small tendency for the fluctuation amplitude to increase with 

tropopause height. 

Fluctuation 
Amplitude 
m/sec 

Tropopauso height km 

8 - 9 9 - 10 10 - 11 11 - 12. 12 — 13 13 — 14 Total : 
(all 
heights) 

13 

14 

24 

<1.0 

1.0 — 3.0 

>3.0 

1 

2 

1 

5 
3 

5 

2 

5 
6 

1 	3 

2 	2 
7 	2 

1 
0 
3 

Total 4 13 13 10 	7 4 51 

Table 20. 	Numbers of soundings in groups formed by tropopauso 
height and amplitude of fluctuation observed at the 

tropopauso. 
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The maximum amplitude observed was 7.0 m/sec and the vertical 

wavelength varied from 0.5 km to 2.4 km. The height range of 

fluctuations having increased amplitude was usually less than 2 km, 

and roughly centred on the tropopause. 

Three sequences are available at tropopause height. The 

.first,A 93 and A 94 (Figure 55) shows a considerable change in 
character of the fluctuations immediately above the tropopause in the 

period .of 265 min between the soundings, The second, A 122 — A 124 

(Figure 56) shows fluctuations greater than 3 m/sec for A 122, between 

2 misec and 3 m/sec for A 124 and rather less than 2 m/sec for A 123. 

It is not possible to trace the maxima or minima through the sequence 

with certainty, and the Bulerian period is probably less than the 

interval (4 hr) between A 122 and A 124, giving an upper limit to the 

horizontal wavelength of 200 km in this case. 

The third sequence, A 159 — A 164 is shown in Figure 57. 
A 160 is an excellent example of the fluctuations discussed in this 

section showing marked 

the tropopause, with a 

is shown between A 159 

but this may be due in 

evaluating the Crawley 

with its corresponding  

increase in fluctuation amplitude 0.5 km below 
decrease. 1.2 km above. Very little agreement 

and the Crawley sounding made at the same time, 

part to the greater smoothing introduced in 

data. Likewise A 163 shows little agreement 

Crawley sounding, and since the separation of 

these soundings is 50 km the horizontal wavelength is not likely to 

exceed four times this distance at 200 km. 

The fluctuations near the tropopause on the first three 

soundings of the sequence show little change with time, then there is 

a largo change between A 161 and A 162, and again between A 163 and 

A 164. it is possible that the Eulerialperiod is approximately equal 

to the separation between the soundings (3 hr) for the first three 
soundings and increases in sympathy with the decrease in mean wind 
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as tho sequence proceeds. The initial period of three hours 

corresponds to a horizontal wavelength of 130 km, but the changes in 

the profiles through this sequence suggest that the fluctuations are 

not as well organised as those observed a few kilometres higher in the 

stratosphere, and a single value for the horizontal wavelength is not 
fully justified. The vertical wavelength varies between 0.7 km and 

1.2 km, and the fluctuations are similar to those in the stratosphere in 

that the maxima and minima in u are between a quarter and a half the 

vertical wavelength higher than the corresponding maxima and minima in 

v. 

The relationship between maxima and minima in u and v noted 
for soundings A 159 to A 164 has been observed in the majority of the 

available soundings. Comparison of ascent and descent profiles near 

to the tropopause does not lead to any definite conclusions on the 

horizontal dimensions of the fluctuations. 

The results presented above show that the tropopause is a 

preferred level for fluctuations with large amplitude. The observed 
structure of the fluctuations is in some ways similar to that of the 

larger fluctuations in the stratosphere, but it appears probable that 

the horizontal wavelength is smaller by a factor of at least two, and 

greater irregularity is present. The mechanism for generation of the 

waves may be similar to that propounded by Sawyer for stratopheric waves, 

but will be modified by the change in lapse rate, and this may well be 
a dominating effect at this level. It will be necessary to make 
soundings at much closer spacing than 3 hr to resolve the uncertainty 
on the horizontal wavelength, or to use a technique for studying the 

distortion of contrails with a camera obscura as suggested in section 

8.3 . 
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CHAPTER. 8  

•SURHAITY OF RESULTS AND SUCIGRTIONS FOR 
FUTURE .- FORK 

The first section of this Chapter summarises the results 

presented in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. The second section gives suggestions 

for improving the techniques used in measuring the wind profiles, 

especially in reducing the time and labour in evaluating the data, 

and the final section indicates lines along which it is considered that 

future experiments should be made, so as to fill in the gaps in 

Table 21. 

NO theoretical treatment has been given in the thesis to 

explain the occurrence of the more 'organised' fluctuations. Sawyer 

(1961) has given an analysis of stratospheric fluctuations in a uniform 

stream, and a similar analysis 	required with curvature in the 

streamlines. 	Sufficient information has been collected on the motion 

near frontal surfaces (section 6.4) to test a theoretical treatment, 

but more observational evidence is required on the fluctuations near 

the tropopause to determine the. parameters on which they depend. 
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8.1 Summary of results  

The majority of the results have boon obtained with 54" 
reflectors for which the errors in velocity measurement at ranges less 

than 45 km were less than 1 m/sec. At greater ranges the errors 

increased rapidly and were often greater than the observed fluctuations 

at ranges greater than 50 km., 

In non-convective conditions (to which most of the soundings 

refer) it appears that a reasonable division of the atmosphere into 

three layers may be made for discussing balloon soundings. These 

layers are firstly from 1 km to 1 km below the tropopausei secondly 

1 km below to 1 km above the tropopause; and thirdly 1 km above the 

tropopauso Lul to 23 km (the maximum height for the majority of results). 

A fourth layer between the surface and 1 km (effectively the boundary 

layer although the choice of 1 km is arbitrary) is not included as 

velocity readings were seldom obtained below 1 km. 

Table 21 summarises the results by height interval and by 

categories depending on the vertical wavelength shown on the soundings. 

The wavelength divisions are to a large extent arbitrary, and only 

really meaningful in the stratosphere where the fluctuations appear to 

show a wavelike structure. Figure 68 shows the main features observed 
in the study. 

The more pronounced features in the troposphere are usually 

associated with discontinuities in the normal temperature lapse, and have 

boon referred to as frontal cases. As many as three fronts have been 

observed on a sounding, and in the more pronounced cases it has boon 

possible to associate the front on the sounding with a front on the 

surface chart. 	In 'frontal' conditions the troposphere appears to be 

organised into layers, and features recur through several soundings at 

two hour intervals. The time scale of these fluctuations is synoptic, 

and very few wore observed above 5 km. 
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Height range 

Vertical Wavelength 	1 

250 m 
(based on 
window results) 

i 

'  250 m - 750 m 

I 

Air 

750 m - 3000 m 

km  1 	to 

1 km below 

tropopause 

_ 

Certain features very persistent 
associated with frontal surfaces 

Non-persistent 
features. 

61 m/sec 
Period <1 hr. 
Horizontal size 
not determined. 
Vertical motion 
with amplitude 
of 0.5 Waco 
sometimes 
observed 

features.
I 

i 	Non-organised 

I 01.5 misec 
Horizontal size 
"-;' 500 km. 

4  1 km below 

to 1 km above 

tropopause 

. 

- 

Amplitude often > 3 yal/soc 
(max 7 Waco) Vertical wavelength 
preferred value 1 km 
(0.5 km - 2.0 km) 
Horizontal size 	6100 km 

‘.. 

1 km above 

to 23 km 

• 

Diffusivity K 

G0.1 m2/sec 

• 

7 m,/sectropopause 

Amplitude 
< 2 m/sec 

Period <3 
hours or 
horizontal 
extent of any 
layer <50 km. 
Apparently not 
organised. 

Amplitudes up to 

(commonly 5 Waco) 
Preferred value 
ofT 	= 1.7 km, 

7shz
zappears to 

increase with 
height. 
Fluctuation vector 
rotates clockwise 
with height. 
Period thought to 
be large (5) days. 
Horizontal size 
300 km. 

65 	'of the order of' 

Table 21. Summary of results obtained during experimental 

investigations made at Silwood, 1957 - 1959. 
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Very little was learnt about tropospheric fluctuations in 

convective conditions - in fact soundings made on days with thunder 

activity were often featureless in the troposphere. In some soundings 

01 57, A 80, A 166) specific features were observed and have boon 

described as individual cases. 

The fluctuations in the stratosphere wore often largo and a 

three dimensional model has been proposed based on sinusoidal 

fluctuations which fits all the observed features on tho soundings. 

Those fluctuations are large enough to be shovm on routine M.O. 

soundings and it should be possible to use such data to look for 

relations between stratospheric fluctuatic,-,s and conditions in the 

upper troposphere. 

A maximum in fluctuation amplitude often occurred at the 

tropopause, and the characteristics of the fluctuations appeared to 

differ markedly from both the persistent 'organised' (i.e. non-

sinusoidal synoptic)fluctuations in the troposphere and the sinusoidal 

fluctuations in the stratosphere as shovm in Table 21. Single 

soundings yielded little information on the structure of these 

fluctuations, and the separation of the sequential soundings at this 

level was too groat for definite conclusions. 

Determination of the period of the fluctuations proved 

impossible using soundings from a single station. If a non changing 

fluctuation (infinite period) is carried over the station by a steady 

airflow the.apparent period measured from a sequence of soundings is 

given by: 
Period - Fluctuation 'size'.  

Moan wind velocity 

If the fluctuation is also changing with time it is necessary to know 

its size to determine its period from the difference between the 

observed period from a sequence and the theoretical period for 
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non changing fluctuations. To do this at least two soundings 

separated in space are required. For this reason estimates of period 

6iven in Table 21 should be treated with caution. 
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8.2 Suggestions for Improvements in the Radar and Associated  
Equipment  

The sounding technique described in Chapters 2 and 3, using a 

G.L.III, Mk. VII radar for tracking a 54" corner reflector carried by 

a sounding balloon, Gave values of the wind velocity for which the 

measuring errors were acceptably small for ranges of loss than 45 km. 
Follow could be maintained to twice this range, and it proved possible 

to extract useful results from the data at greater ranges by analysing 

the variation of range with time (section 7.2.2). The techniques wore 

designed to give a minimum velocity error due to radar error and further 

reduction cannot be expected with this radar set, but a modified version 

using a wavelength of 3 an (instead of 10 cm) would be expected to give 

an improved performance. Changing the method of evaluating the data 

to include more readings in each velocity determination will increase 

the amount of smoothing involved due to the longer time poriodt 	it 

is not possible to make any reduction in the interval between readings 

as the radar takes nearly 5 seconds to make independent readings. 

The photographic method of recording the radar dials was 

satisfactory, but considerable labour was involved in reading the data 
from the film and in transferring to punched cards for feeding to the 

computer. For any future work a reliable method of timing the interval 

between exposures of the camera should be used. acre a 50 c/s supply 

of electricity is available a timer based on a' synchronous motor seems 

the most suitable, and the supply from the radar generator would provide 

a suitable standby although it is not sufficiently stable in frequency 

for normal use. 

Recording the data photographically introduced considerable 
delay between the making of a sounding and receiving the results giving 

values of velocity as a function of height. During the majority of 

the experimental period the delay was greater than six months, and a 



minimum delay of 1C,  — 14 days was possible with the methods used. 

This delay is felt to be unacceptable, especially when making sequences 

of soundings, where a knowledge of the profiles obtained by the previous 

soundings is desirable when deciding on the necessity for further 

soundings. 	In soundings such as A 61 whore a large shear associated 

with a frontal surface was measured further soundings should have been 

made to determine variations in the wind structure in the.vicinity of 

the shear. A crude method of determining the fluctuations present on a 

sounding is given by plotting the values of range, elevation and bearing 

at intervals of approximately 20 seconds. This was done during the 

sequence A 159 — A 164 to estimate the size of the fluctuations in the 

stratosphere, and gave sufficient information to indicate that the 

• sequence should be continued after A 159. 

Ideally the data should not be handled manually at all,- and 

electronic techniques for obtaining results as the balloon ascends are 

available in principle, even if entirely suitable equipment is not 

immediately available. Analogue digital converters have been designed 

for use with radars which give a conversion accuracy of 15 binary digits, 

equivalent to a little over 1 minute of arc which is less than the radar 

error, and these converters can beTranged to print out the data and to 

give a record on paper tape, or punched card, as well as to feed direct 

into a digital computer. A computer at the radar site, or a land—line 

direct to a computer, would provide the most satisfactory means of 

evaluating the data, with the results plotted automatically as they are 

computed, but an arrangement for taking the paper tape or card record 

of the data to a computer by road should make it possible to have the 

results within an hour of the end of a sounding. Obviously having the 

results plotted during the sounding is preferable, as this would 

indicate the necessity for any additional observations required during 

a sounding. 
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A system of the type envisaged would probably cost more than 

£100,000 if made commercially, but suitable equipment may become 

'obsolescent' in the next few years and be available in rather the same 

manner as the radar used in the present study. A system incorporating 

an analogue computer has been used by the M.O. at Crawley, but the 

errors in the system appear to be large on some occasions, and the 

results are not easily tractable. The Crawley systeM uses a 

transponder radar and 'stepping' errors are eliminated, but the velocity 

errors due solely to radar error are still proportional to range. 

For the study of jet streams a radar incorporating a transponder system 

or a primary radar with greatly increased power, together with angular 

errors less than half those of the Mk. VII is required, if the technique 

of upwind release is not to be used (section 8.3). 

The performance of the diesel—generator set was satisfactory, 

but involved a considerable amount of effort which could well have 

been saved. For any future work the radar should be run from the 

electricity mains supply, possibly using a rotary converter with a 

self starting diesel generator as standby for use in the case of mains 

failure. 
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8.3 Future Experimental Work 

The most useful results presented in this thesis have been 

obtained from sequences of soundings made at intervals between 

15 minutes and a few hours. When those sequences were made very 

littlowas known about the structure of the fluctuations, and 

consequently the interval between soundings was determined by the time 

taken for a completed sounding. 

The sequence technique should be exploited fully with the 

separation between the soundings much less than the period of the 

fluctuations being studied by any particular sequence. In general 

the interval in the troposphere should not exceed 10 minutes, and using 

a single radar it will be necessary to study layers of approximately 

3 km depth at a time. No difficulty should be experienced in picking 

up each succeeding balloon'as it rises into the bottom of the layer, 

since the difference between successive balloon tracks is seldom large. 

The results obtained to date show some significant differences between 

the character of the fluctuations in the upper and lower parts of the 

troposphere under certain conditions, and it is possible that further 

differences may be shown by closely spaced sequences. The results on 

the characteristics of fluctuations near to the tropopause Were 

,inconclusive as the separation between the soundings made at that level 

was too largo. Sequences at this level should have an interval of 

approximately 30 minutes, and will cover a height range of 10 km. 

It may prove possible to continue the study of fluctuations 

in the stratosphere using raw data obtained from radars at upper air 

stations of the M.0., but here sequences with intervals of the order 

of an hour arc considered to be worthwhile for the results that can be 

expected on the fluctuations shown on some of the soundings with 

vertical wavelengths of 600 m or so. A sequence similar to that given 

by soundings A 159 — A 164, made on an occasion when the fluctuations 
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show amplitudes greater than 5 p/sec, is required to test the theory 

propounded in section 7.4 on the structure of such fluctuations. The 

descent profiles for soundings A 160 - A 164 were given by clouds of 

copper window, but they added little to a knowledge of the fluctuations, 

and are not recommended for future soundings. The attempt made in 

several soundings to study both the wind profiled and the growth of 

clouds of window meant that neither was done properly, and in future 

these experiments should be kept separate. 

Very little was learnt about the region between 22 km and 

30 km although 8 soundings were made with 1250 g high altitude 

balloons. 	Only ono of these soundings (A 55) gave worthwhile resultsabome 

20 km, the remainder being accounted for by radar failure (2), early • 

burst (2), and stopping (3). Further soundings should be made with 

these balloons (or improved versions if available) choosing occasions with 

light winds in the troposphere to keep the range within the stepping 

range, and if possible one or two sequences obtained with six or more 

soundings at intervals of 2 - 3 hours. 

The variation with time of the wind structure associated with 

frontal surfaces should be investigated using soundings in sequence. 
Although a substantial correlation has been shown to exist between the 

height of the frontal surface at Silwood, and the height of the inversion 

at Crawley, thiS gives no information on the actual relation between 

the heights at one place. For future experiments radio-sonde 
equipment should be carried by the balloon as well as the radar reflector. 

This will require the installation of extra ground equipment, which should 

be automatic. However experiments without the use of a sonde should 

help to determine the structure of the winds near to the surface - in 

particular the reality of the component normal to the thermal wind 

component requires investigation. 
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The majority of the results described in this thesis have 
boon obtained when winds in the troposphere wore light or moderate, 
due to the poor performance of the radar with weak signals at large 

ranges. No worthwhile results wore obtained in either of the jet 
stream sequences in the core of the jot, and future experiments into 

the detailed structure of jet streams with a radar of the type described 

in this thesis will have to be made using balloons released from a 
point some 50 len upwind of the radar. The technical problems involved 

in this procedure should not prove difficult, and it should be possible 

to locate the balloon before it roaches a height of 3 km, as both the 

elevation and bearing will be known to within a few degrees. In all 
but exceptionally strong winds a balloon released in the manner 

described will be followed to burst at a range less than the stepping 
range. 

Contrails formed by high flying aircraft are often observed 

to distort rapidly within a few minutes - of formation, and their 

subsequent structure suggests that they are in a region of strong 

shear; furthermore in many cases the shear appears to change sign two 

or throe times along the visible part of the trail (some 40 len). 	If 

such trails are made by aircraft flying horizontally te tentative 

conclusions reached_in t - is thesis concerning the size of eddies near 

to the tropopause are an order of magnitude too large, but the 

structures are readily explained if the aircraft is climbing or 

descending when the trail is laid. The initial position in space of 
the contrail can be determined easily and accurately by tracking the 

aircraft with the radar, and the subsequent distortion of the trail may 

be recorded with the aid of a time lapse camera, or tracings of the 

trail as seen through a camera obscura could be made at intervals of 
the order of a minute. Either method of recording the motion of the 

trail should yield accurate estimates of the wind velocities experienced 

at different positions along the trail, and from these and a knowledge of 

the initial position of the trail worthwhile information should be 
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obtained onthe structure of fluctuations in the upper troposphere and 

lower stratosphere. Winds at contrail level are essentially horizontal, 

but allowance wlll have to be made for the fall speed of the contrail 

itself. Ideally this typo of experiment should be made with an 

aircraft flying a predetermined pattern, but on. many days sufficient 

contrails are formed for useful studies to be made. Bundgaard (1954) 

describes some results obtained by a similar technique. 

Suggestions for future experiments using window techniques 

to investigate atmospheric fluctuations are made in section 5.6. 
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APPEPDIX  

Summary of Soundings  

The date and release time, together with the reflector types 

(ascent and descent) and balloon weight are listed for the Silwood 

soundings to which reference is made in this thesis. 

The following abbreviations have been used for the reflector 

types 

24" 	24" corner reflector 

27" 	27" corner reflector 

54" 	54" corner reflector 

Al. 	Aluminium window 
Cu. 	Copper window 

Sounding Date 

. 

Release 
time 

G.M.T. 

Balloon 
weight 
g 

Reflector 

Ascent 
- 

Descent 

A34 18.11.57 1502 200 54" 54" 
A44 14. 1.58 1158 350 54" — 

A46 16. 1.58 1124 350 54" 54" 
A55 29. 1.58 1129 1250 54" 54" 
A57 31. 1.58 1208 350 54" Al. cloud 

A61 6. 2.58 1018 1250 54" — 
A62 7. 2.58 1651 350 54" - 
A65 12. 2.58 1159 350 54" — 

A68 17. 2.58 1149 350 54" - 
A70 19. 	2.58 1025 350 54" - 
A76 25. 2.58 1158 200 54" 54" 
A77 25. 2.58 1645 50  Al. inside 

balloon 
Al. cloud 

4 
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Sounding Date Release 
time 

G.M.T. 

Balloon 
weight 

g 

Reflector 

Ascent Descent 

A80 28. 2.58 1705 - 	50 54" Al. cloud 

A85 6. 3.58 0501 35o 54" - 

A86 6. 3.58 0706 35o 54" 54" 

A87 6. 3.58 o903 35o 54" 54" 

A88 6. 3.58 1110 35o 54" - 

A89 6. 	3.58 1308 35o 54" 54" 

A90 6. 3.58 1745 350 54" - 

A92 18. 4.58 1500 30 Al. inside Al. cloud 

A93 2. 	5.58 1026 35o 
balpon
54  

- 

A94 2. 	5.58 14 50 1.250 54" - 

A95 12. 5.58 1436 50 Al. inside 
balloon 

Al. cloud 

A100 12. 8.58 1330 200 5411 Al. cloud 

A101 12. 8.58 1640 500 54“ Al. cloud 

A104 22. 8.58 1342 500 54" Cu. cloud 

A109(6) 4. 	9.58 Weed  30 6 pieces - 

A110 30. 9.58 156S 100 24" - 

A111 30. 9,58 1623 100 27" - 

A114 6.10.58 1550 200 27" - 

A118 17,10.58 1242 500 54" - 

A119 23.10.58 1508 200 27" 27" 

A120 24.10.58 1437 500 54" 54" 

A122 12.11.58 0959 200 27" - 

A123 12.11.58 1122 	. 200 27" - 

A124 12.11.58 1404 500 54" 54" 

A125 12,11.58 1600 200 27" 27" 

A126 14.11.58 1458 500 ' 	54" - 

A128 1.12.58 1500 3 0 6 pieces - 

A129 1.12.58 1533 30 6 pieces - 
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Sounding Date Release 
time 

G.M.T. 

Balloon 
weight 
g 

Reflector 

Ascent Descent 

A130 19.12.58 1525 30 6 pieces - 

A132 8. 1.59 1210 200 27" - 

A133 16. 1.59 1510 700 21  sphere - 

A134 13. 3.59 1445 50 Ice sphere 
in can 

- 

A135 13. 3.59 1527 50 Ice sphere 
in can 

- 

A144 6. 4.59 1509 500 54" - 
A145 6. 4.59 1705 500 54" - 

A146 6. 4.59 1902 500 54" - 

A147 6. 4.59 2103 500 54" - 

A148 6. 4.59 2309 500 54" - 

A149 7. 4.59 0102 500 54" - 

A151 20. 4.59 0940 100 11 sphere - 

A156 23. 4.59 1542 100 11  sphere - 

A157 24. 4.59 1150 30 Window 
carrier 

Al. cloud 

(metal) 

A159 6. 5.59 1105 500 54" 54" 
A160 6. 	5.59 1411 500 54" Cu. cloud 
A161 6. 5.59 1658 500 54" Cu. cloud 

A162 6. 	5.59 2008 500 54" Cu. cloud 
A163 6. 5.59 2308 500 54" Cu. cloud 
A164 7. 	5.59 0228 500 54" Cu. cloud 
A165 12. 5.59 1115 30 Window 

carrier 
Al. cloud 

(metal) 
A166 12. 5.59 1545 100 27" 27" 

A167 14. 5.59 0916 700 2' sphere - 
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